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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
HnlUnd, Michifan, Thondaj, January 12, 1939

Vofaunt Number 68
iAAAAJ

School Office

Snakes Crawling Around

Nominee To Be

Named By GOP
HOLLAND MAN NOT

IN COMMISSIONERS RACE; CONVENTION NOV. 8

b

Reminder of Hiitorieal DaU
Conrentionnfor County
OMeera were still in Vogue

When
An

unusual procedure will be
followed in Michigan with the nomination of school commissioners.
In Ottawa County, the office held
by Gerrit Groenewoud of Holland,
who has served 16 years, has announced to his friends that he will
not ask for the nomination, and
conseouently seven candidates are
already in the field for the office.

Mr. Groenewoudhas made an

Hm News

in

Sheriff Van Etta

Destroys $6,250

January

LiAAi

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,

Ralph Smith, Lakewood Blvd.,
Thirty,
Park township, brought to the
News a small garter snake as lively as a cricket, which he picked un
PROSPECT TO RE-ESTABLISH
on the banks of a creek in mid“ONE ARMED” BANDITS" IS
winter, January 6.
SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY
REMOTE IN OTTAWA
The snake waa crawlingalong
lively, and Smith was surely surCOUNTY
At the election of officersheld
prised to find k at this time of the
Prospects for the reestablishment in the lodge of Odd-Fellowsin H
year. He says he saw several frogs
in the water of the creek and not tawa county are distinctly bad re- land the following gentlemen w
in the mud, where they generally tawa count yare distinctly had re- elected; Wm. Blom, N. G.; H.
gardless of what happens in the Dangremond, V. G.; Gerrit A. Ko
go to hybirnate.
This summery winter has surely rest of the state. Sheriff Frank ing, R. Sec.; Will H. Rogers, 1
Van Etta in his annual report says Sec.; John Hummel, Treasure
changed things about.
$6,250 worth of “one arm bandits” Millard Harrington, representati
Vf TTTTVvf vf
were confiscated‘ during 1988 to the grand lodge at Jackso
NOTE: The I.O.O.F.60 yeai
LOCAL MILITARY ORGANIZA- while Sgt. Earl E. Secrist of the Mich.
Grand Haven state police detach- later is still a flourishingorganizaTION AGAIN ENTERS ESment reports his force has dis- tion here.
SAY CONTEST

Slot

VTTVf

Is

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today

Machines

VWt

posed of 38 of the machines. Chief

Bill

* » •

A letter from Iceland avers thi t
Lawrence De Witt of the Grand
The Holland high school and Haven city police says his depart- an earthquakewas felt in Reil
the Holland Christian high stu- ment found none the past year Javik and at the same time “larpr
-

Connelly

on the Job as
Picture

Shows

BUSINESS CLINICS THROUGH
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
NOW IN PROGRESS

Mr. Frank Dyl
Local Buildei
Passes A1

A

series of nine business clinwhich Holland professional
and business men gather to discuss ideas on the relation of the IB
chamber of commerce to business,
are being held this week Wednesday, Thursday and Friday in the
ics, at

NOTED SPEAKER TELLS WHY
FURNITURE BUSINESS IS
BOUND TO BOOM

H. McBride, Wm. H. Beach, Marinus Van Putten, R. Veneklasenof
The accompanying picture was
Zeeland and Cornelius Nyland from
Warm Friend tavern under the
Grand Haven. NOTE: Not one of taken at Grand Rapids at a furniture men’s dinner, in which Willi- sponsorship of the Holland chamthese men are living today.
am M. Connelly, former secretary- ber of commerce.
The steamer Soo City, laying at manager of the Holland Chamber Chester Van Tongeren, general
chairmanof the “thought lunreya,”
the Graham and Morton docks at of Commerce, is shown in action,
announced three questions around
the foot of 8th st.. sank at her he recently being appointed direcwhich discussionswere built They
docks about a foot below her main tor of public relations of the Grand
are as follows:
Rapids
F'umiture
Exposition
Asdeck. The cause ascribed is that the
“1. How can the chamber of
heavy ice loosened the oakum in sociation. The president of that ascommerce be of service to your
her seams and drew it out Effort sociation is also a Holland man, Mr.
business?
to pump her out by means of a Charles R. Sligh, Jr., also shown
"2. What chamber of commerce
in
this
picture,
printed
through
the
tractor engine did not prove successful and today the steamer, City courtesy of the Grand Rapids Herof Holland, a sister ship, furnished
the steam to do the pumping work
and is making a successfuljob of

ald.

^ '

WELL KNOWN A8
OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Many

8

trod urea la Holland

as Monuments to His Al

The city of Holland is sac.
today because of the death
Frank Dyke, whose fui
are being held this Thi
temoon.
Mr. Dyke has been a __
and builder for the last four]
adea, and his fame for bl

_

beautiful public structure*1,
beyond our limits, and man?
inga in other cities can be CfL
to the local contractor’sskill,
buildingswhich will stand aa a
ments to Mr. Dyke, the cooM
are Hope Memorial chapel, a
of architecture.Warm Friend
ern, Holland Furnace
beautifuloffices, Washin. ___ _
Holland’s municipal hospital, ^
land high school, and many <M
buildings that are outstanding
cause of beauty and solidity.!
Some thirty years aco, Mr.
gained fame as a school k.
after Holland high school was
activity (new or improved) would pleted. Delegates came from
be of special benefit to the gen- ent cities to see Holland’s _
eral type of business in which you school, which was then tha-i
are engaged?
word in school constructionofl
“3. What in your opinion, should type. Shortly afterward, he
the chamber of commerce under- ed contracts to build
take that would result in the Petoskev, Jackson, ,
greatestbenefit to the commun- other cities, and during "thfl
struction of these building*]
ity at large?”
O. T. Anderson, Chicago economist, speaks briefly at each session. On Wednesday, clinics under
the chairmanshipof former mayor
Earnest C. Brooks, Clarence Jalving and Henry S. Maentx, met in
the tavern.
Today, Thursday,the groups led
,

Mr. Connellyia conferring with
W.
J. Cameron, heard every Sundents
are
entering
another
1500er and has made a thorough study
and that they have been a minus fires” were observed in the du
of school law, and that is very word essay contest sponsoredby quantity in Grand Haven since tance in the tea, supposedly i it. The fire steamer in Zeeland was day night on the "Sunday Evening
importantin conducting the office the Veterans of Foreign Wars city police confiscated numerous volcanic eruptionoff the Icelarii to have been brought to Holland Hour” sponsored by the Ford Motor Company from Detroit.At this
to do the work ana was about to
of commissionerof schools, since Auxiliary of the nation.There are mahines in a drive two years ago. coast This was followed by a sn?
dinner Mr. Cameron addressed 200
to
be
local,
state,
and
national
prixleave
when
citizens
protested
and
the whole school system seems to
Both the sheriff and S^. Secrist storm of such violence that lari e
members of the association. The
be hedged in by state laws, funds, es, and the subject will be: “True report taverns, filling stations and droves of sheep were virtual y the trusteeswho had given sanction
Americanism
—
How
Best
to
and regulations that are intricate.
in some cases stores are favorite blown from the rocks into the m - were compelled to reverse their
(Continuedon Pegs Four)
Mr. Groenewoud’sterm of office Achieve It?’
locations but the officers of the ing ocean. Note: A recent letter fro n decision.NOTE: There was nothThis essay contest was put on
expires July 1. Nomination of a
ing
wrong
about
that
since
it
two enforcement agencies show Dr. Brower in his travelogue indl
last year, and local students won
county school commissionerin this
no mercy when the machines are cates that Iceland is practical y would have left our neighbors un- there was sickness and a great
in
these
contests,
at
least
up
to
a
and other counties applies to both
discovered either by happenstancecovered with volcanoesand thi t protected in case of fire.
deal of it, other than “flu." The
certain extent. There will be thouRepublicans and Democrats and
or complaint. They range from even homes are made warm fro
doctors in Holland were hard
sands entering these contests,and
will be done at convention for the
The
Chicago
&
West
Michigan
penny to quarter machines. Money the heat coming from the bowels
pressed, working almost night and
it will be a matter of elimination
first time under public act 233,
found in them by the sheriff is the earth in the form of steam < r railroad announced the letting of day. However, the conditions here
from
local to state to nation. Mrs.
passed by the state legislaturein
water. Laundry work ie done rig] t contracts for a $1000 depot at
turned
over
to
the
county
general
were no differentthan else where.
Lillian Borchers, who is in charge,
1936, whereby school commissionfund and by the state police to the in the streets in concrete basins Watervlietand a $3000 one in Soldier camps were filled with sick
states that the age limit is from
ers are nominated instead of elecHolland. Fennville Herald. Note—
state general fund. The sheriff re- in which hot water from the earl
and many died. Dr. Godfrey who
ted at a primary. Change in the 14 to 18, and all essays must be in ports one new machine valued at flows in abundance.
Holland never got that $3000 staby
February
11.
was a hard boiled health renilator
law does away with the primary.
tion but one moved on flat cars
$500
by
its owner, contained a
of the old school was publiclyconThe local prizes are $10, $5 and
Prominent among the candidates
from
Oakdale
Park
a
suberb
of
An
Irish
soldier
of
the
Civil
War
single quarter when confiscated
for the office are Carroll Norlin of $2.50 The state award is a bronze State police report the machines who prided himself upon his brav- Grand Rapids and was Holland hot. demned by anxious people but
after it was all over and as is
the Federal School on East Eighth medal. The national prize is consid- owned privatelyare kept wel ery, said he fought in the battle cf Fifteen years ago we got a real
usually the case, he was publicly
street; John Nyenhuis of Van erable higher, but Mrs. Borchers cleared of cash but those operated Bull Run. When asked if he re- worth while depot however.
and loudlv praised for having done
• • •
Raalte school, Holland township; did not know the amount. Judges by syndicates and opened every treated and made good his escape
Dick H. Vande Bunte, Hudsonville are to be two attorneys, namely, week or two, usually contain fair as other soldiers had done on th$t THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY a thorougn job. Modestly he shared
the praise with the other doctors.
schools; Glen Fyneweaver, Marne Vernon Ten Cate and Cornelius sized sums when raided.
• • •
famous occasion, he replied: “Be
When he said: “The physicians of
high school; Louis Robberts, Zee- Vander Meulen. Last year, the first
• • •
jabers, those that didn't run are
John
J.
Cappon
local
tanner
has
Holland I feel have and are
land high school; Jennie Kauf- prize of $10 went to Miss Marian
Sheriff Van Etta made public there yit!”
purchased a fine new seven-passen- doing their duty well. They arc
mann, Spring Lake township; Carl Nienhuis, senior at Christian high; his annual report this week. Shown
• • •
ger 40 horse power "Diamond T” reporting all cases of ‘flu’ and are
Feenstra,Blendon township. Of second prize, $5, to Fritzi Jonkrtian are 208 arrests in 1938 of which
A large new school house will be touring car guaranteed to go 40 working untiringly.”
by James A. Hoover and Joe
and
third
prize,
$2.50
to
Miss
Esthe seven, it will be noticed there
36 were for breaking and enter- built on the main street in Zeeland. miles which is made in Chicago.
Geerds were scheduled to meet. On
• • •
is one ladv, Miss iKanfmann, ther Laman, the latter two being ing, three for armed robbery am It will be built of light-colored Note — He was the son of HolWith the inforcement of the Friday clinics are to be held as
Should she be elected, she would from Holland high school.
40 were arrests in which liquor brick. NOTE: We now know how land’s first mayor Isaac Cappon
Volstead
law a “noble experiment” follows: 10 a. m., J. Frank Duffy;
be the second lady school commisoffenses were involved. Unusua old that school on the east end Is. founder of the first tannery and
2 p. m., Willis A. Diekema; 4 p. m.,
sioner Holland had ever had. The FEW CAN TALK HOLLAND
offenses listed were flying an air- Many wings have been added was the second man to own an Police Headquarters was turned
into a veritable saloon with Chief Mayor Henry Geerlings; 7:30 p.
first was Miss Cora Goodnew, who
plane
too
low
for
which
one
arrest
since.
auto in Holland.The late George
LANGUAGE HERE
Van Ry as the bartender with noth- m., junior chamber of commerce,
served many years ago. She came
was made, misrepresentation
of
Browning head of the Ottawa Furing to do for there were no cus- Ray Kronemeyer.
from north Ottawa County.
produce offered for sale, two arFIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
niture Co. waa the first. Mrs.
tomers. The liquor confiscated Mr. Van Tongeren said the folThe going back to convention Five Netherlanders came to Hol- rests and a theft of shrubbery, two
• • •
Browning still lives on West 14th
within a few weeks were as fol- lowing relative to these clinics:
will remind Holland Republicans of land and were much surprised to arrests. An arrest was made in
Albert Keppel, the youngest son
street. The Browning car was a
“Businessconditions demand
three decades ago, when all the find how few residentsof Holland, one cise for a false robbery re- of Alderman Teunis Keppel, met “Surry” type with fringed top and lows: 2 gallons sherry, 2 quarts
kirmnal, 16 gallons white wine, 70 that new ideas’ and new aggrescounty officers from sheriff down Mich., can speak the Netherlands port.
with a mishap one day tnifc week.
passengerssat on side seats. It
were named through the conven- language, after what their friends Stolen goods recovered during While riding his colt, he 'was had large buggy wheels and had a quarts of whiskey (bottledin bond) siveness be introduced if we are
10 gallons of Port wine, and also to hold what we have and better
tion system. It was then that the had told them in the old country. the year were valued at $8,775. thrown near the City Hotel on
speed of 15 miles.
some
barrels of stale beer. Plenty the conditions of our community.
oratorical ability of many men
Main
street
and
sustained
a
sprain
They are Mrs. Sophi Smenges, The jail received 342 prisoners
• • •
of liquor to put skates on city This ‘thought survey’ will, we befrom this county came to light; her daughter, Mrs. Frieda Waren- during the year, 29 of them women of the ankle. NOTE: We were wonChecks amounting to $20,000 officials all winter, but it’s for- lieve, be of great value in apin fact, a greater part of the time dorf; two children, Fieka and Loak- and 91 federal prisoners for which dering why "Ap” is seen occaswere sent out by the H. J. Heinz bidden goods— “touch not, taste prising our present condition and
was devoted to oratory. Conven- iea; and Mrs. Smenges’ bookkeeper, $1,520.75board was received. There sionallywalking with a cane fifty
Co. to farmers around Holland, not, handle not." The alcohol will give us a* united program of actions would begin at 9 o’clockand Harry Davidson.
were 21,185 meals served to pris- years later. Bad sprain we say.
Zeeland, East Saugatuckand other
be distilled and will find its way in tivity to face and solve our probcontinue on, with a short recess
»
•
»
rural districts in Ottawa and state hospitals. The rest will be
The party is on its way to San oners and the transientswho
at dinner, until 5 o’clock.
sought
lodging.
Sheriff
Van
Etta
Marshall
Frank
Van
Ry
received
Allegan counties. Checks ranged destroyed and consigned to the
President of the chamber of comOld time Republicans will never Francisco to establisha Dutch res- and his deputies took 21 prisoners a fine Christmaspresent on Wedfrom $25 to $325. This was from sewer.
taurant at the exposition there.
merce, Charles R. Sligh, stated:
forget the orators of those days.
to Southern Michigan prison dur- nesday. It waa a brand new baby pickles and tomatoes.
MR. FRANK DYKE
“We stand today at tho parting of
» • •
Possibly G. J. Diekema, who was Mrs. Smenges talked to Jelle and ing the year.
boy. Of course his is happy.
the ways. Out of the depression
often the chariman,leading. And Edgar Hekman of the Dutch Tea
A compiled report is found elseEdward Cathcart won the Eighth “Flu” has even gotten into the years, certain cities will push for- moved temporarily to both
• • •
there was the one-armed veteran Rusk Co. about supplying tea rusk where in this issue.
Henry D. Workman, the grocer, grade declamation contest held circuit court of Allegan County and ward and in the near future will key and Jackson, where the
for
the
restaurant.
of the Civil War, D. B. K. Van
o
will build a beautiful new home on in the high school hall on 10th st. so all the strategy of the attorney, show the results of vision and ing programs covered a yt
Raalte, who was a power on the
ATTORNEY DETHEMER8 TO the lot on Eleventh st. east of The second award was won by the decision of the jury, nor the cooperation
while others may have two. With the exception of
floor. No one will ever forget the
The Royal Neighbors practiced CONTINUE HOLLAND OFFICE Hope church. This street has im- Andrew Kruisengaand third place charge of the austere judge can do
a
sad
story
of lost opportunity, interludes,Mr. Dyke has
venerable “war horse,’’ Hon. Case Thursday evening for the Jan. 26
proved much during the last two by Benjamin Vissers who, consi- anything about it. Judge Cross empty buildings and idle indus- lived in Holland, and was
Van Ix>o of Zfceland, who never installation.
Attorney John R. Dethmers, who
years. NOTE: The home occupied dering the fact that he had been in would like to hold “Mr. Flu” in
failed to bring in the “bloody
began his law practice in Zeeland by the Werkman family for years America but one year, did remark- contempt of court and send him to tries, all because of their lack of this city, the son of Mr.
cooperation and a failure to grasp Jacobus Dyke.
shirt” and the “copperheads”of
several years ago, and who relinis still there.
ably well. Other contestants who jail but that would contaminate the the important and new type of
Mr. Dyke also built the
the Civil War. Then there was above named convention:
quished the office of prosecuting
did well were Marinus Van Ark, "lockup.” It appears that the
• • •
community developmentnecessary Griswold Memorial audit
George Farr and Walter I. Lilly
attorney
for
Ottawa
county
at
the
First ward, 11 delegates: Dr:
Truant Officer Jake Lokker has Peter Van Ark and Paul Visscher. "SpanishFlu" is so bad in Allegan for progress."
Allegan, the new movie
of Grand Haven, big men of the Wynand Wichers, chairman ;Simon beginningof the present year, is
been on the warpath lately and The judges were principalHelmer, County that even Judge Cross fears
• • •
Dowagiac, and also a
party; Joe Kelts, also of that city; Klein, secretary; Mrs. Lela Van- continuing his law practiceat Holin consequence at least 25 children Miss Cronin, Miss Knight and Miss to cross this old devil and for that
We feel that these clinics, so- Grandville.Mr. Dyke i _
Doc Brown of Spring Lake; Suel denberg, A. C. Keppel, M. J. Cook, land, where he has had offices ever
below the age of 16 years playing Lord teachers in the grades.
reason he has adjourned court until called, will draw merchants, profes- building career as an aj,__
Sheldon of around Berlin, now Andrew Klomparens, Mrs. Aleta since becoming prosecutor...
• • •
the wise doctors, the only master sional men, and officialsand mem- with his father, who was a J
Marne; Gus Chelien of around Zwemer, Bernard Arendshorst, Mr. Dethmers declared that he “hookey"for weeks have been sent
Waukazoo Inn is being recon- "Mr. Flu" fears, can chase him bers of the chamber of commerce tractor during the early j
West Olive; Gerrit Van Schelven, Henry Prins, A. P. Kleis and intends to continuehis office at to school.
structed at a cost of $20,000 and from the community. Sheriff Hill• » »
closer together.The merchants, un- Holland’s development, when
Holland’s historian.
Holland only and will be in posiSimeon Henkle.
Alderman R. N. De Merrell 50 new rooms will be added. man was instructed to inform the doubtedly,have a great many construction was mainly the
We might go on indefinitely namtion
to
serve
his
friends
at
his
ofSecond ward, 3 delegates:James
and wife departed from these cold Rottachafer Bros, are the contrac- jurors,some of them ill with "flu,” problems that need solving and of contractorshere. Coi
ing other luminaries, who swayed
A. Drinkwater,chairman; George fice in the old Holland City State
delegatesthrough their gift of Moomey, secretary and John Wolt- Bank Bldg., 190 River Avenue, regions for the “Sunny South” to tors. The dining room will also be not to come until further notice. sometimes it takes an outsider or Frank Dyke could have pol^
stay until spring. They will stay enlarged to accommodate 200 Note: Flu was so bad in Michigan not a merchant to point the way. many a home in this city,
speech during these conventions, man.
“under the clock.” Friends are
at Marietta, Ga., in the land of guests at one time. This is made that thousands died in Soldier Undoubtedly, professionalmen which he worked, first as tg
and then the primaries came and
Third ward, 10 delegates: Ar- pleased to know that he will rechanged all this. The old gather- thur Van Duren, chairman; Ben main a resident of Holland and of flowers and alligators.NOTE: In necessarysince many of the cot- Camps and elsewhere. In both Ot- have those same problems, and penter’s helper, later as a arif
those days, Palm Beach, Miami and tage owners dine at the Inn.
tawa and Allegan counties and these plain common-sense discus- ter, and then as a contractor*
ings that brought tremendous enMulder, secretary; William Brusse, Ottawa county. Mr. Dethmers lives St. Petersburg, Florida were not
especiallyin Holland a long death sions, or “across-the-table”talks
thusiasm in the party were a thing
Some years ago he built aj
Mrs. Andrew Hyma, Mrs. Charles in Park townshipat Central Park. even mentioned. In fact, few folks
Rev. and Mrs. Fred De Weerd list can be shown of that war-day are real helpful. These clinics sure- tentious home for himself
o
of the past. Undoubtedly,with H. McBride, Mayor Henry Geerwent South and the Holland couple of Holland will soon leave for period.
ly will bring about a more close- 15th Street,and later plai ___
seven school commissionercandi- lings, Edward Brouwer, Orien S. HOLLAND CITY MISSION
• • •
not go by motor car, although South Africa to enter the mission
dates in the field, tfccre will be Cross, J. Thomas Mahan and Mrs.
knit community, and the beneflU built the statelyresidenceonL
PURCHASES PROPERTY did
later
Mr.
De
Merrell
was
the
third
field. A farewell was held for them
TEN YEARS AGO lODAY
from these clinics, helping one or Street,where the family has 4
some nominating speechesheard, John Kooiker.
man in Holland to own a car and at the Methodistchurch. Note
but the orators will have to go
a group, will help the whole com- residing for the past 12 years,]
The
Harrington
block
has
become
•
•
•
Fourth ward, 11 delegates: Mrs.
it was a stubby red one. Mr. De The De Weerd’s cultivated that
some to beat the “stump speakers”
Miss Salome Ungersma, a beau- munity for a general well-being where Mr. Dyke passed away
Cornelius Vander Meulen, chair- the propertyof the Citv Rescue Merrell for many years owned what field for several years and some
of yesteryear. Not one of the men
ly while asleep. He had been
tiful prima donna, is to appear at must mean a mutual well-being.
mission.
The
mission
will
occupy
man; Ben Steffens,secretary; Ben
is
now
the
Holland
Monument
six
years
ago
Mr.
De
Weerd
passed
mentioned above is living today,
Brower, Mrs. William J. Olive, the building the first Sunday in Works on 7th st. The couple who on and Mrs. De Weerd earned on Winant’sChapel in concert, assisted VVtttvvvWVVtvVVV?VVTVVY the past four years and his i
and in any event the coming condeveloped into a heart all
by Mrs. Edward DePree of HolEdward Westveer, Vernon Ten March.
had no children always went to for him both in mission and in land. She received her vocal trainvention will be an interestingone.
which finally brought his
Officers of the mission are: PresMISS 8TIELSTRA LEAVES
Cate, Marvin Den Herder, Gerrit
evangelistic
work.
a
warm
climate
in
the
winter.
It
Coming back to the office of Groenewoud,William Lawrence, ident, George Schuiling;vice presiFor the past two years his t
ing in Munich, Germany. She has
FOR
AFRICA
AGAIN
•
•
•
was while in Californiaone winter
school commissioner, we might say
ble wife; Mrs. Dyke, was con
been singing on the Pacific coast
Henry Pelgrim and Randall Bosch. dent, Dick Meengs; secretary,Nel- that Mr. De Merrell died and his
The following was the result of and is to depart for Europe immethat the positioncarries a salary of
Miss Jennie Stielstra .daughter ly at his side, ministering
Fifth ward, 14 delegates:Nelson son A. Miles; treasurer,Walter remains were cremated and the the electionof the annual meeting
of Mr. and Mr*. Nicholas Stielstra, need.
$2,000 per year with $300 for clerk
diately
after
this
concert
to
meet
Kruithof.
A. Miles, chairman; Bruce Rayashes, at his request,was scattered of the Third church Sunday school:
Mr. Dyke was born
hire and traveling expenses. The
her fiance Phacion Zahnus, a mem- Lakewood Blvd., left Tuesday for
The building was purchased over
mond, secretary; Raymond L.
the Pacific Ocean at San Superintendentattorney A r e n d ber of Greecian parliament,who her work in Africa. En route she 10, 1870, in this city. Due
term is for four years. Election
Smith, Gerrit W. Kooyers,Russel from the Union Bank of Michigan Francisco.
Visschers; vice president, Henry
will be held April 3, when two reshe met while studying in Munich, will speak at several Missionary health he was forced to relii
Klaasen, Judge Fred T. Miles, on Ottawa St, Grand Rapids. The
Geerlings; secretary, Henry Van
gents for the university; commiswhere he also was a student. He Union meetings in the East She most of his contracting woi
deal
was
made
through
the
Isaac
Jacob Bultman, Henry Bosch, ArFORTY YEARS AGO TODAY Ark; treasurer,Dick J. Te Roller; comes from a prominent and will leave New York on Jan. 27, pecially as this relates to lai
sioner of agricultureand other
• • •
chie Vander Wal, Russel Burton, Kouw Agency, Holland.
chorister, John Vander Sluis:
state officers will be selected.
wealthy family in Athens, Greece. sailing on (he steamship Samaria. dertakmgs. Last summer he
John Hulst, Peter Huyser, Mrs.
The new Alpena restaurant, librarians,Herman Van Ark and She is said to have relatives in She is to stay in England prior pervise some small additions
The county convention will also
John Winter, and Alex Van ZanA sidewalk from Macatawa park located in the C. Blom building Wm. Van Dyk; organists, Miss
select delegates to the state conto sailing for Africa, where she H. J. Heinz Co, Holland.
ten.
to Holland along the Park road is newly built addition on River st., Hannah Te Roller and Miss Hen- Holland, at Hope college, which
vention which will be held in Flint
Mr. Dyke was affiliated!
prompted her coming here for the will again resume her work at
Sixth ward, 11 delegates: John being considered. Under the pro- will open in a few days with rietta Warnshuis.
on Feb. 23. The call for the conLupwe, where she is stationedwith Trinity Reformed church, am
con^yt.
• • •
Galien,chairman; Henry Cook, sec- posed plan, Park township would Henry Vander Haai as caterer.
vention was issued by Jack SweenMr. and Mrs. Edgar H. Smith and a former member of both thi
TWENTY YEARS AGO
ey, chairman of the Republican retary; Preston Manting, Gilbert pay for the section from Macata- NOTE: The item does not state
When President- elect Herbert Miss Tena Huizenga.
change Club and the Mason
Vande Water, Elbern Parsons, wa to the Graafschap road, and that the name Alpena was chosen.
TODAY
county committee.
Hoover defeated A1 Smith of New
For those who wish to write her der, and up to his death
Leonard
Voeglzang, James Marcus, Holland township would finance The sign from over the wheelhouse Louis Padnos the junk dealer on
• • •
York, George F. Getz, life-time while she is sailing, her steamship member of the B.P.O.E.
The followingRepublicandele- Peter Lugten, Mrs. R. Parks, Mrs. the work from the Graafschap road of the ill-fatedsteamer Alpena River ave hired a young assistant friend of Smith, said: “Tell Al address is: “S. S. Samaria Tourist a time he was also al
gates will represent Holland at the Harry Orr and Albert Van Lente. to the city’s walks.
which was picked up on Alpena to help him in his work and wise that he can always come to me Class B 103, Cunard White Star third ward.
Beachwith other wreckage, was the little m^n thought he was doing a and get his old job back which he Line, New York, sailing January
Funeral rites are being _
sign of the restaurant. The sign peat stroke of business for nis held in New York in 1921, when 27.
Thursday afternoonat 2
was later given to the late Georeje boss when a farmer from West I was an official in the United
from the home and 2:80 fro.
Gets by Mr. Blom and in turn Mr. Olive came in with some pelts. States Trucking Co.” Note: Of FELL AND VAN LENTE DEL- ity Reformed church, Rev.
'Automobile
at
Gets, two years ago, gave it to the The voung energetic assistanthav- course, Al Smith, once governor of
EGATES TO CLEVELAND, D. Ter Keurst, the pastor,,
NetherlandsMuseum now in the ing heard there was money to be New York, did not need a job as
OHIO
ing. Interment is taking
Maeonic Temple where it is today made in skunk hides, kept the badly as then. It was during this
the old family plot in
with other Gets relics.The steamer fanner waiting until he hastened campaign for the presidency that
The board of education held its Home cemetery, and the .
Alpena wreckage largely came to “Lew” Bouwman the barber Al Smith, the man with the ,rbrown monthly meeting Tuesday night in be buried where the father
ashore on the beach later called next door who is an expert hunts- derby” was a guest at Lakewood Holland high school. A. E. Van mother were laid to
Alpena beach and the road to it men and asked him whether skunk farm 10 years ago and being here Lente, member of the board, and years ago. Floral tri
was also nanied Alpena. Later Mr. were of more than one color. He on Sunday he also went to worship E. E. Fell, superintendent of pub- home and abroad are
Gets, who purchasedall this Lake was given the information and with at St. Francis DeSales church, lic schools,were appointed as del- beautiful,indicativeof
Michigan front, called it Lakewood this meager knowledge struck a where Father Fred Ryan said egates to the annual convention of in which this repi
beach and the road Lakewood bargain with “Mr. Farmer” who mass. Mr. Smith met many Hol- the National Association of School zen was. held.
Boulevardinstead of Alpena road. did not say he had skunk pelts to land (people in all walks of life Administrationat Cleveland, Feb.
Surviving are the „
» • •
sell. The lad gave the fanner 75c then who found him to be a cordial 24 to March 2.
children, Mrs. Charles _
The Western Theological Semi- each for pelts. With prize in hand and pleasantman to meet. Hie
A list of public school teachers of Muncie, Ind, Mrs. <_
nary was the recipient this week he again hurried to “Lew the “Happy Warrior” made a good with ages, education,and years of Nelson of Salt Lake City,
of the library bequeathedto k by barber” to show him his prize. governor of New York.
service was reouested by Trustee James A. Dyke of LT
• • •
the late Rev. Dr. Demarest of New “Lew” gave the pelts one look and
William Arendshorst,who said George H. Hill of Gi
Fred Green, governor-elect of that the list would be useful in an- and Herbert F. Dyke of
Brunswick, N. J. The collection said “my boy those hides were
filled 21 large cases. NOTE: Un- never on a skunk but are from an Michigan, should move to Holland. swering critidsifi.
two brothers, Fred Dyke d
doubtedly 40 years later these animal with long ears and it ain’t Ionia gave him only a 5 to 1 vote
Retirement and teachers pen- cago and Martin Dylmjj
books occupy the shelves of the a mule either. Those are rabbit while Holland came through with a sions were discussed.
land; and four sisters,
Seminary library built and present- hides and ain’t worth a blame cent 9 to 1 vote. Those Hollanders sure
A citizens’ conference on school Spoelstra of Holland,
ed many years ago by the late or sent, the way you put it”
are a Green lot Note: Gov. Green finances will be held in Lanaing Hoolsema of Moline,
Note— Up to this time 20 years was credited with the largest Feb. 8, Supt. Fell said. He sugges- Emmick of Holland al
Mr. J. W. Beardsleewhose son,
bearing the same name, is now' later we nave never heard the majority ever given a governorof ted that members of the boara at- Stroriks of Keewanee,
tend the meeting.
head of New Bruswick university. Padnos reaction on that one, but Michigan up to^ that time.
grandchildren.
The father for many years was we bet it was plenty.
’Hie board approved claims toThe pall Ik*.
head of the local seminary.
Smith’s wire to Hoover: “I taling $24,636.28. Hiose present sel, Hairy Vi
• • •
Baahfc’ officer* Dr. B. B. God- congratulate you heartMy on the were Fred Beeuwkes, president; Boers, Arthur
The directors of the two local frey has a tremendousjob on his presidentialvictory and extend to C. J. De Koster, A. E. Van Lente, MssSelink and
banks have been chosen as follows: hands. He reported to the Com- you my sincere good wishes for Mayor Henry Geeriings, John! funeral was in J
First State Bank, Isaac Cappon, mon Council that there were 600 your health and happiness and for Olert, William Arenshorstand
Germ W. Mokema, Isaac Marsilje, “Spanish Flu” cases in Holland. the suecess of your administration: E.
- *
Gerrit J. Diekema, G. J. Kollen,Jan Special meetings of the Common Al Smith. Hoover’s reply: Gov.
W. Boeman, J. W. Garvelifik and Council were held to aid the Health Smith: “I am in receipt of your Wednesday
p.
Dr. HenryKremerS:Holland City Board; there were even public
I deeply appreciate 225 Lincoln A\
D. B. 4.
‘
of Rami your good city clerk fc
wiahaffiMfre futhre:’* Herbert el the
Hoove?able and a painstaking commission-
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WIPE OP LATE MINISTER
OUTDOOR CLUB "SUPS’* INPASSES AWAY CHRISTMAS TREE BUMPED
DOORS; HOLLAND MAN
CANNING EARNS A LIVING
DOWN BY AUTO
SPEAKS
Funeral services for Mrs. Anns
FROM SEVEN-ACRE FARM
,

.

iSF-l
8th St

The Way Grand Haven
Paper Sees County
Seaters Win Over

SPECIAL SUIT SALE

K. Zwemer, 78, wife of the late Our community Christmas tree
Rev. Frederick J. Zwemer, Were to Has been hauled away to the dump
About 125 conservationistsfrom
Mrs. A. F. Schults and her
be held today. Thursday,from the
Its lights shone bright
all sections of Ottawa county atHolland
daughter, Eleanor, have a formula
2020 home »t 76 West 17th St with Dr.
Office - - - Until1 last Sunday
tended the oyster and salmon supfor
making
more
than
a
comfortJohn R. Mulder of Western Theo- When somebody
_________
gave it a bump per given by the Crockery Wild
able living from their seven-acre
logical seminaryand the Rev. Wil- with their
car, breaking the wires Life CorteervationClub Friday
ieir car,
Friday farm near Stevensville, near Grand
liam Yan’t Hof, pastor of Third and branchesand putting
tfr
out the evening in the lOOF hall at Nuni
Rapids. They can the produce in Haven-Hollandrivalryis noted, the
Reformed church, officiating.
lights. But the tree had served its ca. The program included moving
Mrs. Zwemer died Tuesday morn- lurpose, adding materially to the pictures shown by Dr. Brooks ol their farm kitchen and sell most of
ing in Holland hospital. She had rightness of the recent festive the state conservation department the output to tourists and resorters.
Some of the produce is sent to sev- • m v« ii victory nere over me
previously lived in
in Sheboygan season.
talks by the new Ottawa county
eral Chicago families.
Dutch from the Tulip City, mainly
Palls, Wis.,
Graafschapbefore
. and Graafschap
____ _
conservation officer,Forrest Levoy;
Incidentally,they submitted 47
coming here, where she resided for YfYTYT YTTTTy fTTTTJTTTfJ Carl T. Bowen, president of the
varieties of fruit and vegetables
yea
NATIONALLY KNOWN
North Ottawa Rod and Gun Club;
She was a member of Third ReARTISTS HERE JAN. 18 Frank Trull, West Ottawa conaer- at the MichiganFarm Festival Stratt and the peerless defensive
here — more varietiesthan there work of Baldus and Wierenga.
formed church, where she belonged
I vation districtdirector and Lewis
were classes at the festival. Be.to the Missionary society and the
Holland got off to a fast start at
C. Ruch, its conservation expert.
tween them, Mother and Daughter the end of the first period and led
btii *hc raisa | Ladies Adult Bible class.
Mr. Levoy, appointed to Ottawa
Schultz carrier off 13 of the 20 as the second stanxa opened, 8 to
Survivingare three daughters,
county recently in n transfer from
first prizes.
4. Balts led a second period attack
Evelyn A. Zwemer of the MichilARUABT
Allegan, is making his headquargan State college in East Lansing,
tt— Elisabeth,daughter ol
ters in Holland. He succeeds I. vVvvvvvvvif VvvVvvvVvvvvv with two goals and 6 rand Haven
Henry VIII. crowned
had cut down the margin at half
Winifred M. of Franklin, Tenn.,
R. Antles who became chief of
Queen of England, 1559.
time, 13 to 11, in favor of the
and Amanda R. of Lansing; a son,
police in Holland Jan. 1. Mr. Levisitors.
Adrian F. of Lowell; a daughtervoy and other guest speakers were
M— FueHe« Monday*began
in-law, Mrs. W. Zwemer of Chit* « economy measure ol
Van Straat replaced Balts in the
introduced to the meeting by Hunttoor, India; three grandchildren;
* War. 1918.
third period and he sparkledthe
er Hering, president of the club.
two sisters, Miss Minnie Klumplocal atUck to the extent that
er of Holland and Mrs. William
IT— National prohibition
Grand Haven led, 18 to 16, as the
DAUGHTER
OF
FORMER
SHERwent into effect.192a
Kamperman of Zeeland, and a
List
game entered the' fourth period.
IFF IN SALE OF LICENSES
sister-in-law,Mrs. Frederick
Twice late in the period Van Strat
Klumper
of
Zeeland.
interceptedHolland passes and
18— Scotl Expeditionreached
Miss
Ann
Van
Horsaen, recently TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS COME
th« South Pol*. 1912.
after long dribbleshad two d o g
appointed manager of the automoSECOND; DRUNK DRIVING
one of which he made to put the
MRS. BERT DOK BURIED IN
bile license bureau at Grand Haven,
THIRD
If— Edgar Allan Po*, author
Blue and Gold in the front, 18-16.
has employed Miss Anne Rosema
of Th* Rav*a" bom,
HOLLAND CEMETERY
Van Dort Goalleae
to
assist
in
the
sale
of
the
plates
at
1809.

$12.95|Ml

(Established 1872)

S

1

'

night,

Any Long

trouser suit in the store.

each suit. Sizes

Two

pants with

12*22. Former $19.75 values.

Blues,

Browns, Greys

|

^Holland
The Boy’s Shop
_
Mich.

,• .

.

Breaking

PECKS

And

Entering Tops

Cut Rate Drugs

Of Crimes

s

the county clerk’s office where Miss
Strange to say, burglarising
Mrs. Bert Dok, of Grand HavVan Horssen is deputy county clerk. places stands the highest in the
en, prominent in the Rebekah
_______ : to pul
Miss Rosema is a daughter of for- list of crimes in Ottawa county aclodge and the Pythian Sisters and
mer sheriffBen Rosema. She is a cording to the compiled list of team on top, 20 to 16, with the
an officer in both for many years
U— Th* planet Pluto was di*
, high school graduate and had
Sheriff Frank Van Etta. There last period not yet a minute old.
died at 1:05 a. m. in Hatton hospicovered.193a
Dalman of Holland fouled the local
i worked in the county treasurer’s were 36 of these and 32 traffic viotal where she was admitted. Mrs.
captain, who missed two from the
, office during tax sales. At present lations which generally tops the
Dok was 66 years old, had been in
she is employed at Addison-Baltz list. There were 19 drunken driv- free throw line and time was called
failing health about a year and was
Co.
and a lone window
peeper. for the new 4-minute rest period.
_______ ,-jpe
stricken seriously ill Sunday. She
Van Dort of Holland brought up
There were many other crimes listHarry Farbman, violinist, who
f
“
bo™,
in
Saybrook,
0.,
Jan.
6,
Resolution You
ed as will be seen by the following the Dutch total to 17 and Van
1872, re8,aea
resided in brand
Grand Haven 23 win appear in Hope Memorialchap- Should Twenty-Seven
I10'4’
Stratt fouled Dalman, who missed
‘dn
Jan. 18 under aussheriff’s compilation:
Miould Keep yeani Holland 24 years, and Grand el Wednesday,
The
report
of Sheriff Frank Van a free shot. After Ray S e r i e r ,
pices
of
the
Holland
Choral
UnRapids one year, since coming to
Million Eggs Cramble
ion, has been recognized as one of
Etta for 1938 showed that 342 Dutch right guard, was taken from
thil tune, most of your New j Western^Michigan.
prisoners were received in 1938 of the game by Umpire Hooker for
America's
greatest
violinists.
He
—
No
Fish
Mrs.
Dok
was
a
past
noble
vesohitiona have probably
was bom in Cincinnati thirty-three
which 29 were women. 91 Federa fouling, Rycenga missed a free
broken.~ That's'cnV human' f™""1 of the R^kah'fodge' and years ago, the son of a one-time
prisoners were lodged during the shot and Van Stratt sneaked in ani
u
,Tany years was deeper of
Twenty-seven million eggs and year. 21 prisoners were conveyed other bucket to wind up the scoring.
s one resolution every records and seals for the Pythian tenor in the Imperial Opera house not one for scrambling.
Van Dort, the Holland ace, was
of Odessa, Russia. After he had reto the Southern Michigan Prison
f of us should make and keep Sisters. She was a member of the
At least it is hoped that none at Jackson. 21,185 meals were held goalless and Dalman led the
ceived instructionfrom the best of
B twelve months ahead. Here pr®8byt*rianchurch. Mrs. Dok
native teachers, it was planned to will get scrambledbefore hatching served at the county jail in 1938. Hollanders with six points. DeWitt
“I resolve to do mv Dart
maiden name waa
send him abroad to study under because these eggs, the 1938 supply $1,520.75 was received for Federal and Baltz led the local scoring with
2lerry’ was married in Holland in
for state fish hatcheries,are part prisoner board.
six each; Baltz only played about
^ lno^nst and pedestrian, to 1898 to the late Anthony Vander- Leopold Auer, instructorof Elman, of
the future stock for good fishing
The following is a list of of- half the pame due to a sore leg.
reduce America’s ghastly bill, prominent baseball player in Heifetz and Zimbalist,but the rev- in Michigan.
Both sides were off form free
olution in Russia brought Auer to
fenses which were charged and arand accident
nis ud*J' She was married to Mr.
All of the 27,000,000 eggs are rested by the department:
shooting, Grand Haven making
America and young Farbman bea large part of 1938 the Dok’ *onn®rly from Holland, 26
came one of his most brilliant pu- from the four species of trout
Negligent homicide, 4; robbery four and Holland five. Each side
rate declined *7/
Beside her husband, she
found in Michigan— 13 million from armed, 3; embezzlement,2; rape, had 11 shots.
rate decUned. But we is survived by two sons, George pils.
In a fast prelim, Grand Haven’s
yet earned the right to Vanderhill of Holland and Wilson ' He won the old master’s Chicago [&ke, tr°ut’ 8e„ven million from 3; larceny from store, 1; breaking
tro“t’ five million from and entering, 36; forgery, 2; mo- Reserves also slipped back into the
-ent ourselves and Mt back Yanderhill of Grand Haven, a half scholarshipin 1923, and immediate- ,ook
rain- tor vehicle law, 1; unlawfuldrivly began his concert career at 1 browns and two million
m.ii;^ from
---win column, beating a poor Holbows.
laurels. Tens of thousands in Sa*inaw* and three grand
eighteen years of age. South Aming away of car, 3; leaving scene land team, 18 to 12. The locals’
The eggs of the browns were har- of fatal accident, 1; simple lar- passing attack was much improved.
erimmec— rily l«t Funeral service,were held Mon- erica was curiously enough his vested
at the Paris hatchery, the ceny, 15; bastardy, 2; drunk driv- The work of Bartholomewand
Tictima of recklessness day at 2 p. m. from the Van Zant- first field, and the press and public acclaimedhim as the wonder- only hatchery in the state where ing, 19; drunk and disorderly, 15; Rothi stood out for the locals.
ft.«»ance.Tens of thousands Funeral Home and burial was
this species is kept. Twelve and a threats, 2; wife desertion,3; sellboy.
Rothi scored eight points to lead
His American debut was made half million of the lake trout eggs ing liquor to minors, 6; destruction both teams.
in 1924 and since that year he has were obtained from fish taken from of property, 1; misrepresenting
FIRST GAME
U
Uh«plain of the Odd Fellows, conachieved success with symphony the Great Lakes and the other half produce, 2; assault and battery, 8;
l about
ducted the services.
Grand Haven Reserves
orchestras, and in recital all over million were gained in trade with parking on highway, 2; reckless
•re are three basic approaches
-the country. His many return en- the province of Ontario in return driving, 18; grand
aim larceny,
mnuiiy, i;
1; flyHy,
FG FT PFTP
ha accidentproblem. •First, LAKE MICHIGAN
gagements in schools and colleges for brown trout eggs. All of the ing airplane too low, 1; bad checks, Bartholomew, ______ ,...2 0
Rothi,
.......
..............
2
I education. And that doesn’t
18 FOOT.HIGHER
seven
million
brook
trout
eggs
were
indicate a hearty welcome in this
5; window peeping, 1; assault with
than year ago field. Mr. Farbman made a success- purchased, while some of the rain- deadly weapon, 1; false robbery re- Van Bemmelein,
0
Just teaching the rudiments
0
ful appearancehere several years bow eggs were obtained from fish port, 1; assault on officer, 1; at- Weavers, g ...............
to school children. It also
ago.
taken in Michiganwaters and some tempted rape, 1; false fire alarm, Jacobson, g ...............
2
m a trade with the United States 1; auto stealing,3; disorderly,2; Bums, f ...... ............. 0
bureau of fisheries of Iowa in which fail to report accident,1; entering Fett, g ...... ...............
o
and pointedly— with those last year than on Dec. 31, 1937, and HOLLAND, ZEELAND C. E.'S
MEET IN SECOND REFORMED Michigan’s exchange also was without breaking, 4; shrubbery
r-i inatructions and auggestions-3 0* a f°ot above the average
brown trout eggs.
Totals .................... 4 18 18
stealing,2; trafficviolations, 32.
if followed, wiU reduce the ?? *e for December over the past
Some of the eggs have alreadyHolland Reserves
The following are cases which
A
union
meeting
of
the Golden
- of motoring M per
Turn/ Chain and the Holland union of hatched, including about one-third were handled without prosecution:
FG FT PFTP
d, comes law enforcement. However, Lake Superior was iJs
Insane, 10; suicides,4; drown- VanHies, f. ________
4
ChristianEndeavor was held in of the brooks, others are now
t pohce— wholesale than three inches higher last Second Reformed church, Zeeland, hatching, and still others, chiefly ing, 5; fatal accidents, 9; stolen VandenBerg, f .........
o
the lake trout, will hatch during cars recovered,4; outside fires, 15; Hulst, c. .... .............
1
f— slothful prosetmtors I”0" ,QJ5ank at tbf end of Decem- Thursday night. The Rev. A. LaFebruary and March.
arrest for outside officers, 26; run- Smith, f ...... . ..........
0
ut
Der* , 7\ but ^ke Erie was ap- veme Spafford of St. Johns spoke.
aways picked up, 14; recovered Chapman, g. ..........
in proximately six inches higher for Motion pictures of the state con1
eitiM — these »re «mong the month. Lake Ontario was some vention were shown by Ernest S.
^
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Vries of boats, 29; outboardmotors recov- Hoffman, g ....... .......
i»«at fnenda the Grim thr«f ^ches lower last month than Marks, secretary of the Michigan rural route No. 6 announce the ered, 8; bicyclesrecovered,5; Thomas, g .................i
has. A large number
. a ycar •S°Christian Endeavor union.
engagement of their daughter, death messages etc. which were
Totals .....................
4 12 12
o
Winefred to William Bowerman, brought to resorters and campers,
cities have materially
* leve“ laat month in relaScore by quarters:
«
ti°n
mean tide »t New York
son
of
Mr.
ami
Mrs.
Jerome
BowBIG JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
their accident rates by re- were r Superior,602.49 feet; MichiIn 1938 stolen goods valued at
3 7 3 5—18
Judge Fred T. Miles pointed out erman of rural route No. 1. No $8,775.00 was recovered. Confiscat- Grand Haven
ther traffic codes, training pn-Huron, 578.81 feet; Erie, 571
Holland ..... ............4 2 0 6—12
last week that the twentieth judi- date has been set for the weded slot machines, valued at $6,250nffic police, and doing away fe€t! and Ontario, 244.42 feet.
Referee, Fulsher. Grand Haven
cial circuit, consisting of Ottawa ding.
00 were destroyed. Large quanti- made four out of 13 free shots,
o
and Allegan counties, which he
ties of marihuania was destroyed Holland made four out of 21.
serves, has the second largest popFeb. 8 is the date set for the
in patches. 388 night
MAIN GAME
DEATH ulation of any circuit served by only dinner of the North Holland Wo- growing
calls were answered in 1938. 26,Grand
Haven — 22
one judge in Michigan. The popu- men’s Home Economic club, sched385 miles of road was patroled.6,- „r
locations. Many an in- . Kenneth Vyn, member of a leadFG FT PF TP
lation of 93,832 ranks the highest uled originally for last night in
385 drivers' licensesissued during Wetrenga, ...............
1
-w- which was a virtual ln? GJand Haven family, is recov- of any in the lower peninsula.
North Holland school.
1938. Revenue $1,025.25at 15c.
JeWitt, f ........ .........
2
tamp hu be«n nude ife
i," a LouJ‘'Baltz, c .....................
3
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“J6. company,
riding
from
Uliab will
Will I| /^.
. . were
-«
do away with this cause | -JjJuisTille, were both
and
mui-suay a? uiey were enl «an have safety— if we want k™1*
Louisville. Exhaust gas was
tf are willing to earn it This bdieved to have entered the cab
. universal problem, and
a faulty exhaust pipe and
km depends on the cooperation P01?. were overcome before they
1I all.
rea^ed it, according tT
all. We made prourere
progress toward re*“**d
to wor
word re-
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will do well to scrutinize

all proposals for tax
with this consideration at
in the forefront
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er In raging winter seas by
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the Schodack crew
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leaguos hi New Or leant. Chancing Into (be coov nation halt (boy were piled with bee Florida
orange juice by admiringbaoebafi magnates.

UNDER THE

Dykh“iien

*n‘i

tag white. The divided rattle tormtoattng the gored akin ie of ec
f«dy. and whlopn of chlfloa accent dm decoOetoge.As a wrap,
Mee Shirley wean u roee colored
cape of heavy ribbed sMh,

GOOD-WILLAMBASSADORS -

Unknowingly
orvtag tat canoe of poace. Japan— tots In are— t ceremony In Tokyo mafce their annual pres••tattoo of decorative battledore poddies to Am
children of American residents.Sixty ether lao-

as for dvil

gaeredpaddleew—
arraign*

f
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2205
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CRANBERRY
WHITE
Very

Low

OAK
Ash

WHEN

IT

PREMIUM
THIRD VEIN

POCAHONTAS

COMES TO

COAL
PHONE

4125-6

LEMMEN COAL

1

PREMIUM
KENTUCKY

17

7 7 4—22

-

______

Brace. Anne ShMey Is shown In
• youthful dandng frock of dotted
swies. wHh small do* of rose fleck-

Free

n.

Incorporated under the laws of the State of Michigan

4

Next regular meeting Thursday,
January ' 26
____
_____
in V.F.w7hall.
Ladies
auxiliary meets same evening in
G.A.R. room, city hall.

JUICE KIDSt Lorry and Mike Mullen, sons e<
Louisiana Loyola University's football coach
"Moon" MnlUns, were the youngest "delegatee"

Bosch,

De

Monday when

Ottawa County Bldg. & Loan Ass

_

to the mid winter sectionof fltt baseballminor

ought not to be
in the United
has been elsewhere, tor, make it apparent that the 100
can do their Christmas bags from Holland and
Grand Haven were sent to that
‘ this flying age
post.

of $10

Play

Will

Ask About Our Plan to Save

22

ing at IT
_
_____________
Police said that Olthof was intox
icated. He was convictedon his
third offense of intoxication on
Nov. 8, 1937, and was placed on
probation by Judge Fred T. Miles,
according to Police Chief Ira
Antles.

bestow kisses and hugs on
CaptainCUIton Smith as tbs
freighter Schodack arrives
at Msw York. Th# womsn
and II msn were taken oU
a sinking Norwegian freight-

paDrent»-

hen to them if
popular and are

I

You Here While You

For

CO.
SOLVAY

COKE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

HOLLAND
Continuous Daily Starting 2:30
Price Change— 5:00

Heart of the North

sentlo childrenIn

New Y«k.

Added— News, Cartoon and
Novelties

GUEST NIGHT— Sat,

COLONIAL
Matinees Daily at 2^0
Evenings— 6:30 and 8:45
Continuouson Saturday
Price Change— 5 .•00
Friday and Saturday—Jan. 13, 14

Donble Feature

Dick Foran and Gloria Dickson

We^mS

uL

to Kramer, Kenneth

aviation

Compound. Your Money

Fred Oltof, 46, of 11 E. 20th st.,
was arrested Saturday night
rht by
local police after he allegedly
legedly
crashed into the rear of an auto-

i

• in

Per Month

Sleep— and

1

Nibbelink

|

should not be ob-

Work

i

V.F.W.

constant stream of Mrs. Heimburger and Mrs. G J
for aviation,well Bosch won prizes at bridge. Guests
mes N.
N. Bosch,
in the fundamentalsof included the Mesdames
before they leave the E.J. Yeomans. G. J. Bosch, Ran-

a

“

Your Dividends

with

and^M™”
her
Nicodemus

Mr

Let

Holland— 17

3

for pOota and mechanics in fb.ur*eLofStockholm, Sweden, who

as

$1, $2, $5 or $10

1

‘he

aviation, there is noon In thei/
[W the proposalto provide JL in honor of Mrs. Gunnar Heimi

START SAVING SYSTEMATICALLY

Friday and Saturday,Jan. 13, 14

airplane

dvU

$f,000

1 3

may

to hold its place in

HOW TO HAVE

o
RESCUED AT

In'

is a time for all things

ta* now for

’ttatats

Holland ....................
8 5 3 1—17
Referee— Dewey, Zeeland; umpire
—Hooker, Muskegon. Grand Haven
made four out of 11 free shots,
Holland made 5 out of 11.

.The United States Civil Servicce Commission has announced
?£en competitive examinationsfor

>«*orm8 ’ were in themselves8P®ctorf $2,600 a year, in the

But we have had,

i

CIVItio«oMNA-

°f Super™inK

and for the purpose of

....

....

much improvement.

s machinery,and the
must be kept lubricated,

Totals

c.

Totals
.................
Score by quarters:
Grand Haven ............4

ho8pital-Two blood
iransiusions were given, resulting

head of steam in

Stratt,

Kempker, g ...............
Rowan, g ...................

ad-

» .. . tn,
m

have a

Van

Oosterbaan, c ...........
Serier,g .....................

Kecovery «*?„“ when
SS

. For
* avi'ActuvcrY ou

Baldus, g. ..............
Rycenga (c), g .........

Van Dort,
Dalman, f.

XWi-f s

S"

;

FG FT PFTP

its
I

.

...

--

—

0
2
3
0
2
2

f

LTnCLTr*:*tzr:. j£Iz
e -

-

.

Nose Drops
55c Pond’s Facial Creams
$1.50 Anusol Suppositories
50c Phillips Milk of Magnesia
50c Tek Tooth Brashes
35c Freezone for Corns
U-40 Insulin lOcc

0
0
0 1 1
i o

^

^

- .

35c Hills

1 2 2
l

of
re-

££

Salts

Jad

VJt

traffirr
tW ^

.,!^a

60c

7

«nt

—

Pint Norwegian Cod Liver Oil

3

f

c .....

iLT

Menthol Inhalers

r

iSTt

i

10c

.

•

SATURDAY

Baume Bengay
lb. bag Epsom Salts

5

I

tolL"

Hollend, Mich.

75c

v

--

Eighth

Cornet River .nd

If— Tb* American Revolution ended. 1781

•

Drug Stars

Holland?a Busiest

,

Jan. 14

“NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE”
with
Bonita Granville

“ROAD DEMON”

“CRIME SCHOOL”
e e e
with Henry Arthur
Our membership is going over
with
Added
—
Episode No. 8 of Serial
in good shape now. They say' if you
“Flaming Frontier”
were in the A.E.F you belong in Gale Page and Humphrey Bogart
the V.F.W. Think it over.
dies. Sign up now.
Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 16, 17
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Comrade Peter Siersma and wife
January 16, 17 and 18
•re abort to leave on a trip to
Flirting
Fate
Florida. Let’s turn out next meeting to give them a good send-off.
wHJi
Sorry to hear Dutch Hank made
Joe E. Brawn and Leo Carrillo
________
_ Loretta Young and Richard Greene
such a bad showing w
with
the shuffie games. Looks like he is afraid
Added— News and NorehJce
Added— Bergen Comedy,
to show up at the meetings now.

With

.

.see

Kentucky

Cartoon and News
three “RV— ReRenew, and Reinstate. Once
a member always a member.
Thursday,Friday and Saturday,
a
-v
A good place to spend a sociaJanuary IB, 20 and SI '
ble evening is at the V.F.W. Fun

Remember the

cruit,

’

.

-

•

Party Frida.
_
»y night
at 8 p. m.
public is invited.

The

Trade

Vink

Wednesday and Thireday,
January 18 and IB

Double Feature
“GIRL DOWNSTAIRS”

T-

ChristianReformed church Mod- First services will be held Marth OLSEN IN TEMPORARY COMMAND OF STATE NATIONAL
day night In the Maple Avenue
see
GUARD UNIT
Christian Reformed church include
Fred Olthof, 46, of 111 Eash 20th
the Rev. Peter Jonker, president; St, paid a fine and costa of $57.05
Ueut Col. George L. Olsen,
Corals Kars ten, vice president; Monday night whan he was arWirren Hyser, graduate of HolGrand Haven, is to temporary
Jim Wildschut, secretary; Russell
(ore
Justice
Nicholas
land high and son of Mrs. Ralxi
Plockmeyer, treasurer; and Gerald Hoffman, Jr., on a charge of oper- command of the 126th infantry,
Hyser or 162 East 16th St, recentTinholt, assistant secretary and ating a vehicle while intoxicated.Michigan NationalGuard, during
ly was made a member of the varabsence of Col. William Hase of
• e *
treasurer. Richard Postma of
sity debating squad at Western
Grand Rapids who is attending
Grand Rapids, general secretary of
Arriagned
before Justice NichoState Teachers college, Kslamathe American Federationof Re- las Hoffman,Jr., and charged with the sixth corps area command and
soo.
formed Young Men’s societies, operatinga motor truck between staff school in Chicago. Col. Haae
t * *
spoke. Clarence Vogelsanggave a Muskegon and the state line with- left today and will remain away
Miss Mary Good of 203 West 12th vocal solo and Ray Bontekoeplay- out having a Michigan public util- until Jan. 21.
o
Ml w auwuuio
IV uw
St is> VI1C
one UJL
of the
authors VA
of “Now
ed the piano.
ities commission permit, C. C.
and Then,” a musical comedy
• • •
Cora, 22, of Louisville,Ky., was
whichi will be presented next month
IS
assessed a fine of $10 and $3.35
Monday a baby boy was bora in costs.
by students of Rosary college at
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Forest 111.
IN
e # •
Henry Wassink of route 2, HamilBasketball players of the Hoi
• • •
ton. A girl was born to Mr. and
A basketball scoring record for
After a 3,600-mile trip through Mrs. Kenneth B. Pierce on Monday, land National Guard unit Com
pany 5, 126th Infantry, defeated teams in the Michigan Intercolthe south, Mr. and Mrs. William J.
and Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Ten Hak- Company E of Big Rapids 85 to 26
Brouwer and daughters Marjorie en of 287 College Ave. also became
legiate Athletic Association was
and Myra Jean, returned Saturday the parents of a daughter on that Monday night in Grand Rapids.
established
by Hope college Mon» t •
to their home here. The travelers day. Tuesday a daughter was born
day
night in a 91-20 victory over
enjoyed complete sunshine every to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Maatman of
Dr. John A. Dykstra of Grand
Adrian.
day of the three-weeks’ trip,
16 East 18th St Mr. and Mrs. Rapids, vice president of the genIn overwhelming the Bulldogs
see
Frank Workman of Bay City an- eral synod of the Reformed Church
Applicationsfor building per- nounce that a daughter who has in America, spoke to members of for their first MIAA victory of the
mits which have been received re- been named Celeste Joyce, was the Holland Exchange club after
season, Hope broke a 76 point reccently by City Clerk Oscar Pe- born to them there. Mrs. Work- their regular luncheon meeting in
terson include those from the Es- man was formerlyMiss Margaret the Warm Friend Tavern Monday ord establishedby Albion in a 76-4
senburg Building and Lumber Co. De Vries of Holland.
noon. Group singing was led by victory over Adrian earlier this
to build at 206 West 27th St., $2,Eugene Heeter. Frank Essenburg year.
» « •
800; and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Klaaand Gilbert Van De Water were
Coach Bud Hinga was out for
sen at 57 West 22nd St., $2,800.
City Rescue Mission has bought proposed as members, and Rendert
anythingbut a record in Monday’s
the
Harrington
block
at
74
East
• » *
H. Muller, Clayton Congletonand
Officerselected at a meeting of Eighth St from the Union Trust Harrel B. Gladish were Initiated as game, for the Dutch will have to
the Holland-ZeelandLeague of Co. of Grand Rapids, the chamber new members. John Kobe*, and have a barrel of shots to defeat
Young Men’s Societiesof the of commerce announced Tuesday. Duncan Weaver were guests. Al Kalamazoo at Kalamazoo Friday.
bert C. Keppel has again been elec- The Hornets nosed out Alma, 36ted a trustee of the Goodfellows’
31 at Alma last Monday.
foundation, sponsoredby the ExReport of Condition of
change club. Chester Van Tonger- Two complete teams competed in
en and Dr. William Westrate will the Adrian game for Hope. The

AAAAAAAAAi

LOCAL NEWS

_ _

VICTORY
FOR HOPE

THE HOLLAND STATE BANK

be the

FIRST

LOOP

club’s representatives at starting five barely outacored the

midwinterExchange convention
second quintet after wholesale subin Detroit this month.
of Holland in the State of Michigan at the close of business on
stitution in the game. The start• • •
December 81, 1988. “Published in accordance with a call made by
Mrs. Joe Rezny, a resident of ers scored 48 points, and the secthe Federal Reserve Bank of this district pursuant to the proviWest Olive, died Friday at the ond team scored 43 points.
sions of the Federal Reserve Act and by the Commissionerof the
University hospital,Ann Arbor,
Paul Boyink, Ken Honholt, Lee
iking Department pursuant to the provisions of Section 82 of
Banki
where she was entered about 4 p. Brannock, Bob Marcus and Ade
the Micnigan financial institutions act.”
m. She had been taken to Hatton
hospital earlierin the day but her Slikkers started the game, and ran
condition was so grave that it was the ppening score to 17-2. The
ASSETS
decided to take her to Ann Arbor. second quint of Bob Vander Berg,
1. Loans and discounts (including$49.31 overdrafts) $1,608,441.83
She was born September 11, 1910, Bill De Groot, George Nordhouse,
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
at West Olive and was known both
guaranteed
.................................................. ....... 1,016,000.00
Ray Lokers, and Howard Becksfort
in the township and the city as she
6. Corporate stocks (including$9760.00 stock of
finishedthe half in a runaway, 44had
attended
the
rural
and
local
9,760.00
Federal
•Al Reserve bank
schools as Dorothy King. She was 6.
6. Cash, balances
with
other
banks,
including
reserve
bi
The second five continued at the
698,439.74 married eight years ago and leaves
and cash items in process of collection
her husband and three little chil- start of the second half and left
7. Baii premises owned $40,000.00,furniture and
dren, Jeanne, 7; Joe, 4; and Marifixtures $4,700.00 ..............................................................44,700.00
lyn, a year and a half.Surviving the game with the score, 60-7. The
11. Other assets ....................................................................
11-29
also are the parents, Mr. and Mrs. regulars returnedto play in the
Fred King, West Olive; three final l^ minutes of the game, clos12. TOTAL ASSETS ............................................................
$3,276,342.86
brothers, Fred and Robert, of this ing the fray in a spurt of speed.
city and Joe of West Olive; four
With 15 points, Becksforttook
sisters, Mrs. Frances Hierholzer,
LIABILITIES
high scoring honors. Lokers and
Grand
Haven;
Bernice,
Beatrice
and
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships,and
corpotptions ........................................................................
$1,224,743.62 Patsy King, West Olive, and the Honholt got 14 points each, and
aged grandfather,S. A. Correll, Marcus and Brannck scored 12
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships,and
corporations ........................................................................
1,283,934.04 West Olive. Funeral services were points each. Munger, with five
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions .......... 366,095.97 held from the Kinkema funeral points,led the visitors.
18. Othe# deposits (certified and officers’checks, etc.) 17,903.02 home, Grand Haven, on Tuesday.
In a preliminary game, the Hope
Burial was in Lake Forest ceme19. TOTAL DEPOSITS ................
rr
tery.
freshmen opened their conference
23. Unearned Interest ........................................................20,324.55
* • »
season with a 63-31 victory over
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (not including obligations
shown in item 33) ............................................................
$2,913,001.45
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts, the Adrian fresh.
Hudsonville, and daughters,LorCoach Schouten’s team took sucraine and Donna, were guests on
CAPITAL ACCOUNT
Monday of their uncle and aunt, cessive quarter margins of 14-3,
Mayor and Mrs. Gerrit Yntema, at 27-17, 40-23 and 63-31.
........

...

.....

the

Haan and Dorothy

Monday

-

Gym

In Carnegie

mambers at

T
New Talent Offered As

o

.......

—

eningaBonthius

Fresh and Sophs

Win Oratorical

Seek Honors

Contests

All has been quiet on the Fresh-

time, but the fireworksare expected

when

the coed under-

classmen meet for the Nykerk Cup

Contest next week. On Monday
evening, January 16, the girls of
both classeswill have their chance
to determine who excels along dramatical,musical and oratorical

THE LATE

lines. This contest is for the girls

what the pull

is

of hit

services in the Christian
church in Zutpben.
Mr. and Mrs. Le<
visiled Mrs. Nick De
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Schemaei*
loggsvilleon Thursday.
Misses Jeanette Van Eat
elyn Van Spyker visited
friends, Julia and Ethel Ens
Tuesday evening.
i

Rose Teninga and Robert Bonwere all-school winners in
the Adelaide and A.A. Raven oratorical contestsheld here December
14. Second and third places went
to Virginia Ellison and Nina Fopma respectively,in the women’s
contest, while John Hsins and Wilbur Jacobs receivedsecond and
third ratings respectively in the

DR.

NYKERK

men’s meet.

OVERISEL
On Wednesday afternoon the
dies’ Aid society of the Chr*
Reformed church surprised
G. J. Vande Riet with a hi

,

‘

shower. Refreshmentswere _
ed, and games were played,
that all had an enjoyable time.
Aletta Lehman, daughterof
and Mrs. George Lohman is t
Holland hospital recuperating
an operation for appendicitis.

They

to the fellows.

home

thius

man-Sophomorefront for some
to start again

the

Ruth Poole.
Rev. S. Vroon co
were aaalsted in the selectionof vices in the North
their numbers by their junior ad- Reformed church,
Anthony Hoeksema ---visor, Virginia Ellison.

Nykerk Content
Set For

Curtis,

of the originalfreshmancommittee,

The winning orators will receive On Monday morning Miss 1
each select the best talent they an Tysse, Margaret Bilkert,Ruby
awards of $80.00, and the second Vander Wall submitted to an (
have. An opening to those with Carpenter, and Mary Ruth Jacobs
place winner of the men’s contest ation for appendicitisat the
varied talents is given by the three
land hospital.
will represent the sophomores in will receive an award of $20.00.
The consistory members of
parts of the contest— music, drama
Rose will receive $25.00 and Bob Christian Reformed church
and oratory. On the evening of the the dramatic and musical numbers.
Even the male sex will be on hand. $30.00. In addition,the First place their wives spent Tuesday i
contest, three judges are appointed,
winners will represent Hope at the ing at the home of Mr. and
and they rate the performancesJames Gray, Bob Dykstra and John
Henry Lampen.
Contest in
Den Herder are the stage and prop- MichiganIntercollegiate
Mrs. George Kraker, Miss
according to their merit.
March.
ence Vande Riet, Mn. A. De
erty managers.
Jean Wishmeier and Marjorie
Mr. Bonthius’oration was en- and Albert Kraker attended^
Ruth De Young was elected as
banquet of the 4-H leaders in
Mulder, committee chairmen, have
the sophomore orator. The subject titled “Galileosof 1938.” Miss legan on Monday evening.
their teams almost ready for the of her oration is “A CollegiateNew
Mr. and Mn. Donald Vo.,
Teninga spoke on "The Power of
of Hudsonville spent Sunday
event. The Christmas vacation gave Year.” The freshmen have Nola
War Propaganda.”
Ing at the home of their pan
everyonea chance to perfect her Nles as their orator.
Mr. Harold Kleinhekael
charge of the Sunday
own part in the program. Eloise
Other freshmenappearing on the
ZUTPHEN
Prayer Meeting.
Boynton, Mary Bolema, Dorothy program are: Mary Frelick, Ruth
Dr. John Veldhuis of __ _
Zimmerman, Roberta Rawson, Mar- VanderMay, Dorothy Bonga, Thelma
Misses Dena Hoppen am
and Evelyn visiteda few days with the V|
thene Van Dyke, Edith Rameau, Vander Schaaf, and Junella Vander Van Spyker visitea Ethel Brower huis aistere lut week. Dr. V|
huis attended the funeral of
Phyllis Newcastle, Bertha Vis, Ruth Linden. Their play is directed by on Monday evening.
Sherman Morrill returned to his brother.
uruuier. Dr.
ur. G.
u. H.
n. Veldhuis
vciunais v
Stryker,Laura Roosenraad, Thelma Beth Marcus, and Jeanne Price is
home during the put week after was held at Cleveland, Ohfot
Van Dyke, Nelvie Vanderbilt,Mari- the property manager. Rosabel De several weeks, being taken care of week Tueeday.
.

,

..

....

$2,892,676.90

* 2^'S'nn

26. Capital*

............................................................................

27. Undividedprofits..............
21,491.33
28. Reserves ............................................................................6,850.08

29.

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNT

•

...................................

363,341.41

their home in Zeeland.
* * •

o

Robinson

Fred C. Ehrmann, Grand Haven,
new secretary of the liquor control
commission which he previously

-

Floor

Dead

Anton Duda, age 65 years old,

(SEAL)

-

* -

of Holland, in the State of Michigan at the close of business on
December 31, 1938. “Published in accordance with a call made by
the Federal Reserve Bank of this district pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act and by the Commissionerof the
Banking Department pursuantto the provisions of Section 82 of
the Michigan financialinstitutionsact.

Grand Haven, and

• • •

Atty. Arthur Van Duren and
John Cooper of Holland are in Inianapolis on business.They plan
to visit Atty. Van Duren’s brother,
George C. Van Duren.

circuit court
commissioner,underwent medical
treatment at the University of
Iowa hospital in Iowa City, la.,
and is expected to return within a
few weeks.

OVERCOATS
$32.50

$38.50
Value, Now
to

22 50

Value, Now

$22.50

JR5Q

to

25 00 SlOH

Now

Pub How
$4.00 $18.50

Extra

$18.50
Value, Now

J|2 50

$18.50 Values,

Now
*»» i$i«Je'
tic
I

Pub $3 00

Exba

$16.50

JJ0 05

Value, Now

All Other Suits

$12.50

to

Value,

^0

15.00

Now

Topcoats

10%

10% Off
Boys Suits aQ 15% of

off

Boy’s Knickers

UNDERWEAR

Special Valne

Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of
4,500.00
Federal Reserve bank)
6. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balances,pnd cash items in process of collection.... 744,442.77
7. Bank premisesowned $68,000,furniture and
fixtures $21,028.70
84,028.70
127.98
11. Other assets ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a**

Demand deposits of

40.00 8u

Pub $5.00 $30.i

Extra

$19.50

to

Now

J22.5Q

Scarfs 1/5 Price

5.

13.

Special Lot of Brokea Sizes

$30.00

4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures ............................
176,702.60

TOTAL ASSETS

Men’s Fall Suits.

to

Around Amencal

Loans and discount ......................................................
$1,081,160.64
United States Government obligations,direct and
guaranteed ..............
293,209.37
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions .... 131,926.79
1.
2.

12.

SUITS

37.50
Value, Now J25<50

All

Traveling

ASSETS

I|1W>

Boy’s Shirts

Special Union Snits
Values

i

Made by Kaynee

Special Lot

$2,516,098.75

49c

Another Lot 19c

............................................................

Woll Mixed

79c

Hockmeyer Textnroy am

Wool

Boy’s Part
Knee or Ankle Length

4Q/»

Boll Dog

Cordaroy tl 4C

“vv KNICKERS fl.W

LIABILITIES
and corporations ................................................................
$ 875,640.32
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships,
and corporations
1,147300.87
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
5359.06
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions•••••••••ft 284,319.64
and officers’checks, etc.)
29355.84

Mackinaws

Shirts 1c.
Boy’s,

1

15%

at the regular

off

Price, an extra Shirt

...$2,342,375.73

28. Other liabilities ..... ...................
.................................
7,565.01
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (not including obligations
2,349,940.74
shown in item 88) •••••••••••••••••••••ft****
•••••«•••••••••••••••••••
.

for

Soede Coats

CAPITAL ACCOUNT
25. Capital*

15%

..$ 150,000.00
7.500.00
••••••••••••«••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••• 8.658.01
AL ACCOUNT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i 166,158.01

..••••••••••••••(•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

»•••••••••••••••••••••••»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

off

m

80. TOTAL

LIABILITIES

’Common stock

AND CAPITAL ACCOUNT

$2,516,098.75

with total par value of $150,000.

* .

'

la*

• •

\

.

” j

*

”

^rsi.51

, _

VEILED FALLS OF PILMAIQUBN

Blazers

ATERFALLS

L

C. L. Jalving, of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear
that the above statementis true, and that it fully and correctly
represents the true state of the several matters herein contained
and set forth, to the best of my knowledgeand belief.
Correct— Attest:
C. L. JALVING. Cashier. .
GEO. B. TINHOLT

i

!

;

I

"

A.

C.

J. EL

KEPPEL

___

_

DEN HERDER—

Directors.

State of Michigan, county of Ottawa, ss:

(SEAL)

Sworn

to

'

andutofcribedbefore mettis 7to day of

have always faach Velado de Pllmalquen"— the veiled
nated man. Some, like Niagara Falls of PMalquen. Tha falls are
about twenty-fivemiles from ths
Falls, taka your breath away with
quaint Chilean town of Osorao,
their sheer majesty,othars capture
which nestles in tha shadow of the
your heart by tha delicacy of their volcano Oaorna They owe their
beauty. In this latter group are nickname to the richness of tho
found Plimalqueh Falls, located to vegetationgrowing along the shores
the southern lake region of Chile. of tha PUmalquen River.
The foliage la so luxurious that
Like those two enraptured young
ladles above, many Americantour the river la completely lost from
tsta visiting Chile's famed lake ro sight and the tolls seem to bo tumgton have found these falls on# of bling right out of tho dense, vividly
tho moat exquisite sights along the green foliage and to disappear
again Into equally virgin vegetation
The ChQenoi caQ them the "Salto leaving behind a white misty roll.

.

•*t»2.01

ALL SALES CASH

=

20%

off

NO APPRO

i

LOKKER
RUTGERS
• • -

*

39 East'Bth St
-s.'.••

9c
78c
1

to $1,50

individuals, partnerships,

IS:

21

Man Found On

served in 1935 and 1936 as director
waa found dead in his home at
of purchasing, has been a leading
Robinson township by a neighbor
30. TOTAL LIABILITIESAND CAPITAL ACCOUNT $3,276,342.86 resident of Grand Haven for 26
and close friend, Joseph Reezny.
years and active in the Republican
•This bank’s capital consists of common stock
Coroner W. B. Bloemendalof Grand
party
during
that
time.
He
was
diwith total par value of ....................
$250,000.00
Haven was called and determined
rector of the motor vehicle division
that death resulted from a heart
of the secretary of state’s office
attack probably Tuesday morning.
I, Alfred C. Joldersma, of the above-named bank, do solemnly
under Orville Atwood.
Duda was found on the floor of his
• • •
swear that the above statement is true ,and that it fully and corbedroom fully dressed. His lunch
rectly represents the true state of the several matters herein conMr. and Mrs. William Roberts pail was packed and apparently he
tained and set forth, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
and daughters, Lorraine and Don- was preparing to go to work at the
Correct.— Attest:
na, of Hudsonville,were guests on Grand Haven municipal hospital,
ALFRED C. JOLDERSMA, Cashier.
Monday of their uncle and aunt, where he had been employed as a
HENRY S. MAENTZ
Mayor and Mrs. Gerrit Yntema, at bricklayer,when he was stricken.
OTTO P. KRAMER
their home in Zeeland.
He had lived alone since the death
• • •
THOMAS H. MARSIUE
of his wife Oct. 17. He had been
—Directors
After a visit with the Rev. and in good health and as he was well
Mrs. L. Vander Hill of Nyack, N. known to the rural residents,his
Y., and the Rev. and Mrs. T. Ten death was a great shock. His friend,
State of Michigan, County of Ottawa, ss:
Hoeve of Brooklyn, N. Y., Mr. and
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6th day of Mrs. James Vander Hill and Mr. Joseph Reezny, became apprehenJanuary, 1939, and I hereby certify that I am not an and Mrs. M. Van Tatenhove have sive when he did not see any life
around his neighbor’shome for sevofficer or director of this bank.
returned to Holland.
eral days and ne determined to inGERALD R. KRAMER, Notary Public.
vestigate.Born at Petswals, CzechMrs. L. H. Kolb and her daugh- oslovakia,Jan. 10, 1873, he moved
My commissionexpires February 12, 1940.
ter, KatherineKolb, with Gerald into Robinson township from Chiine Glupker, all of Holland, left cago 21 years ago. He was a memhere Tuesday to spend the remain- ber of St. Anthony’s church.
REPORT OF CONDITION OF
der of the winter with Mrs. D. B.
o
K. Van Raalte in Phoenix, Ariz.
Attorney Daniel F. Pagelsen of
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NEWS
—

Minnie Lnnclaa, who lived
the Zeeland SteteBank at the
. of the bank fire, has rented
residence of Mn. Dick Poest on
; Main street, Zcciand, and will
it dnrinf the coming week.
• e •
Folkertsms purchased
______
property on Lincoln
Zeeland, now occupied by
___ Ileia. They expect to move
the 26th erf January, and the
___ will probably move into
old Folkertsma property on

found hitch-hiking on M-21, east
of Holland. Less than two weeks
ago the same two girls were located in Blucton, Ind., on a similar
escapade.

AAA

""

SErrjGre*! Speaker

Harold Van Alsburg, 28, of route
4, Holland, was sentenced to from
seven to 21 years in Jackson prison Thursday by Judge Fred T.
Miles in circuit court at Grand
Haven after he pleaded guilty to
forgery.

The board of directors of the
Council of Social Agencies adopted a resolutionsupporting the purchase of the old Masonic temple
building by Holland for use as a
He was charged with signing
youth center and library Wednes- the name of C. Van Alsbuig. his
day afterncon. The resolution will
V7 ‘ m’ u7T“
^ather, to a bank check which he

Connelly
on the Job as

Bill

To Meet Our Boy
On February 4

Is

Picture

Shows

TWO HOLLAND BANKS
IN GOOD CONDITION

AMERICAN
LEGION

Local banks are in good financial condition, accordingto their
annual reports.
‘ shows assets
,098.75 with liabiU-

~

NEWS

Dairy leaden for Ottawa counwill get behind a new project
to promote better marketing of

/

dairy products. Cooperating in the
program will be producers, creamenrmen, distributors,home econo(Continued irom Page 1)
DeP0,IU
mics instructors,home demonstraThe Holland State bank shows
BEECHWOOD BANQUET
tion agents, agricultural agsnts,
total assets of *3,270,342.80,
while
The next regular meeting of the condenseries, and through agriculnoted sneaker was rather optimisDr. Ray 0. Wyland, Ph.D., as tic, dedaring he waa very much liabilities total $2,918,001.45.De- Poet will be neld on Wednesday tural instruction.
evening, January 25th.
l»Wednesday P^ented at Peck’s Drug store. sistant national director,division convinced, from observation, that posits total $2,892,070.90.
A committee waa recently ap• t •
He admitted forging five other of program and director of educapointed to Include Sam tymer,
nounce at the last meeting that checks whose value totaled $60. tion and relationships national a new springtime of energy is
The committeein charge for that Scott Holmes, Bernie Forsma,
blowing over our people.
the civic improvements committee
meeting consists of Comrades E. Clarence Reenders,Ward Keppel,
Judge Miles said that the sen- council, Boy Scouts of America, "Our onlv doubt,” he ________ ,
will bring up the proposed purC. Brooks, L.' Dalman, J, Jellcma, producers; 8. P. Nelson, sanitary
tence might be lightened if Van New York city, will address the "is doubt about ourselves as busiCourt at that time. Mr.
There will be no fishing for black
G. Manting, E. Spaulding and G. engineer; Grace Vander Kolk, home
Nought* the Folkertsma chase at the next council meeting. Alsburg "shows that he is deter- annual council meeting and scout- ness men. I know that if we wait
•
A
•
bass
in
Michigan
for
almost
six
eris appreciation dinner, to be held long enough, things will come back.
mined to do what is right”
i on Cherry Court in the deal.
demonstration agent; A1 Miller, lomonths. The season,on both large
• * •
cal dairy operator; Mr. William,
Soon Chavanchard of Bangkok, Van Alsburg previously served at Beechwood school, Holland, on But if we only wait it will be a and small mouths closed on Dec. 81,
There
will
be
a
joint
Fifth
DisSaturday,
February
4,
at
0:30
p.
m.
and Mrs. Lanninp of Grand China, recently ordered a ship- a term for forgery at Ionia reforcondensary;Mr. Schuidema,deallittle longer in coming to us. We
and
these
fish
cannot
be
taken
again
trict
meeting
held
at
the
Rowe
HoTickets will be in the hands of all are at a crucial time at which
_ J and Mr. and Mrs. N. Wierer; Gerald Smith, Mead Johnson
ment of White Leghorns and Bar- matory.
troop committeechairmen within a the turn will depend upon our in- until June 25. It ia this sort of pro- tel In Grand Rapids on next Wed- Co.; Otto Pino, agriculturalinof Holland were visitors with red Plymouth Rock Eggs from the
few days. Those who wish to at- vestment of personal energy, with tectionof a game fish species that nesday, the 18th. Dinner at 6:30, structor; Roy Lowing, producermother. Mrs. D. Bos, at her Brummer and Fredrickson Poultry
on Colonial street, Zeeland, Farm and Hatchery of route 6, HOLLAND
MAKES FUN tend will have to get their tickets no regard for an immediate re- helps to keep our lakes and streams *1.25 per plate with dancing after distributorand L. R. Arnold, counstocked for it allows natural repro- the meeting. Reservations must be
early, as it is expected that the turn.
ty agent
Holland.
FOR ZEELAND LIONS
duction which no doubt produces in by tho 16th. Call our comman• • •
crowd will exceed the capacity of
—
o
Personal
Energy
Needed
A truck driven by ClarenceS.
methods combined. Longer closed er and tell him how many to plan
the building,which is 400 people.
Mrs.
Marie
Roos,
president
of
The Zeeland Lions Club held a
ExperimentedWith 8 agar Beets
"We have organizations that we seasons on several other game and on.
r 49, of Grand Rapids, skidDr. Wylapd’s ability as a speakthe V.F.W. auxiliary,informed the meeting early this week in the
California’s first sugar beets wer4
_J and struck a fire plug at River
• • »
er
is so well known to so many rely on, but that come between more fish than all artificialcultural
Holland chamber of commerce that city hall of that city and were privWe had two surprises at our last raised experimentallyin 1869.
kta. an Eighth St. Thursday momscouters who have heard him at us and our jobs. Our means of food species wouldn't hurt a bit
she was advised by the auxiliary’s ileged to hear Dr. Rolland Shack. The bumper and radiator of
mermei should forgo curtail- meeting:—the Park Board made
regional meetings, that there will getting things done have in recent and fishermen
truck were damaged, but the home office to be on the “lookout" son, professor of speech at Hope no doubt be a heavy demand for years been hindrances to the men ment of their sport if it means its annual report of operations at
for
a
woman
who
claims
she
is college. Mr. Shackson was the repat the top. Forget you are the more fish which is the result of the Oval, and Chuck Van Duren
, was not hurt except for the
reservations.
selling home products for clubs. resentative of the Holland Lions
PARK TOWNSHIP
came up to the meeting. Chuck
of some paint.
Dr. Wyland will also address a head of a business or the head of protection.
# t •
The home office also stated that Club, and put on a very interesthasn’t been seen at a meeting
staff and go back to the princi• • •
meeting
of
ministers of the area
o
since the year of the big wind.
lie United States government they had not sanctioned this, and ing program. The feature was very at a breakfast to be held on Satur- ples you had at the beginning;
Has
extended
the payments of
o
sted a patent to Peter that the woman, who alleges to be much like a spellingbee, only difthat must precede matters of Removing Glasses Mark of Respect
taxes
without
penalty
to Feb. 1,
For countless centuries, many
money or markets.
____
of 79 East 24th St. for a representativeof an Indiana. Pa., ferent. Each member was delegatStates Levied Tariff Doties
firm
has
no
connection
with
them.
1939.
I
will
be
at
the
People’s
peoples
of
the
Orient,
particularly
ed
to
read
an
article
until
he
made
telescoping fixture outlet sup“There never were markets until
Before the Constitution was
an error, when he was followed
we made them. There never are the Chinese, have removed their adopted in 1789, each state had full State Bank to collect taxes Jan.
g bar. The device is used
ing old houses.
markets waiting for anybody.i Per- spectacles,as a mark of respect,
23-30.
The annual election of officers by another member. The article
control over its trade with all oth• • •
the
sonal energy makes the markets when talking to another person, says
of the Union Bible class of Wes- used was replete
DICK NIEUWSMA,
ers,
and
tome
states
levied
tariff
most difficult words Webster has
and the markets make the money. Collier’s Weekly.
Jlr. and Mrs. Harry R. Nelis of leyan Methodist church will be
duties.
Park
Twp. Trees., R. R. 1.
to
offer.
Another
feature
was
the
People who started things couldn’t
held Friday evening at the home
i Nelis Nurseries, who have been
recordingof the voice of each
borrow; but they had their overalls
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sherman
Snyder
England, France and The Nethand their hands.
member on a record, and the reAve.
Is for six weeks, arrived in of 17th St. and• Central
t •
cording also of several songs genIf people wait for business to
lew York Wednesday night on
erally sung by Lions, and offercome back and pick us up, instead
The
quarterly
teachers
meeting
way here. They are accomings of the best voices.Later these
of making it,” he said, they are
by M. K. and Miss Johanna of Bethel church Sunday school
were nlayed back to t h e Lions,
"in for a long wait.”
_ondien of Amsterdam, who Friday night will feature a talk
which brought a “roar" of laughter
Speaking particularly of furniIII visit in Holland for several by the Rev. John Vanderbeek, pasand merriment.
ture, from the possession of the
tor
of
Sixth
Reformed
church.
.>4%, ,
aths. Mr. Nelis stated that the
The Lions Club has a good atstrong to the possession of all, he
European democracies,
tendance, 96 percent being presasserted that “the history of privTrinity church's Alethea Bible
_ by the apparentnearness
ent. The Holland man told the
ilege is that the privilegeof today
another European war, are in class will meet at 7:30 p. m. Frimembers
it was an inspiration to
becomes the common right of today
in
the
church
parlors.
financialcondition.
morrow.
see such an interest. The next
• • •
• * •
Luscious Assortment o!
Lions meeting is to be held on
“I would say not 'down with
Seven tons of carp and three
In the alleged breaking without
Dicod Cherries, Poora.
January
23
at
the
Zeeland
city
hall
privilege'
but
‘up
with
privilege.’
ers of a ton of sheepshead enteringcase involvingWilliam
Peaches, Pineapple
The strong are the gate openers.
seined from Big Bayou of Garbrecht’s chicken coop, Mrs. Car- at 6:15. Henry Baron is the acting
of
The weak see what the strong have
and Grapes
Macatawa Wednesday by the oline Wenzel, 44, of Holland was chairman.
and want it, and get it”
ind Fish and Game club. Part placed on probation for three
The speaker saw a great market
the catch, which was thrown years in Ottawa circuitcourt by
Tall
for furniture in the "ceaseless es
i a 35-pound muskelonge Judge Miles Thursday. She must
Wednesday afternoon an intrigtablishment of homes.”
14-ox. can
ing
talk
on
“The
Arabia
of
60
C0Ul!t co?ts of $15 and serve
"Marriage and homes,” he said,
'Hie Netherlands museum will be 20 days in jail. In connection with Years Ago and the Arabia of To"are surer than death and taxes.
‘ d Friday afternoon by 35 stu- the same case, Shaganoby of Hol- day" was given to members of the
RAY O.
of the 1-1 class of Christian land was ordered to pay costs of Fourth Reformed Ladies’ Mission- National Director of Education Normally there are as many homes
in charge of Katherine 48, care for his family, and ab- ary society by Mrs. S. Thoms, and Relationships, Boy Scoot* built as there are marriages; in
bad times, building may slow down,
and 22 students of the 1-2 stain from using liquor. He was missionary in Arabia. The schedul- of America.
but the number of marriagesstays
taught by Fredericka De placed on probation for "four years ed talk by Miss Beradine Vinkeup — 1,400,000a year — 1,400,000
• • •
mulder, missionary among the InLetonia Club
prospects a year. With the condiWednesday Atty. and Mrs. J dians, wds cancelledbecause of the
tions
now
in
sight,
and
with
the
Thomas
Mahan,
with
Leo
Mahan,
day
morning,
and
another
meeting
Large bottle
illness of the speaker. Mrs. H. Van
The Woman’s Relief corps inDyke and Mrs. John Overbeek led of council scouterson Saturday number of young couples who have
new officers Wednesday af- were in Chicago on business.
And
t Other Delicious Beverages
postponedbuying furniture in the
devotions. Mrs. Stephen Oudemo- noon.
r: B at a meeting in the city
past seven years, you are going to
Seby Bee Raspberry or Strawberry
. A luncheon was served prevThe Rev. George W. Hylkema, len sang "He Hideth My Soul." This will be a fitting climax to have a job meeting the demands.”
to the installation. Mrs. Mar- pastor-advisor at the Cutlerville The closing prayer was in charge the outstanding record of scouters
Praises
New
Designs
Markham read the poem, Christian Psychopathic hospital of Mrs. G. G. Groenewoud. Mrs. of the Ottawa-Allegancouncil in
He stressed the “social service”
non Tasks.” In memory of spoke on "The Problem Child" on John Kobes served refreshments. making the huge net gain in scouts of the furniture industry in makleby Bee Orange
W* Cooperate
and units as sent to you in preWWW
late Mrs. Frank Bertsch, the Wednesday,evening at a meeting
ing homes, and its ministry to the
^er was daped in black. Of- of the Holland Christian school's Beechwood P.T.A. will meet at vious information.
to Market Farm
refinements of life. He praised
•re Mrs. Nellie Ellison, presDr. Wyland was bom in Jewell new designs, declaring that “the
I101 darence De Graaf 7:45 p. m. Friday at the school.
Surpluses
Wolverine Whole Stringiest
! Melva Crowle, senior vice; of the Hope college English de* • w
county, Kansas, April 15, 1890. He more fit a tool is to do what it
The final meeting in n series of lived at Ringwood,Okla., from
ache Shaffer, junior vice; Mae partment,presided. Singing was
Effectively
is meant to do, the better it looks;
No. 2 can J
treasurer; Katie Hofsteen, led bv Marvin Baas of the high business clinicswhich have been April, 1902 to September,1907. He utility and beauty go together.”
»-in; Cora Nicol, conductor, school faculty. John Breuker pre- held this week will be in the form attended school at Greenville,Tex.,
At the close of his talk, he deMrs. Michmershuizen,guard, sented several accordion numbers. of a junior chamber of commerce 1907-08, and at Danville,111., 1910- manded to know: "Why haven’t
A Special Treat
session at 7:30 p. m. Friday in the 11. Four years later he received
ointive officers are Mrs. Clara
COFFEE
A'.Swet8 Z*™ a brief
you made us more furniture consecretary; Margaret talk. Approximately350 were pres- Warm Friend tavern. O. T. An- the A. B. degree with honors in scious?”
CAKE
i patriotic instructor; ent. Election of officers was held derson, Chicago businessanalyst, psychology from the University of
“Perhaps," he said, “you cannot
Light Flalfy
l4® Usmson, press correspon- and Raymond Holwerda, debate will speak. Ray Kronemeyer, first Illinois. He did post-graduate work
Vacuum Pack Whole
peddle’ furniture. But it may be
t; Clara West, musician; Jean- coach at the high school, was elec- vice president,will preside,
at the Illinois University and also necessary for the dealer to go into
Kernal com “J’1 |
o
Smdin, assistant conductor; ted president and Peter Unema,
did post graduate work at the Uni- the home, not to sell perhaps, but
Santa Clara — 70-80 Sis#
J* Driy, assistant guard; Min- treasurer.Retiring officers are Mr. “Bill” Connelly on
versity of Chicago and Garrett to show the housewife how she
Good Quality
Van Bemelen, first color bear- De Graaf, president,and Bert Oelsem inary at Evanston, and receiv- can lay out her home, plan it to
!
Job
2 ?!„!
I C**1* Dekker, second bearer; en, treasurer.
ed the B. D. degree from Garrett the best advantage."
cans 1 5c
Buursma, third bearer; Mary
in 1918; M. A. Columbia university
A A
Charles
R.
Sligh,
Jr.
of
Holland,
“Hot Dated" Coffee
Country Club Tender
A letter from William M. ConT, fourth bearer, and Blanche
Mrs. Blanche De Koning, execu- nelly, former secretary-manager of New York city, 1929; and Ph. D., president of the exposition assorelief chairman.
1934.
Spotlight
Spinach
ciation,
presided
1
5c
***
of the Grand Rapids the Holland Chamber of Commerce,
Dr. Wyland served as managing
o
“Ann
n0^,08*8
society,
spoke
on
shows that he is on the job. He
VkkMranr girls,, Rose Mary
Margate
Tea
Country Club
director of United Americans,
An Ounce of Prevention" Wednes- writes as follows:
Want Archers
14, and Mary S,limpkina,
_ ___ 16,
__
Chicago, 111., 1919-22, and directed
O
Woman’s Literary "Ben:
. -etained in Holland Wednesthe training and naturalizationof
to Kill Deer
"Well I spent my first week in
by state police until the father
iLhan ,70'000 pe°ple
Spry or
20,000 aliens; also contributed to
killed by tuberculosisin the United
Country Club Flour
making a sort of a reconnaissance.
aa Simpkins girt came here
the
Americanization
of
several
By
Albert
Stoll,
Jr.
?,^*<Teafch
ye»G
she
said.
The
The aestheticside of the furniture
night and returned
Criico
hundred
thousand
foreign born.
film,
*Let
My
People
Live”was
1
to their
industry has no end of appeal for
r hon
lomes. They were shown at the same meeting.
Allegan county, in Western MichDr. Wyland came to the national
Country Club
me.
much favored oecorative council,
Boy Scouts of America, igan, has deer troubles.A number
Pelf Naptha
ban
feature of carved furniture is the
10c
Aug.,
1922
as assistant director of years ago a few were moved
Soap -(FAG Soap 2 ban 7o)
Greek conventional acanthus leaf
of education.He was appointed from the north into this agriculsHtatstttaeseitst
dating ^ck to about 1000 B. C. I
Kroger's Twinkle
tural county to serve as a tourist
am beginning to wonder if it isn’t director of rdationships in 1924,
director of education in 1930, and lure. Thtey prospered to such an exabout time for another renaissance
Butterscotch or Chocolate
assistant national director of the tent that over the past two years
during which the Irish get a break
With Purchase of Twinkle GelatinDeseert S pkgs. Re
division of program in 1937.
they have become a nuisance around
by substituting the shamrock for
As Director of relationships,Dr. farms, destroying valuable farm
the acanthus.
Wyland
supervises the cooperative crops, particularlycelery. The State
"Laying aside the facitious
*
contacts of the Boy Scout move- Conservation Commission refused to
chatter let me say that the cold
ment with all Protestant, Catholic, grant an open hunting season on
blooded sordid business side of my
a Price
new vocation has me feeling about Jewish and other religious bodies deer there, being fearful that ifc
Young and Tender - Yearling
as meek as Ferdinand the flower- and all scouting relationshipswith would result in a number of fatalito
educational
institutions,
civic
ties
among
hunters
and
residents
if
loving bull.
groups, service clubs, fraternal rifles were permittedto be used.
“I am just beginningto realize
bodies and other parent institu- But somethingmust be done to rehow
much
1
shall
miss
the
fine
15-20 in. wide
tions which sponsor Boy Scout duce or eliminate the deer from
comradeship you fellows in Holland
Troops.
this agricultural county so the
by 54 in. long
accorded me, however I have reChoice Cuts
As director of education, Dr. farmers have proposed that archers
ceived a welcome here that is unWyland supervises all leadership be allowed to kill the deer in the
stinted in cordiality.
21-29 in. wide
training for volunteer and profes- same manner as was done in Iosco
“Bill.”
by 64 in. long
sional scouters. More than four and Newaygo counties this year.
PREPARING LAND FOR CORN hundred colleges, universitiesand The range of the arrow is short
29-36 in. wide
theological seminaries are offer- and there would be no danger of
PLANTING
ing courses on scoutingmethods accidents. The legislature would
Esoelleat for Bruising or Stewing
by 64 in. long
This has been a very unusual of education in cooperation with have to approve of this and it
Rich Creamy Cottage
Sauer
winter to date, permitting farmers the national educationalservice should for it offers at least a parto do much farm work that usu- under Dr. Wyland’s leadership. tial solutionof Allegan’s deer
All Ocher Sizes Priced
ib.
Each year upwards of 75,000 vol- troubles.
ibe
ally is delayed until spring because
unteer scout leaders and profesof
snow
and
frost.
This
situation
Haddock
Proportionately Low!
Herrud’sSmall Site ^-Trer
was taken advantage of by E. G. sional scout leaders register for
training in formal courses under
Fillets
Moat
About
Fortress
Buhrer of West Olive, this week
llttc
Frankfurters A.
Call
will
when he plowed five acres of corn the supervision of the national
A moat reminiscent of the ones
educational
service
of
the
boy
land preparatory to next spring’s
surroundingmedieval castles In Euscouts of America.
gladly give
VJ Ib. pkg.
planting.
rope
surroundsFortress Monroe,
Dr. Wyland travels 30 to 440
ooldest enclosed militaryreservation
Arraigned Wednesday before thousand miles each year and has m the United States. The moat
visited each state of the union
Justice John Galien on a charge of
was constructedin 1812 as a defense
FOOT)
operating a motor vehicle without many times. He has spoken to audmeasure, when the fortress was beiences
aggregating
approximately
an operator's license, Harvey Van
Dor Laan, 22, of Hudsonville, two million persons, including high ing completed under the direction of
pleaded not guilty. He was releas- school and college gatherings; na- Brevet Gen. Simon Bernard, one of
“The Old Reliable Furniture Store”
<
ed on $100 bond, and trial was set tional,state and local conventions Napoleon’sofficers.
Sweet - Easy to Peel
for 10 a. m. Wednesday. Deputy of superintendents, principals and
^12-216 River
Holland, Michigan
Sheriff John Boes swore out the teachers; meetings with the clergy;
Sirius and Our 8uu
social workers; civic bodies; sercomplaint.
,iW-w>-Wi*4>4>4>-i>4UWWWW^
Compared with Sirius, our sun is
vice dubs and fraternal groups of
all nationalities,races and relig- a mere infant beside a giant If
R
Tabernacle Designed by Young
the two were to exchange places
Designed by Brigham Young, the
k a former member the tun would be barely discerniMormon tabernacle was begun In of the Chicago Rotary dub and an ble without the aid of a tele1863 and completed in 1867. Henry active member of the rotary club scope, whereas Sirius would conCalifornia Narel —
Fanoy Michigan Spy
Grow was the engineer and William of New York city. He is chairman sume the earth as quickly and comFolsom the architect It la 150 feet of the coordinating council on na- pletely as a blast furnace would a
5 uwide, 250 feet long and approx- ture activities, member of the na- gnat, for it would take 400 suns to
200-210
Bating. Cooking or 'Mfg
tional education association, the
Only Limited Amount to be Sold. Come in Early.
make Sirius.
imately 70 feet to the celling and 80
(252-288 slse dot. 18c)
£!!***“* education* association,
feet to the root Resting on 44 atone Phi Delta Kappa and the ExecuMhhifan U. 8. No. 1
buttreases, it has a seating capacity tive Board of Apia Phi Omega.
Claim laveaUea of Necktie
of 8,000. The roof consistsof over
.
Dr. Wyland is editor of "PrinMongolians claim their great con4 a*
uaho to d>. bag
,
1,000,000 feet of lumber held togeth- ciples of Scoutmasterahip”and
queror, Genghis Khan, was the inauthor
of
"Scouting
in
the
Schools”
er
by
wooden
pins.
There
are
27
a
and a contributor to religious, edu- ventor of the necktie. They fay he
exits, all opening outward.
Tek Tooth
1
cational and social science publica- made the people he defeated wear
o
tions.
it as a mark of subjugation. How2 for
Early Method of Baking Bread
Pint
o
ever, encyclopediassay the necktie
The earliest known method of
Freeh Florida box
Is a direct descendant of tha cravat
Mercuryfa
Trip
Around
Son
baking bread was to lay the masi of
fatber
During the mad dash of Mercury’s And this, originally, was the fancy
dough on hot stones and to cover it
trip
around the sun, the tempera- frill Croatia’ssoldiers wore around
Thermometer
with glowing ashes.
ture on the planet rises several their necks. French soldiers picked
hundred dbgrees on the side next it up. called it "cravat#." -
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BOY SCOUT EXECUTIVE FROM
NEW YORK WILL SPEAK AT
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10c

COOKIES
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<

BUTTER

GINGER ALE
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I!

MICHIGAN MAID

PURE PRESERVES

2 l 29c

MARMALADE

2 £

2

55c
f

21c

2%C

GREEN BEANS

CHERRY PECAN
Pan

Rolls

New

5c

^

Prunes 4

10c
Oc

Pea*

9c

L

Pekoe

?inKnwht

10c

^

27c

Milk

4 Lt 23c

1

50c

Pancake

5

3

A

9c
25c

6

Mince Meatt^

PUDDING

tc

VENETIAN BLINDS

* v FINEST

MEATS *

You Can

At

Afford

LEG of LAMB
LAMB SHOULDER
LAMB CHOPS
LAMB BREAST

Pay!

$2.25

$325

* 15c

* 12%«
* 15«
* 7c

$3.95

Cheese

us— we

you

-

an estimate

JAS. A.

BROUWER

Avenue

-

3

10c

25c

15c

DRIED BEEF

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

CO.

TANGERINES 2

TOMATOES

ions.
W*nd

Gla# Bou/I
u&tpwtduu&XfeUt

51c

^ 23c
else

Orange*

o.u-Trii»

-

-

-

Agreeing With Uncle Ebea

.

DRUG STORE
The Rexall Store

"Folks dat don't agree wif me,”
Mid Uncle Eben, "may be wrong,
but dey can't expe# me to put in
too much valuable time changin’
dere opinion.”

.....

o

—

25c

Bananas

BROCCOLI

-

^

«>>»

& 12MsC

2

15c

•;

Brasil Larger Than tJ. 8.
Brazil exceeds the size of contiental U. 8., excluding Alaska, by

to the sun, but on the dark side,
remains at about 450 degrees below zero.

-

Robin Has Many Bangs
Students of bird life credit the
robin with one of the most complete
musicdl repertories of the bird
world, citing instancesof birds that
for" *

Apples

Parasol Ante Carry Leaves
Parasol ants are so called because they habituallycarry small
leaves hnd flowers In their jaws,
umbrella fashion. Parasol ants do
not carry small leaves and flower
petals to obtain shade from the sun,
but take the leaves into their nest

23c

Potatoes 21c
sso

w CAULIFLOWER

^

Fanoy

STRAWBERRIES

-

Cascara

15c

Sunki*t

^/?0oWR,h
and

^

HEAD LETTUCE

old Fish Sale

Hills

Kraut

*

— —

98c

9c

GRAPEFRUIT

Seedless 96 Sixe - (Extra Large

15c

TIIHM miEI’S

cmiirtiiiTtrii

6

3 far

5c

19c

19c)

cocoanutTL^SS^

r

5c
RRH

SEonAdVi®8$
Caeh W.

P. A.

Checks

4

4
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Meet

Salons

January

In

The New
Year Session

WILL HEAR APPLICANTS
FOR CITIZENSHIP JAN.

Cartoon Potpourri
ow.

URPAY

F0Q

pfgsiyTorrJ

Discussed

examine applicants for citizenship
and their witnesses from 9 to 11 a.
m. The examinerwill be pleased to Equipment Used at Poles
answer any inquiries relative to
naturalizationand will be available
in Norway’s Museums

'

in the office of the county clerk that
all persons Interestedin information pertaining to citizenship.

day to

By Dr. A.

J.

Brower

Sons of Norway, whose names
have become internationally
known,
are raanv, such as Grieg, the composer, Ibsen, the playwright, and
Amundsen, the Arctic explorer,
came to mind readily. Rold Amund-

“The Closed

Clarence Lokker, former county
.roaecutor. and now city attorney
of Holland, ' was officiallyseated
on Hit board of superviaora this
week at the first session of the
January term which ia usually a.
short one.
He was welcomed by Charles
Lowing, chairman,and was given

Door” Coming
Imtwt aSPOffTB ON TV«
CMNA-aMU arrugnou, TTMt

sen became InterestedIn both
North Pole and South Pole ex-

To Holland

H5

He waa the first to ndie
the Norway flag at the South Pole
in 1911, accomplishing one of the
greatest feats in exploration in the
world’s history. His equipment is
Holland will be interested in a housed here in a museum, even hie
production “The Closed Door," by ship. From here he started his
Muskegon talent to be presented South Pole expedition.
at Holland high school auditorium
Again there is one not long dead,
the evening of January 20, at 8:15.
peditions.

#

no/

GIVEN AT MUSKEGON WHERE
1,000 SEE PRODUCTION

the same committee appointments
as his predecessor, Attorney Elbern Parsons, who, Jan. 1, took

• Untrimmed Coats
• Silk Dresses
• Wool Dresses
• Lingerie
• Hosiery
• Purses
• Jewelry
Buy Now— Save! • Sweaters

Winners Are

vices, will be in the county clerk's
office,Grand Haven, on Jan. 19, to

Six Named to Attend State Conveatian; ClarenceLokker Takes
Seat of Elbern Paraona

Fur Coats
• Fur Trimmed Coats

Noble Prize

19

Examiner 8. Freed of the Immigration and Naturalizationser-

o*dov

RX£

The

TWO

NumSF

1939

12,

MISS VENBKLA8EN INVITES
WELFARE BOARD OF VIRGINIA PARK MEET SAT-

CLEARANCE SALE

SECTION

over the duties as county prosecutor.

Six members of the board were
selected to attend the state convention of the supervisors which
'rill meet at Lansing Jan. 24-26.
’Phey are Peter Van Ark, Holland;

(S|

whose fame may not yet have
reached the height it may well - j
sometime attain. Fridtj of Nausen, 'i
companion of above Amundsen, |1|
SONG LEADER AT BETHEL
Henry C. Slaughter, Tallmadge;
scholar,diplomat, explorer ana i
ON
SUNDAY
NIGHT
daynard Mohr, Zeeland township;
humanitarian, is the man, and his /
Hunter Hering, Crockery;Edward
D. H. Vande Bunte, of Hudson- Muskegon Christian school will life is one of the most remarkable 3
Soule of Grand Haven, and Charles
ever recorded. During his youth a
ville,former president of the Mich- gather Thanksgiving evening art
Lowing, chairman of the Board.
Central Campus auditorium to wit- daring explorer,and finally one of ia
igan
State
state
Christian
i/nnsuan
Endeavor
anaeavor
unFollowing a request made by
the world’s outstanding diplomat*.
ion, will
trill be the song leader at a ness a cast of eleven graduates
Miss Deborah Veneklasen, Holland,
C. E. h
hymn
sing Sunday night, Jan. present Wilbur Brown’s “The Nausen made a name for himself a
welfare administratorof Qttawa
Vet- 15, at 9 p. m., in Bethel Reformed Closed Door," a three-actplay, un at Geneva, when he devised what 4
County. J. Van Vaulkenberg, of Local Spanish
der the direction of Miss Evelyn has since become known as the
Zeeland, auditor for the county
erans Join Two Other
Heeres, also a Hartford school "Nausen Pass-port”for political
emergency relief administration,
alumna. Sponsored by the Senior refugees. Today, when political rewas authorizedto issue checks
Camps
Priscilla society of the school, the fugees are many, the pass-port
without being countersigned by the
program will include, in adaition guaranteeing the holder freedom of
county treasurer. Miss Veneklasen
to the play, several octet numbers frontiers, la a boon, the advantages
Installationof officers drew Holexplained the change would greatdirected by H. J. Kuiper, principal of which even Nansen could hardly
land Camp No. 38, United Spanish
y accommodate the REA office. >
War Veterans and its auxiliary to
of the Hartford Christian school, have foreseen. Here is a gnat
Reports Read
Grarid Haven Friday night, where
and a trumpet solo by John Steg- Norwegian, a great
The annual reports of the coun- the Holland group joined the John
ink.
On Drammens velen (veien
ty treasurer and the county clerk R. Bennett camp and auxiliary of
37 East 8th St.
The play, which portrays the es means street in Norway, like straiti_
were read. The treasurer’s report Muskegon and the Sherman S.
trangementof a family and events In Iceland, gaten in Sweden, or
Phone 2198
shows $1,960,378.42 in disburse- Dickinsoncamp and auxiliary of
leading to a reunion, takes place in straat in Netherlands)is located
ments and receipts. A list of cred- Grand Haven.
the eastern United States in the the Noble Institute, a noble monuHolland, Michigan
W H E R
r/\ S H I O
R fc. I G
its received from all sources and
present and has been characterized ment to a great man, Alfred Nc
Dick
S.
Ford,
commander
of
the
amounts paid out were included.
by critics as “humorous, interest- the Swedish inventor of dynamite.
Tax collections totaled $176437.96; Department of Michigan, and
ing and highly amusing." Leading Noble left an estate of 80.000,000 ]
emergency relief, $23,740: primary Kathryn Dykema acted as instalroles will be taktn by Margare kroner, or equivalent to $9,000,000
school fund, $432,132.11 delinquent ling officers. Master of ceremonies
Van Andel and Louis Achterhoff dollars in American currency, to
was
Cant.
John
Stronak
of
Battle
tax fund, $171,597; county road
who play the part* of Portia Grey, a fund known as the Noble foundaCENTURY CLUB MET AT HOME sinking fund, $67,816; county road Creek. Grand Haven camp provided
a young woman lawyer and Roger tion, the interest from whish is
OF DR. AND MRS. WICHERS fund, $405,007; inheritance taxes, the entertainment. Harvey SwanWinslow, an aviator.
distributed to those who in their
son, Edward Logan, Russell HarriD. H. VANDE BUNTE
$19,715,and many other items.
The octet, which will present life-time have been of greatest
son,
Joe
Blending
and
T.
A.
McReceipts from the county offices
“Thunder and Dawn in Europe"
“Praise the Lord O Jerusalem"by service to humanity. Prizes are
was the subject of Dr. Leonard A. were; county clerk, $2,572; regis- Mahan nrovided music. VisitorsinJ. H. Maunder and “Sing to the awarded by five different organizaParr, professor of modern litera- ter of deeds, $9,186; health depart- cluded Mae M. Nicholas, depart- church. Special music is being ar- Lord a Joyful Song" by William R.
tions. namely In Physics, Chemisment
president;
Grace
Birkect,
deranged
by
the
union
music
chairment,
$1,672;
sheriff's
office.
$2,ture at the University of MichiSpence, is composed of Gertrude try, Medicine, Literature and Adpartment
secretary;
Gertrude
Ford
men,
Don
Den
Uyl
and
John
Swiergan, when he addressed the mem- 275; justicecosts, $2,689; judge of
Bolema, Mis. John Holwerda,Mrs vancing 'Peace of World. Among
bers of the Century Club Monday probate, $8,469 and county treasur- of Battle Creek and Albert H. enga. This will be the third hymn Abel Bolhuis, Mrs. A. H. Herman
Americans,the late Theodore
sing this season under the auspices
evening at the home of Dr. and er, $20,337.69 or a total oft $42,- Brinkman of Holland.
son, Jay Heethuis,Sidney Dlep- Roosevelt receivedthe prize in
of
the
Holland
Christian
Endeavor
202.
which
is
placed
in
the
genAuxiliary officers installed inMrs. Wynand Wichers on the Hope
huis, John Broersma ’and Louis 1906. Elihu Root in 1912, and Wooderal county fund.
cluded Edith Moomey, president; union.
college campus.
Hasper, with Miss Mary Bolema row Wilson in 1917. All were
o
The clerk's report included tab- Gertrude De Boer, senior vice;
The world suffers today from
accompanist. AccompanyingMr. prizes. In 1928 Doctors
“problemitis,” Dr. Parr said, re- ulations showing disbursementof Anna Hamm, junior vice; Luvia Nose Broken in Auto Accidents Stegink, trumpeter, will be Clarand MacLead of Canada
ferring to its trouble spots— China, all monies in the operation of the Slaghuis, chaplain; Jennie Ver
issa Stegink.
the prise In medicine for discoverSeveral
miijor
accidents
resulted
Spain, the Jewish persecutions. county. Salaries for the county of- Schure, patriotic instructor; Hes• • •
ing insulin for diabetes. Thus NorCzechoslovakia,England and ficers include $41,478; cost of elec- ter Reimersma, historian: Blanche when cars skidded on the slippery This gives some Idea aa to what
way can truthfullyboast of some
France. He predicted that 1988 tions $4,330; upkeep of courthouse Harbin, conductor; Elizabeth Van pavements at FennviUe. James Muskegon is to bring to Holland very noble and great men.
Bale
suffered
a
broken
nose
when
grounds,
repairs
and
supplies,
$3,may be remembered as one of hisIwnte, assistant conductor;Edna
Jan. 20. The play will be given
During the summer-time in June
458; cost of supervisors for ses- Van Lente, guard; Bertha Vande his car and- another narrowly
tory's “blackest years."
under the auspices of Eunice Aid
Mrs. Phillips Brooks presented sions and committee meetings, $7,- Water, assistant guard and re- avoided collision on US 31, and the societiesof the Christian Reform- and July there is no other country
several vocal jelections before Dr. 389; appropriations to fairs, clubs porter; Mabel Kraai, musician; two cars went into the ditch. A car ed churches of Holland, and the In all the world that Is so hauntingParr’s talk. She was accompanied and other agencies, $2,450.
Doris Allen, treasurer, and Flor- with Ohio license upset and dam- proceeds will be for the benefit of 1v beautifulas the entire sea eoait i
extend the greetings of the
The county at the end of the fis- ence Dokter, secretary.
aged the top and fenders. The young the Holland Christian school. The of Norway with its numerous
by Mrs. W. C. Snow. Mrs. A. A.
cal year Dec. 31, was in the black
man who was driving was cut and committeesin charge are the fol- fjords and islands and mountains.
Visscher arranged for the music.
* • •
The journey from Hamerfest, Um
bruised, and his injuries were at- lowing:
Dr. and Mrs; W. M. Tappan, Mr. with a balance of $45,000 which is
Season to our
Installed as officersof Holland
most northern part of Norway,
and Mrs Bruce Van Leeuwen, Miss the first time in over 25 years. camp were John Hanley, com- tended to by Dr. Quine at FennviUe.
General chairman— Miss Charles down the west coast, and now at
Martha Sherwood and Daniel Ten The finance committee was lauded mander; John Tenin^a, senior vice;
Vos.
Friends
Patrons
the last stopping place. Oslo, the
Cate were in charge of the social by the board for its efficient man- Harry Nies, junior vice; John HomPLACED ON RESPONSIBLE
Program committee—Mrs. Geo. capital, has been one of unsurpassagement
of
funds
and
the
officers
hour. Mayor Henry Geerlings anCOMMITTEE
Tinholt, Mrs. CorneliusDornbos,
feld, trustee; Fred Kolmar, officer
ed scenic splendor and Norway will L
nounced that the next meeting of of the county were cited for eco- of day; Herman De Boer, officer of
Mrs. Louis Steketee, Mrs. Andrew remain forever a high spot in all
nomical management.
the
club
will
be
at
the
Woman’s
Representative Nelson A. Miles Ver Schure.
2304
my travel experience.
The board of supervisorsad- guard; John A. Slaghuis, adjutant; of Ottawa County, attorney at
Literary club, where Kay Powell
Ticket committee— Mrs. J. A.
• • •
journed Tuesday at noon after a T. Vande Water, quartermaster; Holland, was named to a joint leg- Swets, Mrs. De Vries, Mrs. P. Marwill be featured.
Gerrit
Klaasen,
chaplain;
Benja(To
be
continued)
day and a half session, to meet
min Hamm, historian; J. H. Van islature committee at Lansing to cusse.again
on
call
of
the
chairman,
HOLLAND BANK
Advertising committee— Mrs.
Lente and Martin Vander Bie, color investigate Michigan’s civil serCharles Lowing.
Mrs. Louise Nykamp, Holland’s
Charles R. Brouwer, Mrs. T. Boot.
ELECTS DIRECTORS On recommendation of the fin- guards; George Moomey, musician. vice administration.
Properties— Mr Fred Ver Hoef. Isdv taxi cab driver,was held un
*
•
•
ance committeethe board approved
and robbed of about $5 in cash
Holland’s new officerswere not
ual meetings and named the fol- payment of $1,000 during January
of
The
federationboard of the Fed- Tuesday night, apparently by the
the
only
ones
Installed,
but
in
the
lowing directors: Peoples State to the support of the Aid to Deeration of Women's Adult Bible same bandit who committeda simbank:— George B. Tinholt, Jay H. pendent Children’s fund, largely large conclave of 600 who attended,
classes of Holland met Tuesday ilar crime in Grand Rapid* about
Den Herder, Clarence L Jalving, s Hpported by the state. The board including those from this city, the
Society
Meetings
afternoon
in Third Reformed two hours later. The bandit used
officers
of
the
Muskegon
camp,
as
H. S. Coveil,A. C. Keppel, Mart
lartin lilast year contributed $1,000 per
church.
Mrs.
Arthur Vanderbeek the phone at the home of Marvin
Oydemool, and J. W. De Vries month to this department of wel- well as the Grand Haven camp,
Several Hopeites announcedtheir sang, accompanied by Mrs. Sam Den Herder of 10th St and Maple
reelected to the board of directors. fare. Due to changes in the pres- were installed. Installation took
Plagenhoef. Devotionswere con- Ave. and called for a cab. After he
The board reelectedMr. Tinholt, ent legislature,the committee rec- place at the large Recreational engagements over the holidays.
ducted by Mrs. A. Oosterhof. Mrs. had entered the taxi, the robber
building
in
Grand
Haven.
president; Mr. Den Herder, vice ommended action for only one
At a tea, given to her Sibylline Margaret Markham presided. The threatened to hit her over the head
One of the outstanding features
president; Mr. Jalving, cashier; L. month.
sisters last Wednesday afternoon, board planned a meeting of the unless she handed over her money.
C. Dalman, assistant cashier; and
Fred Den Herder was authorized' in the way of entertainment was
federation Jan. 27 in Ninth Street
Clarence Klaasen, assistant cash- to employ added help in the treas- a musical organization from Grand Beatrice Kline announced her enChristian Reforme church.
ier.
urePi office during the tax sale Haven, T. A. McMahon being the gagement to Charles Steketee.
o
* • •
rush. Mr. Den Herder has one less leader. He is the Ottawa County “Chuck" graduatedfrom Hope colJames Slager was honored TuesHolland State bank directors in the office than usual and the weather observer, and has become lege in 1937 and is teaching in Ann
day night at a surprise party given
named, follow below: Dick Boter, board approved that he hire either interested in the welfare of severby Mrs. Henry Slager and a group
Arbor.
Edward D. Dimnent, John V. Hulst, two or three more when the de- al blind musicians.Altogether,there
At the regular Sibylline meeting, of friends in honor of his 19th
Henry Idema, Charles Kirchen, Ot- mand came, at $17.50 per week.
were six in the orchestra, five of
birthday anniversary.Miss Ruby
to P. Kramer,' Henry S. Maentz. An invitationextendedby Miss whom are blind, but at that they of which she was in charge, last Vande Water, Miss Frances Van
Thomas H. Marsilje, Ben Steffensj Deborah Veneklasen,county wel- are excellent musicians, and Mr. Thursday evening, Lois Hall an- Voorst, Bud Steggerda and Fred
Daniel Ten Cate, Cornelius Tiesen- fare administrator, to meet next McMahon arranges appointments
nounced to sister Sibs her engage- Van Voorst won prizes at bunco.
Definite announcement has been
ga, Peter F. Verplank and Dr. Wy- Saturday at VirginiaPark com- for them at differentfunctions so
ment to Thomas Doyle, from Low- Mrs. William Strong and Mrs. Sla- made that Mr. George Campbell,
nand Wichers. J. Frank Duffy
munity house was accepted. Rep- they can carry on.
ger served refreshments.
signed from the board and did ___ resentativesfrom WPA are expeco
ell, Michigan. He is now studying
noted song leader, will be at Hope
seek reelection. No one was elected ted to.be present to outline what
HAIRPIN VALUE LARGE
for the ministry.
A
group of friends gathered at college on Feb. 9. Mr. Campbell is 9
to replace him.
is being done in the south end of
While Albert Shiphorst was the Ten Cate home Tuesday even- being brought here through the
The board reelected MiV Kir- the county under this government Almost $2,500,000worth of hairWhy Worry Abont This Winter’s Coal Bill?
pins
were
manufactured
in
the
U.
enjoying
the holidays in the East, ing, where Miss Linda Weaver act- cooperative efforts of the Y.M.C.A.
chen, chairman;Mr. Maentz, pres- administration.
ed as hostess. Jennie Arendsen,
Hare Us Install a
ident; Mr. Kramer, senior vice
Fred Van Wieren, county drain S. in 1937, according to preliminary he became engaged to Laura Mildred Brandsen. Minnie Swierpresident; Mr, Ten Cate, vice commissioner,and William Have- reports of the U. S. Census Bureau. Engelka from his home town.
enga and Bernice Schaap won priz
—
o
president;Alfred C. Joldersma,dink, chairman of the committee
Dorothy
Vanden
Bout, senior, es at games during the evening.
CANCER
DEATHS
INCREASE
cashier; and William J. Westveer, on roads, drains and ferries,were
Miss Swierencra and Miss Weaver
and Harold “Stretch" Lubbers, also
assistant cashier.
authorized to attend the ’ state
Deaths from cancer and other announcedtheir engagement during served refreshments. Those presmeeting at Lansing next week
ent included the Misses Marian
ZEELAND BANKS HOLD
with expensespaid by the county. malignant tumors in the U. S. have the holidays.Mr. Lubbers was grad- Schra, Mildred Brandsen, Aletta
The World's Greatest Stoker—and Sate Coal!
increased
76
per
cent
since
1900,
ANNUAL MEETING About 18 supervisors will attend
uated from Hope last year and is and Grace Palmbos, Jennie Arenda a *
the state meeting of supervisors according to U. S. Census Bureau
sen, Bernice Schaap, Minnie Swierreports.
now studying law at Ann Arbor.
The board of directors of the at
------Lansing next week, six of the
enga, Gertrude and Hazel Scholten,
State Commercial t Savings bank number to go as
as official
ofl
representaJeanette Timmer, ElizabethVan
(INSTALLED)
of Zeeland are John Wichers, L tives of the board.
Koevering, Sena De Witt, Alice
J. Stallkamp, H. Van
oand Mabel Palmbos, Pearl Ter
Why Pay More? See os about our guarantee and oar fife-year
A. Van Koevering, D. E. Small
The public is invited to attend
in
Beok, Grace and Fannice Kuyers
Free Service Plan!
gan, Peter F. Verplank and Fred two* lecturesby the Rev. J. J. Ses
Rosanna Weaver. Ruth Roelofs,
P.
sler, Ph.D., pastor of the Reform
Winnifred De Jong, Gertrude
No Shearing off Pins! No Stripping of Gesra!
MM,KWichereis president and «d church at ^College Point, N. Y.,
Beltman and Henrietta Bosch.
No Better Stoker Made!
at Western Theological seminary.
o
cashier. '
Dr. Setaler will speak on “The PasThe Rt. Rev. Lewis Bliss Whit* ; 'V' ~
tpr in His Parish* at 4 p. m. Friday
temore, bishop of the diocese of
on “The
Preacherin His PulAnnual meeting at Zeeland State and
- --------Western Michigan, was special
1M East 5Ui St or CaU 4847
bank was held Tuesday and the fol- pit" at 4 pr. m. Monday.
Holland* Michigan
guest Tuesday night at the annual
-- A ----*
lowing offleen elected: Attorney
parish meeting of Grace Episcopal
Jay H. Den Herder, Holland, Ed
Police Chief Ira A. Antics anas
church. A. R. Van Raalte and W.
M. Den Herder, A. C. Vanden nounced Wednesday that 11 people
R. Stevensongave reports. Repre
Bosch, H. Miller, H. Baron and Da- have been fined for traffic violasentativesof various church organvid De Bruyn.
tions during the past two weeks.
Mrs. E. E. Shaeffer of FennviUe
izations spoke, including Mrs. A.
RABBIT COUNTRY
Officers of the board are Jay They are Ed Heneveld and Alfred
B. Harris, Mrs. John Kramer, Alice
picked a pansy in her garden SatH. Den Herder, chairmen: Ed M. Morris, failing to atop for stop
McClay, Mrs. Vanden Brink, Bert
Hunters’ census cards reveal that
Den Herder, president; Mr. Van- street, $3 each; Nelson Kldmparurd^y. About 20 other buda -are
Habing, Vivian Tardiff,' Morris Tarthe best rabbit hunting in Michigan den Bosch, executive vice presi- — . ..
ans, running over fire hose $5;
nearly ready to open, ahe laid.
diff, Jacck Leenhouta, William Slais found in southwesterncounties dent and cashier: Mr. Miller,vice Donald
Donald Mokma,- Ralph Adams,
ter, Mrs. O. W. Lowry and Mrs.
president;
Mr.
Baron,
vice
presiRichard
Williamson
and
Freeman
while pheasants appear more plenGEORGE CAMPBELL
Gerald Kramer. Those elected to
dent; and WjUiara D. Van Loo, aa- ¥• preen, .speeding,$5 each; Lortiful in southeastern Michigan. The
the vestry were Otto Kramer, senSehuiteST and ^Gerrit Kaas
Bistant cashier.
ior warden; Bert Habing, junior
reason for this, according to game
boek, no operator’s license, $5
warden; Mrs. Stevenson, treasurer; end Y.W.C.A. for the entire
official!,is that pheasant* like the
CHILDBIRTH DEATHS
each; Louis Vander Veen, refusA. R. Van Raalte. secretary; John He will participatein chapel
r
- •
ing to give name and accident,$10;
intensely farmed and thinned out
Kramer, William Slater and Charles ices in the morning;in the
areas as are found in the southeast . Deaths from childbirthin the U. D°n»ld Vridhof, parking too near
R: Sligh. O. P. Kramer, W. R.
S. have decreased 29 per cent
Stevenson and Verne C. Hohl were he will conduct an all
while rabbita prefer more brush
since 1900, according to U. S. Cenappointed as delegates to the dio- sponsoredby the Y
and thicker cover.
sus Bureau reports.
Carla* Wojahn/ion of Mr. and
cesan convention m Grand Rapids Definite announcemento.
Irs. ,I>u! jojahn of HolUnd^ who
next week.
made later.
Applicationfor marriage
__
./alter
11 children attended
State Bank
* »ve been filed with *
lecturer,bn
Mr. Campbell
James N. Westveer,ion of Mr.
Gerrit I)^
and Mrs. A. J. Westveer Holland,
play to be
in the Holland high school auditorium, Jan. 20 is listed among the 81 students at
The talent from our neighboring
city has made a great success of
this interesting production.The
Muskegon Chronicle has the following on “The Closed Door":
More than 1,100 friends of the

Holland Folks

Hear A Blind

Orchestra
War

men.
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gave a clown act during the social
hour which followed laa
___
business
meeting.

LOCAL NEWS

But

• • •
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William, the six-year old son of
Mix Gertrude Stroeve recently Mr. and Mrs. James Helder of
returnedto her work x clerk at Waukaxoo, was operated upon for
the removeal of his tonsils at the
the office of City Clerk Oscar PeterZeeland
hospital, Saturday morneon after being gone a week while
ing.
recovering from the effects of be• • •

ing knocked down by an automoMrs. J. A. Otte, who recentlyretained here after being gone several months, is making her home
with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kooiker of
294 River ave.

It’s True! __
o¥JU££>amd

used at

FOR VOO

YEARS •• HOW /V
THE POSSCSSIOht OP CHLOE
HOP6SOHOF PPSAP£HAt <Al/f$

Officers elected at the annual
meeting of the Ladies Adult Bible
class of the First Methodist church
last week Tuesday afternoon in

IX

P

vX

n

\V

EROQueT

A

son bom Jan. 1 to Mr. and
ICfc and Mrs. Frank Pifer have Mrs. Guy Smeenge of West 29th st.
arrived in Tampa, Fla. They plan has been named James G.
to remain in the south about three
months.

EVERY PA(f
FOR 37 YEARS"

V

WIFE OF THE
MWOROFCHftPOBT,

Two

cases of undulant fever, one
Shirley Ann is the name of a in Holland and one in Park towndaughter bom Saturday morning to ship, were discovered last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Borr of 328 Dr. William M. Tappan, city health
officer, reported. He and Dr.
College ave.
Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa county
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Essenburgh health
ftl officer, are investigatingthe
are in Dallas, Texas, where they source of the milk which made the
are attending a national cleaners’ patients sick.
and dyers’ convention. From Dallas they plan to go to Tucson,
Up to Jan. 1, 56.7 per cent of
Arit., for the winter.
the fall county taxes which were
• • •
to be collectedinside Holland city
Arrested by Holland police after limits had been collected, according
allegedly running over a curbing to Henry J. Becksfort, city treason Graves place, Bernard Meiste, urer. The amount paid was $37,18, of 14 E. 21st st., pleaded guilty 663.95. The deadline for payment
to a charge of reckless driving of fall taxes is Jan. 10.
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lady
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PL AYE
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' Friday afternoon and was fined
$29.15, with costs, before Justice
The first Michigan representaof Peace Raymond L. Smith.
tive to introduce a bill to this ses• * •
sion of congress was Cong. Clare
Officers were elected at the an- E. Hoffman of Allegan, who prenual meeting of the Messer Holland sented an amendment to an act
Credit union of the local division of which is designed to halt the sale
tile Armour Leather Co. in the Odd of scrap metals from this country
Fellows hall Friday night. They in- to foreign countries,who use the
clude the following members of the metal as war materials.Cong. Carl
board of directors: Dick Japinga, E. Mapes of Grand Rapids intropresident; Fred Van Slooten
iten, vice duced several bills.
president; Clarence Bouman, treasAn accident early Thursday eveurer; Richard Vander Yacht, clerk;
Edward Hulst, publicity; Norman ning involving an automobile
B. Simpson and Elwood Presley, driven by Ruth Korstanjeof 328
supervisorycommittee; Henry West 17th st., and Paul Koppenaal
Dozeman and Louis Tenckinck, of 268 West 19th st, at the corner
credit committee.
of 16th st and Pine ave., resulted
in the latter’s fracturing his left
• • •

Roy Young and Leonard Daley

!

N

mfSAmcMmuf

Byrns parlors include Lula Bacon,
president; Jennie Damson, vicepresident;MargaretMarkham, secretary; Tillie Oudman, treasurer;
Mr. and Mrs. John Vogelsangof I Mrs. Fred Miles, teacher; Mrs.
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Harvey Maris, assistant teacher;
Kuipers of Grand Rapids have Mrs. Markham, board member for
arrived in St. Petersburg, Fla., for the federation.
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NmCRKAN MAN OF lfT7£RS,
WAS ONCE A PROFESSIONAL

Au

Mwn« 0+ii
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Sarvic*

which was taking pari In an act saw a spider,rushed out ol ih.*
ring, killed three women and two th.ldien who were In the ar-’Vnre.
.Miss Hodgson still uses the cup. Her father brought It with him when he emigrated from England in 1901.
in Berlin, for instam e. a lion

It has been In constant use.

Replacing Anthony Beyer, who

West

17th

Congratulations!
Mr. and Mrs. John Kraai were in

Grand Rapids Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bolder of
Hamilton were entertained at the
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAafter a long illness. The survivors home of Mrs. James Knoll Thursare one daughter, Mrs. E. W. Craw- day.
ford of Saugatuck; two sons,
Edward Heneveld,Hope college George C. of Saugatuck and Henry
student and substitute center on P. Wright of Tucson, Aril.; one

recently resigned as janitor of the
police station, Leonard Steketee of

190

OTTAWA COUNTY
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has been

st.,
appointed to the position, according

to Chief Ira Antles.

the basketball team, returned to

tuck; one brother, Clarence E.
The late Mrs. Frank Bertsch was his home this week after under- Cary of Chicago;seven grandchilgoing
a
knee
operation
in
Kalahonored Thursday night at a memdren and two great-grandchildren.
orial serviceconducted by the Star mazoo. He is attendingclasses.
• • •

of Bethlehem chapter, No. 40,
O.E.S., in the Masonic hall. The
Past Matrons’ club, of which Mrs.
Bertsch had been a member, was
iri charge of the services. Bert
Welton was in charge of the social
hour, conducted by the men.

house was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harm M.
Jager on route 6, Holland, Saturd^yf afternoon and evening as the
couple celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary. The Jagers have
lived on their farm for 21 years.

— good

old

Manhattan Coal

Mrs. George E. Koolen recently
entered Universityhospital, Ann '^Vttvttvvv #%vVVf

will

see you through in real comfort — and with ease

economy

into the bargain 1

ING WALLOP,

needs

It

and
packs a GREAT HEAT-

^

little attention,

never clinkers,

dean-burningand practically SOOTLESS
what more could you wish for? Yet you pay
is

ORDINARY price for

.

_

and
just an
.

.

/

MANHATTAN
a. 8. Patent Offic

C04L

...That Practically SOOTLESS
PREMIUM POCAHONTAS— ALL SIZES
COKE — BRIQUETS — HARD COAL
BLUE FLAME SMOKELESS STOKER COAL
WOOD AND KINDLING

Phone 2679

4% Columbia Ave

WANS KiSH
•

our customersdon't wish to submit to ambarrossinginvestigatioosso we offer a Personalised
Loan Service dedgned to provide quick cash loans
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever,

Tour oar.Ot need not bo paid for)— personalprop*
dgnature are ample security.Any*
ordngb with a steady income eon
ecuy* ffignliirl private plan to secure

HOLLAND LOAN ASS’N
It W. 8th St. 2nd floor, Phono 8175

iTIOffS

QUALITY
FUEL
WE CARRY ALL
SIZE

Regal’

"Moving Millions” was reviewed
by Mrs. Jay H. Den Harder. The
groun paid tribute to the late Miss
Magdalena De Pree. Mrs. Bruce
Raymond, Mrs. Kenneth De Pree,
Mrs. N. Hofsteen,Mrs. D. Tanis,
Mrj. C. Vander Meulen, Mrs! A. J.
Wistveer, Mrs. .Martha Robbins
and Mrs. J. J. Brower were in

iweijL.

Anthracite
Star

Hard Coal

lan-Van

Dyk

121 East 7th

Coal] Co.

SI

Holland

THERE WERE NO BELL SYSTEM, With

your telephone service would probably
cost more. Local service in some areas
would

cated. Duplicationof manufacturing and
research,with duplication of expense,
would mean higher telephone rates.
Instead, these telephone companies
centralizetheir manufacturingin the
Western Electric Company, their research
in the Bell

file in Clerk’s office for public in-

provement, it is promptly shared with
the others.

This makes for economy and, because
of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company’s membership in

“

in thickness,and of the time and
place for hearing objections to
same. Clerk further .reported that
SANS SOUC1 OF THE
no objections have been filed, and
presentedaffidavitof publication
TT ERE are the ruins of a Palace Pages and Heralds— all gorgeously
of said notice.
** which was the setting for one of costumedIn royal eilki and waving
On motion of Aid. Oudemool,2nd
rioto Gratt Li*

NEW WORLD

The Queen and the

Princesses

diadems
flashing with preciousstones which
outshone the crown Jewels- of the
Kings and Queens across the seacharge of the social hour. Election
tor the blapk "King” was exceedof officersfeatured the business
meeting, with Mrs. George Kollen
In thle Palace dwelt the ‘‘King,’’ ingly rich. Not all of his fortune,
and Mrs. Paul Hinkamp serving bis Queen, an ex-scullery maid, the however, was squanderedin thla
on the nominatingcommittee. Miss
Prince Royal and the Princesses!fashion. He deposited In a bank in
Laura A, Boyd was elected presi- Amethyst and Atbenalre.surround- England several milliondollars, ao
dent of the society, to succeed Mrs.
ed by a court that outdid In pomp that in the event that hli kingdom
George A. Pelgrtm.Other officers
named were first vice president, and regal ceremony the courts of should fall, hi# family would be proMrs. Leon Moody; second vice Europe. There were black-cklnned vided for. And It was to this fortune
Dukes, Counts, Barons, Grand Malt in Europe that hie wife and
president,Mrs. Anna Van Zanten;
shalf, Chamberlains, so ores of tera fled, when the
secretary,Mrs. Otto Vander Velde;
treasurer, Mrs. C. J. Drtgman; Knights of this and that/Professo: that his throne was toppling, sent a
board members, Mr*. W. J. Olive
i host
silver bullet Into his body.
and Mrs. Pelgrim. • 1
—
Paris and wore jewelryand

.

—

-

-

the

Ball

System, means better telephone service
at a lower eost to

\

yon.

MICBIQIN Basil
TILBPBOMI COMPSHT

%

2

aves.,

that said alley be and
hereby js declared vacated.
Adopted, all voting aye.
Clerk reported that pursuantto
instructionshe had given notice of
the proposed
proi improvement
‘ of‘ W.
16th st from Lake ave. to the west

dressed In the latest styles from

Telephone Laboratories.

Whenever one company develops an im-

out of

bySmith,
RESOLVED, that aaid
improved.
Adopted, all voting aye.
______ rai
reported that pursuant to
Clerk
instructions, he had given notice of
the proposedimprovement of 82nd
st. from Lincoln to Ottawa aves. by
grading, graveling and placing
tar retread 2 inches hr thickness,
and of the t
t ime and place for hearing’ objectionato same. Clerk
further presented affidavit 61 publicationof said notice.

- Mr. Herman De Neut appeared
before the Council and stated that
he was not necessarily objecting
to the improvement but was there

3
on

are
others at

RESOLVED,

plumes.

Long

distance calls would be greatly compli-

65
Two-thirds of the aged depend apOQ Gov*

emment

the most fantastic courts the world
has ever eeen. It is the Palace of
Baas Soucl, not ftl frpm Cap Haltiea
In Haiti on the route of the weekly
16-day cruise* to the Caribbean. It
was built by Henri Christopbe,a
black slave, who rose to become
-King” of Haiti.

lag behind that in others.

by Smith,

I

.(vn

Board of Public Works, $8,908.10;
were ordered certified to the Council for payment. (Said claims on

•

y,f

its 25 regional telephone companies,

and of the time and place for hearing objections, if any, to aaid
vacating.Clerk further reported
that no objectionshave been filed,
and presented affidavit of publication of said notice.
On motion of Aid. Menken, 2nd

0.

£

You

1,244.11;

ning from
irom Mich, to Maple

served.

GET A LOAN

F

«<f t#

i r

Mrs. S. Thoms, Arabian missionary, spoke Wednesday afternoon
at a meeting of the Women’s Missionary society of First Reformed
church. Mrs. Ellen Ruissard, first
vice president, presided. Mrs. A.
Dogger, Mrs. J. Kronemeyer, Mrs.
B. Pieters and Mrs. J. De Boer
served. Mrs. Harry Young entertained the group with a solo. Approximately50 were present.
The home of Mrs. Gi J. McLean
on West 12th. St. was the scene
of a meeting of the Hope churceh
Women’s Missionarysociety Wednesday afternoon.Mrs. Theodore
Hackett led devotions. The book,

$936.78;

FOR

I

Claims approved by the HospiBoard in the amount of $2,887.50: Library Board, $188.49

spection.)
Allowed.
Board of Public Works reported
the collection of $11,375.18; City
Treasurer—$6,18130; Fall Tax colections-$24,978.92.
Accepted.
Clerk presented report from City
Inspector Wiersema giving a resume of his activities during Dec.,
1938.
Accepter and filed.
Clerk reported that pursuant to
nstructionshe had given notice of

Deters and Dorothy Velthof won
prizes. A two-course luncheon was

We know

Pocahontas

I

a bride in the near future, was
honored Thursday evening at a
shower given by her mother, Mrs.
l>e

%

tal

rfj

will

u.

City Officers
» • »

and Cemetery Board,
Police and Fire Board,

f

%,•

Communications from Boards and

• • •
Miss Esther Fairbanks was guest
of honor Friday at a surprise party
celebrating her 19th birthdayanniversary at the home of Harvey
Breuker. The group spent the evening in playing touring, Chinese
checkers and treasure hunting,
which resulted in the discovery of
gifts for Miss Fairbanks.
Miss Frances Dekker, who

CHEAPER SERVICE

-

-

Postma, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Welat Third church, is being taught by ters, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brink
Charles De Boer. John Dethmers, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Postma
Funeral services for Mrs. Gerrit
former prosecutingattorney, has and son, Wayne.
Flokstra, 70, of 337 East Washing• • •
been secured for the men of George
ton it., Zeeland, were held Monday
Funeral services for Mrs. Gene- afternoon at the home and in First
Mooi’s class, while their teacher is
vieve Cary Wright, 79, of Sauga- Reformed church. The Rev. Wilon a trip to Phoenix, Ariz.
tuck, were held Sunday from the liam Kok officiated, and burial was
James N. Westveer,son of Mr. home with the Rev. Horace May- in Zeeland cemetery. Mrs. Flokstra
and Mrs. A. J. Westveer of Holland, croft officiating.Mrs. Wright, the died suddenly Thursday.Surviving
is listed among the 31 students at widow of Capt. George R. Wright, are the husband; a son, Hilbert of
Michigan State college to receive died Friday noon
Saugatuck Beaverdam; three daughters, Mrs.
all “A” grades during the fall
class

Gerrit Dekker. Mrs. John Bouwman,
Misses Lillian Van Dis, Helena

NUENDLY. COURTEOUS- SERVICI

• HOW YOU CAN

WTfttv

semester.

Co.

.

that the county oonservation league ported progress.
meeting Tuesday night, passed
a resolution calling for the state Reports of Special Committees
legislatureto pass a law permit• • •
ting two weeks of hunting of both
Mayor Geerlings recommended
does and bucks with bow and arrow that a special committee be apin Allegan county. The number of pointed to confer with the state
deer is now so great that farmers authoritiesrelative to an improveclaim that thousands of dollars ment in tW services regarding old
damage has been done to crops. age assistance.
The board of supervisors will be
It was so ordered. Mayor apasked to carry the matter to the pointed as such committee:
legislature.
Aids. Brouwer, Prins and Oudeo
f
mool.
ZEELAND NEWS
0 t *

m

Van Aisburg Goal

MEINS

at a

Arbor, to receive treatment for her
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Postma
knee which she injured recently.
were pleasantly surprised one evening last week when a group of
The Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Blekkink, friends and relativesdropped in to
College ave., are now staying in visit them at their new home in
St. Petersburg, Florida.
East Saugatuck. The evening was
spent in playing games. A twoMrs. Gertrude H. Dubbink, 188 course luncheon was served. Those
West 15th st. has gone to Grand present were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Rapids for treatments for three Hagelskamp, Mr. and Mrs. William

weeks. Her Sunday School

TELEPHONE EIHTICI

Open

ALLEGAN COUNTY

Let the mercury nose-dive, the bitter winds blow, the

/

UNIFIED

'*KTr

Holland, Mich. Jan. 4, 1939
• • •

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Strabbing
The Common Council met in
and Mr. and Mrs. William Strabbing of Holland and Charles At- regular session and was called to
water of Shelby attended the order by the Mayor.
Present: Mayor Henry Geerlings,
funeral of CliffordAtwater Frida1
Aldermen Prins, Kleis, Drinkwater,
afternoon at Fennville.Rev. Frani
Kalk man, Oudemool, Brouwer,
G. Wright of Ganges M. E. church
Mdhken, Smith, and the Clerk.
officiated.Interment in Fennville
• • •
Devotions led by Mayor Geercemetery.
lings.
Mis? Bess Pfanstiehl, formerly
• » •
Their children are Mrs. Ivan
of Grand Rapids, but now of Hol- Postmas, Dorothy, Helen, JeanThe shooting of deer in Allegan Minutes read and approved.
land, left for Lake Worth, Fla., ette, Gladys, Harriet, Gerald, Jr.,
* » •
county might boost the sales of
Petitionsand Accounts
Saturdayto spend the winter with and Ethel Mae. There is one grand- bows and arrows, but the man who
her sister, Mrs. JosephineAsher- child, Ivan Jay. Among those who is shot by "mistake” for a deer,
Clerk presented several applicaford.
called at the Jager home to extend would probably not like being
congratulations were the Rev, and killed with a bow any more than tions for building permits.
Granted.
Mrs. Charles Rich underwent an Mrs. H. Blystra, Mr. and Mrs. Jake with a bullet. And some contend
Clerk presented Oath of Office of
Koeman,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Alderthat there would be many deer
appendectomy in Holland hospital
ink, Mr. and Mrs. G. Kleinheksel, wounded by arrows that would get Clarence Lokker as City Attorney.
last week.
Acceptedand filed.
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Hop, Mr. and away 'and die later in the woods.—
Reports of Standing Committees
Mrs. Ed De Pree, Mr. and Mrs. Fennville Herald.
Claims and Accounts Committee
Mrs. Ida Weed of 128 West 13th
• • •
Herman Kiekintveld and children,
reported claims in the amount of
st., is still improving in Blodgett
More
than
one
hundred
new
Dick and John Jager, Mr. and Mrs.
hospital,Grand Rapids.
Harry Aalderink, H. Langejans, direct relief cases have been added $3,618.32, and recommendedpay• • •
ment thereof.
James Boyce, Mr. and Mrs. Theo- to the rolls of the Emergency
Allowed.
Relief
Keuei
administration
for
lor
Allegan
Allei
Miss Lois Van Zomeren recently dore Aalderink and children, Mr.
Civic Improvement Committee to
returned to her teaching duties in and Mrs. J. K. Aalderink, Mr. and county during the past month, Mrs.
whom has been referred the proKalamazoo after spending her Mrs. Bert Homkes, Mrs. H. A. Mary Vogel, administrator for the position of securing information
vacation in Denver, Colo., and in Vander Bie, Mr. and Mrs. Harold administrationannouncedtoday. relativeto the cost of the Masonic
Holland.
Aalderinkand children,Justin and Since November, when the case Temple, also what the cost might
Thelma, Mr. and Mrs. George Aal- load showed 332 families,the total be to convert this building into a
derink, Jack Hop, Mr. and Mrs. has gone to 435, this number being library or some other municipal
Mrs. D. B. K. Van Raalte and Jake Steketee, Mr. and Mrs. John reported active for the month of building,reported having given the
Mrs. Louise Landwehr left Friday Steketee, Mr. and Mrs. Albert December, records show.
matter considerablestudy but were
to spend several weeks in Pheonix, Meyer and Albert Jurries.
not yet in a 'positionto make a
Arizona.
A report from Allegan states definitereport! and therefore reAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAj

leg.

/

Common Council

sister, Mrs. H. L. Pitcher of Sauga-

•

creaking cold come

'

.

fy/ENPELL

/a*

Lions Become panicSTRlOCEN, RUN AWAY,
WHEN THEY see SP/DERS .

/

OLIVER

f

wife of Aid. Steffena,
H. J. Feyen, Mrs. Jacob 7. Morren and Mrs. Jacob Gntsman, al
and a son-in-law Charles Grasman,
of Byron Center,"
iter," and a brother, mate of cost prepared by Carl
ipathv and a
oo the work, it
John Heuvelman of Hudsonville. Bowen who is to do
• a.*
would run approximately 47H cents to draw a proper resolutionto
____
The Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg per running foot. Mr. Zuidema, in presented to» them.
Adopted. Mayor appointed aa
spoke on Christianity as the final commenting as to why there should
religion Friday night at the con be a charge, stated that under the such committee: Aids. Smith, Broueluding session of the week o: City Charter all improvementa of
a permanent nature became special W<Ali Brouwer also called attenassessmentdistricts, and inasmuch, tion to the recent marriage of the
as tiffs policy has been followed Sentinel reportor, Mr. Lou Wood,
Free, miaaionaries to China, who in. improving all other street* and stated that he was assured all
are now at Princeton, N. J. There throughoutthe city, this would be the members of the Council wished
the only way that a permanent im- him well. Mr. Wood arose and told
was a large attendance.
the Council members that he apCars driven by Earl J. McDonald, provement could be put in.
88, of rural routd 1, Grandville,
Mr. De Neut then complained preciatedvery much the sentimenii
andI Jay Vander
Kalk, 20, of route relative to the services that has they were expressing.
vai
Aid. Brouwer also called attenZeeland, were Involved in a been given on that street during
minor car crash at 14th st. and the past 16 years. It was his con- tion to the fact that’ Mr. Frank
College ave,, Saturday afternoon. tention that he was inever able to Van Ry, who has been chief of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hendricksof find out just whose responsibility police of the city of Holland for
Zeeland recently left on a six It was to maintain 32nd at. Mr. many years, had just left the servweeks’ trip through Texas, Maaico Zuidema.in explaining this matter, ice. Aid. Brouwer felt it only fitand California.
stated that from informationhe ting and proper that the city
—
— had received from Mr. Bowen, should recognise the services Mr.
OLIVE CENTER
Ottawa County Engineer, there was Van Ry has given over a long
C"
an agreement between Ottawa and period of time.
Mr. end Mrs. John Knoll and Mr. Allegan counties whereby they
Adopted and Clerk requttt+d to
and Mrs. John Vander Ploeg and divided up the mileage and Ottawa address a communication to Mr.
children, all from Holland, called county b*d agreed to maintain the Van Ry expressing to him the sentt the homo of Mr. and Mn. Hen- districtin question while Allegan iments of the Council.
county took over certain mileage
ry fyedder Monday.
Mr. Clarence Lokker, newly apBurial services for John T. farther east
pointed City Attorney,addressed
Names, aged 80 yeara^yere held
After some further discussion,it the Council briefly, stating that it
at the Olive Center cemetery on was moved by Aid. Prins, 2nd by seemed like getting back nc
tome to
Monday.
again be sitting vrith the Council
Brouwer,
Mrs. Arthur Groenewoud who
jjcmbersjn
In their
theiWe^ular
rea
meetings.
That the improvement be made.
spent a few days at the Zeeland
Adopted, all voting aye.
hokpital has returned to her home
elated very much not only hikPa£
here.
In discussing the matter of pointment, but the fact that thla
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Brandsen maintenanceon this street, it was was a unanimous appointment, and
and Gordon, Alfred and Harriet moved by Aid. Brouwer, 2nd by he ple<
himself to serve the
Brandsen,all from Portland, call- Drinkwater,
City to
, •ry best of his ability
ed on relativesin this community
maintaining for Holland the
That it be referred to the Street in mal
last week.
enviable and unique position that it
Committee for investigation.
About twenty-five relatives gaholds among the municipalitiesof
• • *
thered at the home of Mr. and
the country.
Motions and Resolutions
Mrs. Albert Timmer Monday eve• • •
Adjourned.
ning to help them celebrate their
Aid. Brouwer called attention to
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
twenty-fifth wedding anniversary.
the death of Mrs. Ben Steffens, HKT

aid, private charity or relatives and

friends for all or part of their

finding

support This

was made by the Federal Social

Security Board In a study of 7,816,000 per*
sons of 65 years or over.

.On the other hand, well over a million
aged men and women are indeptndmU,
through their own thrift and foreri^bt An-

>

other million

still

work, and the balance

receive penrions and annuities.
To which group will you belong
of

65?

your

Now1s

later years

your bank

at the

age

the time to start providing for

with regular deposits in

account

'
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PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
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Bowen
Up Work on
County Roads
SOME

BO

Pltoty of

Um

for

Talk
Office
Hoarei 10-11

Certain spades of mice have extraordinary long tails which are
used as balancingorgans while
making long leaps. In another spe-

ADS NEAR HOLLAND

I

1190

mice the tall seems to have
no purpose at all as it Is only a

EestHI

cies of

TREATEDDURINGYEAR.

remnant Among the

ZEELAND TO THE OIL
FIELD ROAD READY
FOB “BLACK
TOPM

WANTED

larger mam-

mals the bear and elephant have

had hla compensatedfor by a proboscis on the other end. We may
Uncertaintiesof Road Building think the common cottontailwas
Pointed to in Engineer’s
slighted In this respect writes a
Year-End Report
correspondent In the Detroit News,
but it has a tail nearly aa long •» a
Carl T. Bowen, engineer for the bear and furthermore it serves as a
Ottawa county road commission, in signal of danger much the same as
reviewingthe 1938 operations of the tall of the deer.
the road commissionaim envisionThe Gila monster finds his tall
ing the work in 1989 says:
"Planning a road program for a an excellentplace for food storage.
a
year ahead in county highway The alligatoruses its tail
work is very similar to that popu- weapon and as a powerful lever in
lar game of Chinese checkers. One turningits body over and over after
may devise a perfect set-up only seizing its prey. In this way the
to have it completelyupset by alligator tears Its food or victim as
checkmate forces entirely out of the case may be. The great order
control of the road commission.
of insects show a wide diversity. In
“Practicallyall of the money for
use on county highways comes structure and function of tails or
from car license fees and the gas- tail-likeappendages.
If one is expert enough to read
oline tax and to a large extent
itures. the signals of the skunk’s tail he
that is earmarked for expendit
program can tell when to retreat to a safety
"In planning a road pro|
previous to a session of the state sone. Some people claim they can
legislature, one may expect changes pick up a skunk by the tail with
in earmarking funds from present perfect impunity, but some skunks
sources or charges up or down in are too clever for persons to take
the amounts provided. The amendthis advantageof them. Others
ment to the Constitution,adopted
at the last November election ctym they can pick up a porcupine
merely is a guarantee that the by the tail without danger; however,
money obtainedfrom car license unless you are an expert you will
fees and the gas tax must be used probably find it a very effective war
for highway purposes. This has al- club worthy of considerablerespect
ways been followed in Michigan The beaver's tall is used to spank
and the amendment ih no way con- out on the water a warning of aptrols the amount of this revenue proaching
^
so obtained.
Some tails serve chiefly as ornaNature Is Factor
ments as in the peacock, the lyre

Wants to Buy

all

Kinds of

Msterisl, Old Iron. Radiators,
Batteries r and other Junk,
market price; alae feed and
bags.

Expires Jsnuary 7
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NOTICE

td Paving*©? West list St
No. 2 from Mich. Ave. to Stato

u

Street

• •

•

m

Holland, Mich., Dec. 22,
Notice is hereby given that at
meeting of the Common Council
the City of Holland, Mi
Wed., Dec. 21, 1938, the fc
resolutionwas adopted:
"RESOLVED, that W. 21st St?
from Mich. Ave< to State St,
paved with a 3-inch asphalt top
a 6-inch concrete base, and
such improvement shall include
K railing, draining, construction
the necessary curbing, gutt
manholes, catch basins, and
proaches in said street, said fan-

—

V
j

_
Leenhouts^rfmp,rt‘5S
_

________ ______

Dr. A.

S’-

Ey*.

N-.

-

Specialist

(Over Model Drug Store)
HoUend, Mich.
Office Hourat 9-11 sju. 2-3 p.m.
Eveninga—Saturday740 to 940
Phones: Office
Rem 2770

S4U

danger.

"Another very important factor bird and pheasants. The ruffed
involved in formulating a road pro- grouse is a famous dandy which,
gram is the element of nature. A during the drumming period, struts
severe winter with heavy snow or about vainly displayingthe coloraa spring' time of heavy rains may tion of his tail feathers. Of course,
change the whole schedule by as we all know that the horse’s tail is
much as 20 per cent or eliminate not only an ornament but also a
some part of the program entirely. fly swatter. However, the question
"The only increase in highway still remains of what use is a pig's
funds in several years has been tail?
due to greater registrationof cars
and increased use of gas.
"Until a few years ago when a
construction project was approved Field Mouse Makes Home
by the board of supervisors money
In Network of Runways
was appropriated by that board for
The small mammal, known scienthe project approved. The 16 mill
tifically as Microtus pennsylvanicus,
tax eliminated this method of road
financing. The usual maintenance is a common species of field mouse.
work costs have increased from 70 It makes its home usually in damp
per cent of all road expenditures fields where there is an abundance
in 1934 to 90 per cent in 1938. This of grass. It is a very active creacondition has come about partly to ture, both by day as well as by
increased use of the roads by night, observes a writer in the Monheavier am) faster vehicles and treal Herald.
partly because of the character of
It lives in burrows, making a network best adapted to use of the work of runways among the vegetafederal labor programs and partly
tion which are connected with their

PADNOS

LOUIS

about the smallest tails in relation
to their size, although the elephant

NEW YORK— Proximity

of the

New York

World’s Fair 1929 to

Manhattan Is shown in 4his "location"photograph taken frtta the
Bermuda Clipper "Cavalier" flying above the Government Zone of
the exposition.The familiar ikyaerapevskyline of Manhattan Is
shown here nine miles away bnt within fifteen minutes ride by rail
Note the patterns of buildings,foundations, gardens, and thoroughfares emerging in the Central Exhibit Area, and the fine finish

of landscaping about the steelwork of the 700 foot Trylon and 200 foot

Perisphere and along the broad ConstitutionalMall.
Shown right, are the elevated tracks of the IRT-BMT subway
systems and, nearer, the Long Island Railroad tracks crossing the
lowered Grand Central Parkway Extension.The pontoon of the plane
obscures view of the Triborough Bridge, one of the main approaches
to the Fair. The buildings shown are among forty already under
construction.

Diekema
Cross

&

Attomeys-at-Law
Over Holland State

Bank

DRENTHE

iAAAAAAi

IN

THE MAILS

that part of

W.

21st St.

Mich. Ave. and State St aa
lows:—
Total estimatedcost of
with sheet asphalt on a 6-ir

crate base, and otherwise imj
Holland. Michigan
words say for them what they feel
ing, includingcost of
and of course fail. They do not
F. B.
plans, assessment, cost of
Expires
Jan.
14—
-17698
seem to realize that there are
tion, and interest for «
PAINTING AND DECORATING
STATE OF MICHIGAN
certain experienceswhich cannot
period — $9,929.88.That the
The
Probate
Court
for tha CounQuality
Materials
and
Expert
Work
be uttered.We have to be content
•mount of $9,929.88 on the Wc
ty
of
Ottawa.
simply to feel some experiences
ESTIMATES FREE
21st St. Paving No. 2 be
At
a session of said Court held
and not to speak them.
Quality Materials
partly by special assessment
at the Probate Office in the City of
and Expert Workers
No doubt James and John felt
Grand Haven In the said County, the Ipts and lands or p«rts of
as deeply the glory and majesty 429 College
Phone 2810 on the 16th day of Dec., A. D and lands abutting upon said
of West 21st St according to
of the transfiguration experience Lowest Price* for Better Work" 1938.
City Charter,provided,
as did Peter. It may be that they
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wathat the cost of improving thi
felt that their very souls would
LUMBER BARGAINS
ter, Judge of Probate.
street intersections where
burst if there were no outlet for
In the Matter of the Estate of
Hemlock, Rough or dressed. 2x<
part of West 21st St Inter
their emotions, but they endured
Harry Skinner, Deceased.
2x6, 2x8, 2x10 — $30.
in silence the strain. But Peter cheating, $30.00, Shiplap. $80.00.
Albert Skinner having filed in other streets, be paid from
General Street Fund of the
could not do this. And furthermore,
said court his petitionpravlng that
Boards, rough, $84.00.
that the lands, lots and
he was one of those men who feel
Get our prices on Barn shingles the administration of said estate upon which said special
thll a great happening needs their
and rough Hemlock and white be granted to himself or to some shall be levied shall inch
comment.
pine Barn Boards. Anything you other suitable person,
lands, lots and premises al
It is Ordered, That the 24th day
Peter’s comment on that unique
want in Yellow Pine, White Pin*
said part of said atreetaIn the
of
January,
A.D.,
1939,
at
ten
o'experiencewas honest and true
and Fir lumber at lowest prices
of Holland; all of which lots,
clock
In
the
forenoon,
at
said
proenough. It was good to be there.
We deliver anywhere.
bate office, be and is hereby ap- and premises as herein set foi
What one of us would not covet All Types of Insulation.
pointed for hearing said petition; be designated and declared to
such a high privilege of witnessBolhuls Lumber and Mfg. Co.
It is Further Ordered, That pub stitute a special assessment
ing that which happened only once
200 E. 17th 8t
lie
notice thereof be given by pub- trlct to defray that part of
in the world and is not likely to
Holland. Michigan.
lication
of a copy of thii order for cost of paving part of W. 21st
happen a^ain after that fashion.
three successiveweeks previous to in the manner hereinbefore
Any experience that gives a human
said day of bearing, in the Hol- forth, said district to be known
relieves •
soul a greater conception of the
land City News, a newspaperprint- designated aa: ‘West 21st St. I
glory and majesty of our Lord is
ing No. 2 Special Assessment Dised and circulatedin said county.
to be coveted. Any experience that
|

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wiggers of
Mud Lake attended the Old Year’s
larty at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Roelofs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Seinen of
Zeeland spent last week Wednesday evening with their uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Telgen-

profile of the
prepared by the City Engineer
now on file in the office of the
Clerk; that the cost and
of constructing such pavement
improvement with the necea
grading, draining,curbing,
ton, manholes, catch basins
approaches aa aforesaid* be
pertly from the General
Fund of the City and partly
special assessmentupon the

ots and premises abuttir

TenCate
Office:

DEPARTMENT WARNS
AGAINST CURRENCY

diagrams and

KAMERAAD

i

People who send currency in the
mails to the Department of State
do so at their own risk, Department of State officials have cautioned. Thousands of letters are re- hof.
Mr. and Mrs. Welling are the
ceived every day with loose dollar
bills and even with loose silver proud parents of a baby boy. Mrs.
coins in them; if currency is lost, Welling was Grada Ter Haar bethe individualssending it have no fore her marriage. They are at
receipt for their payments and no the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kerry
recourse. People are urged to send Ter Haar.
The Sunday school program held
either a certified check or a money
to necessary repairs on large milefeeding grounds. The burrows may order payable to the Secretary of last week was well attended. The
age of the former township roads
mission boxes were opened and
be In meadows or under logs, rocks, State, Lansing, Michigan.
taken in the county system.
Individuals are also urged to contained $403. The afternoon
"In reporting the operations of tussocks of grass or roots of trees,
offeringamounted to $45.00, makthe Ottawa county road commis- and lead to underground chambers take advantageof the services offered to them by the branch offices ing a total of $448 for missions.
filled
with
nests
of
dry
grass
which
sion for 1938 and pronosed work
Mr. and Mrs. John De Weerd
for 1939, we may say that a large provide a home in winter and often of the Department of State, when
dealing with the Department.The spent the Christmas vacation with
percentage of the road work is re- in summer. Other nests are locatBranch offices were placed in oper- their parents, Rev. and Mrs. B.
pair and maintenanceand that the ed in damp meadows or marshes In
most important work must be done depressionson the surfaceor among ation by an act of the Legislature Essenburg,at Chicago.
for the convenience of the public
Jake Roelofs was unexpectedly
first and continued until as much clumps of grass.
in transacting business with the taken to the hospitalfor an operahas been done as financeswill perThe common meadow mouse is
Department.In each Branch Office tion.
mit.
most prolific. Estimating the nor- there are trained people familiar
Clara Vis, who is employed at
"Early in 1938 heavy rains fol- mal increase at six young, with with the functions of the Depart- Grand Rapids, spent a week of vaCORA VANDE WATER trict" in the City of Holland.
lowed by quick run-off due to four littersin a season, and assum- ment of State and many small dif cation with her sister Jean. Miss reveals the glorious possibilitf ”
FEVER and
RESOLVED, that the
Judge of Probate.
diagrams,plats, plans
cleared drains and frost in the ing that there are no checks upon Acuities can be adjusted right at Clara is now confined to bed with of hyman life and emphasizesthe
HEADACHES
A
true copy:
continued integrity of the human
ground caused more damage to the increase,the results are appall- the Branch without the necessity illness.
•te of cost of the proposed
Harriet Swart,
personality is one that is worthy Liquid, Tsbleti due to Colds
drainage structures in the heavy ing. A single pair and their proge- of contacting the Lansing office.
inf and otherwise improving c
o
Register of Probate.
lalve.
Nose
Drops
of our deepening interest. It was
soil areas than in any previous ny in five seasons would amount to
21st St from Mich. Ave. to St
If a person lives within a rea- Ban Netting Near Shores good to be in such company and
Try "Rub-My-TIsm"
year. Many of these structures nearly 1,000,000 Individuals^
St. be deposited in the office of
sonable distance from a Branch
a
Wonderful
Liniment
to get a look into heaven. It was
were completely destroyed and Field mice, also known as moles, Office,it is better for them to
Clerk for public examination,
Expirci
good
to
be
lifted
for
some
glorious
others so damaged, it was necesthat the Clerk be instructedto _
A movement has been started to moments above the common places
have stout bodies, blunt, rounded transact their business with the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
sary to completelyrebuild them
notice thereof of the propoeedli
Expires Jan. 21—17581
prohibit
the
use
of
commercial
fishBranch
Office
in
each
county.
In
The Probate Court for the Coun provement and of the district to
In a large number of cases, foot- muzzles, small eyes and short ears densely populated counties there ing nets at or near the mouths of of the world into the glorious
STATE OF MICHIGAN
ty of Ottawa.
mystery of the divine. It was
ings and retaining walls were re- —often completely concealed by the*
assessed thereforeby publishi _
Probate Court for the Counare more. There are a total of 160 any rivers and streams entering inAt a session of said Court, hel< notice of the same for two weeks,
good to be in such a place of tyThe
paired to make them safe for traf- fur. The tail is short and hairy;
to the Great Lakes and its bays. It
of Ottawa.
Branch
Offices in the State.
at the Probate Office in the City of
detachment from the sordid and
fic. Not all of these improvements the soles of the feet are naked, or
will take the form of a bill to be
At a session of said Court, held Grand Haven in said County, on the and that Wed.. Jan. 18, 1939 at 7:80
the mean to revel in the beautv
will be completedthis year. It is clothed with short hairs, and have
P. M., be and is hereby determinintroduced in the 1939 Legislature
at the Probate Office in the City of
20th day of Dec., A. D., 1939.
safe to say that the expenditure five or six foot pads (plantar tued as the time when the Council
and carry the backing of two im- of a revelationof the highest good. Grand Haven in the said County, 1938.
ENTERTAIN
FRIENDS
AT
for drainage structureswas double bercles). The incisors are broad and
will meet at the Council rooms to
It is to be said for Peter that he on the 29th day of Dec., A. D.,
portant and state-wide sportsmen
FARM RESIDENCE
Present. Hon. Cora Vande Water. considerany suggestionsor obthat of an average year. There are not grooved.
had the capacity to appreciate such 1938.
groups.
Judge of Probate.
many steel bridges of thirty to
jections that may be made to said
The proposal is sought so that an experience and that is much.
Prof, and Mrs. C. Evers and
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaIn the Matter of the Estate of assessment district,improvement,
fifty foot span that are too narMany
a
man
could
have
been
on
ter, Judge of Probate.
children who visited Mrs. S. E. Pas the various species of game and
Raymond Vlsscher, Deceased.
row and too lightly designed for
diagrams, profiles and estimate
estimate of
Word 'Ginseng'From Chinese
and Miss Retta Pas at their sum- food fish will be able to migrate up that mount and would have given
In the Matter of the Estate of
The Grand Rapids Trust Com- cost.
present trafficwhich will require
Augusta Garbreeht, Deceased.
Practicallyall of the American mer farm home three miles south- rivers and streams during their little response to the glory and
pany, a Michigan corporation, of
continual repair until they are reOscar Peterson, City Clerk.
We It appearing to the court that Grand
productionof ginseng is exported to east of Holland for the holiday va- spawning season and be prevented meaning of the transfiguration.
Rapids, Michigan, and Anna
placed.
must
give
credit
to
Peter
for
havthe time for presentation of claims G. Visscher, of Holland, Michigan,
China, where it Is in great demand cation,have now returned to their from doing so by running into nets.
Expires Feb. 25, 1989
To Build Blacktop
It is stated that if these fish had ing a seeing soul. He was highly against said estate should be limhaving filed in said Ctourt their
for medical and domestic purposes. home in Pella, Iowa. Mrs. Pas, and
MORTGAGE SALE
“In 1937 it was planned to con- Branched roots resembling the hu- Miss Pas who teaches in Kalama- free passage into the inland waters emotional but he was not soulless. ited, and that a time and place be Seventh Annual Accounts as CoHe
did
not
drag
the
world
up
the
their
spawn
would
go
far
in
assistzoo, have an apartment in the N.
appointed to receive,examine and Trustees under the Seventh Parastruct fifteen or twenty miles of
Default having been made In the
man form are especially prized for
Pieper residence on Church street ing in restocking our inland waters mountainsidewith him. Indeed, he adjust all claims and demands graph of the Will of said Deceas- conditions of a certain mortgage
black top surface in 1938. Severs
their supposed occult virtues. The
was perfectly willing to say fare- against said deceased by and be- ed, for the benefit of Vivian H. made by Anthony W. Kwiatkowskl
conditionsdeveloped to prevent
for the winter months but opened with game fish.
well to the world below and live fore said court:
carrying out this plan. Five miles word "ginseng" is derived from Chi- their farm home for holiday visiVisacher, Jane A. Visscher, and and Frances Kwiatkowski,husband
of the Zeeland-Byronroad had been nese words meaning "likeness of tors. Their other guests included
in the joy and glory and wonder
It is Ordered, That creditors of Robert F. Visscher, and their peti- and wife, to Frank S. Baldwin datrebuilt in readiness for a black top man." It is considered a cure Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Geegh and
of the mount as it then was. We said deceased are required to pre- tions praying for the allowance of ed the 1st day of December,A. D..
surface but during the latter part for many diseases in China. The children of Kalamazoo and Mr.
can hardly blame him for this de- sent their claims to said court at said accounts, for the allowance of 1928, and recorded in the office ox
sire. Of course, in the nature of said Probate Office on or before the their fees as such Trustees, and for the Register of Deeds for the Counof 1987 and up to the present time, roots are marketable in about the and Mrs. Henry Pas and children
the develbpmentof the oil fields in flftt^or sixth year from planting of who reside between Holland ant
things it could not be. He had only 3rd day of May, A. D., 1939, all matters therein set forth,
ty bf Ottawa and State of Michi• • •
Allegan county created an extra seed. They are washed and cured Zeeland.
a superficialapprehensionof the at ten o’clockin the forenoon, said IT IS ORDERED, That the 24th gan, on the 4th day of December,
January
15, 1939
heavy truck traffic that so damaged in a well vehtilated room with templan of his Master, but who of us time and place being hereby ap- day of January, A.D., 1939, at ten A. D„ 1928, in Liber 187 of MortPeter Sees Christ’sGlory
the surface of other black top perature not exceeding 90 degrees
would not find an impulse in his pointed for the examination and o’clockin the forenoon at said Pro- gages, on page 230, which mortMatthew 17:1-9,14-18
roads in that vicinity, it was FahrenheitThis takes about
soul to trade this old world of adjustment of all claims and de- bate Office be and is hereby apExpires Jan. 14
assigncd
• • •
deemed best to delay that particusorrow and pain and oft-tirae fail- mands against said deceased.
pointed for examining and allow- veyances to ReconstructionFinTAX PAYERS’ ATTENTION
month
for the larger roots. They
Henry Geerlings
lar project.
It is Further Ordered, That pub- ing said accounts and hearing ance Corporation, on which morture upon a mount of glory on the
Tax payers of Park Township,
are then stored in a dry, airy place
lic notice thereof be given by pub- said petitions.
attention.I will be at the Peoples’ *¥vf VvvtwvvvyffvVtvf Vvf ? near edge of heaven.
gage there is claimed to be due at
"Several streets in plats near
in sacks or boxes, ready for shipIt Is Further Ordered, That pub- the date of this notice, for princiLife, however, is not so planned. lication of a copy of this order for
Holland and Zeeland were treated
State Bank on the following dates:
Peter belonged to the privileg- Mounts of glory are not made as three successive weeks previous tc lic notice thereof be given by pub- pal and Interest to 11-15-38 the
with a prime and seal application ment
Dec. 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22,
ed three. He and James and John escapes from hard and trying said day of hearing, in the Hol- lication of a copy of this order, for sum of $3,047.10 Dollars, and an
of tar. The people living on those
26, 27, 28, 29, 1938.
were permittedto see the trans- worlds in which service must be land City News, a newspaper print- three successiveweeks previous to Attorney’s fee of thirty-fiveDolatreeta working through the HolJan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 1939.
said day of hearing, in the Hol- lars, as provided for In said mortland township board paid for the
At home Dec. 10, 16, 17, 23, 24, figurationglory of their Lord. To rendered and life must be tested ed and circulatedin said county.
land City News, a newspaper print- gage, and no suit or proceedings at
CORA VANDE WATER,
be there on the mount to see and and strengthened and enriched.
tar used. One mile of township road
Cow Breatbea Bushels of Air
30, 31, 1938.
Judge of Probate. ed and circulatedin said County. law having been institutedto rehear and feel was indeed a privi- There can be no great and glorrunning West from Jenison was
Jan. 6, 8, 1939.
Every hour a thousand-pound cow
CORA VANDE WATER,
lege beyond our power to describe. ious experiences for the man who A true copy:
cover the moneys secured by said
surfaced with mixed-invplace tar breathes la and out about 2,800
DICK NIEUWSMA,
Judge of Probate. mortgage, or any part thereof.
Harriet Swart,
and gravel. Georgetown township bushels or 1,000 cubic feet of air.
Park Twp. Treasurer. One wonders why the whole com- wants to escape the very life
A true copy:
Register of Probate.
Notice is Hereby Given, that by
pany of disciples was not assembled through which gloriousexperiences
paid one-half the cost of this proThis air weighs about 270 pounds.
Harriet Swart,
virtue of the power of sale conon that holy mount where the are made possible.We cannot reMet One mile on the River Road
Expires Jan. 21—17549
Register of Probate.
tained in said mortgage, and the
East from Chifks Corners in Roblight of heaven kissed the dark- main in the high places of life
‘Misfortune,’
‘Calamity*
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
statute in such case made and proinson township, two miles in Chestness
of
earth.
But
it
was
not
so
Expires Jan. 21—17635
if the low places are to be glorified.
The Probate Court for the CounDuring the period when Gladstone for rpsons
vided, on Friday the 24th day of
er township connecting Conklin to
offer out of The world could never be redeemed
STATE OF MICHIGAN
ty of Ottawa.
and Disraeli were opposing leaders bur sneculative thinking.
February,A. D., 1939, at ten o’Big Springs school and two miles
by
an
endless
series
of
tranfiguraThe Probate Court for the Conn
Stars clock in the forenoon, the underAt a session of said Court, held
in British politics, Disraeli and a
East from the "West side of Sec- ty of Ottawa.
Well, Peter was there and we tion mounts. We must have some
at the Probate Office in the Citj Most beautiful tribute to one de- signed will, at the North door of
tion 10 In Georgetown 'township on
At a session of said Court hel< number of his cronies were dining are concerned chiefly with him. Gethsomanes and Calvarys. We
the Bauer-AUendaleroad were also at the Probate Office in the City of one night when the conversation This interesting man was true to must have the mounts for outlooks, of Grand Haven in the said County parted b the offering that expects Court House in the City of Gi
on the 21st day of Dec., A. D.,
Haven, that being the place wl
surfaced.This la a total of approxi- Grand Haven in the said Coun
turned to distinction between words form on the mount He reacted to but we must apply to the valleys
no reward save its own evidence the Circuit Court for the Count
1938.
mately aix miles of mixed-in-place on the 24th day of Dec., A. '3: of similar meaning. After the com- this marvelous happening as he what we see up yonder.
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWatei, of lasting worth. Whether simple of Ottawa is held, sell at Pul
treatment and one and one-half 1938.
parison of several pairs of words reacted to others. His tumultuous
miles of prime and seal treatment.
or imposing in character,memorial Auction, to the highest bidder,
Present, Hon. CoH Vande Wa- had gone round the table someoril emotions and his seething enthu- ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free Judge of Probate. .
In the Matter of the Estate of problems of yours become oun premises described in said me
siasm
had
to
find expressionin service given on dead or disabled
"The following la a summary of ter. Judge of Probate.
asked Disraeli the difference begage, or so much thereof as may
improvements completed in cooperIn the Matter of the Estate o tween "misfortune"and "calam- words. He just had to say some- servicegiven on dead or disabled John H. Koiper, Deceased.
from the day you consult ua.
necessary to pay the amount so
It appearing to the court that
thing. He spoke his mind and he horaei and sows. Notify ua
ation with the Works Progress AdCornelius A. Caauwe, Deceased.
ity." With but a second’s thought
aforesaid due on said raortga
ministration in 1938. This list does
did it very honestly. He was so promptly. Phone 9745, collect the time for presentation of claims
It appearing to the court that the
with six per cent interest, and
not include many of the smaller time for presentation of claims Disraelianswered: "If Mr. Glad- impressedwith and so stirred by HOLLAND RENDERING WORKS. against said estate should be limlegal costs, together with said atstone fell Into the Thames river It the majesty and wonder of the
ited,
and
that
a
time
and
place
be
repair jobs:
against said estate should be limtorney’s fee, to-wit:all that certain
appointed to receive,examine and
"14.4 miles of roadside pitching. ited, and that a time and place be would be a misfortune;but if some- transfiguration of his Lord that
piece of land situate in the Town
adjust all claims and demands
“4A1 miles of grading, including appointed to receive, examine and one pulled him out, a calamity."
he felt an irresistible urge to exship of Tallmadge, County of Ot
—
-o
small culverts.
against said deceased by and beadjust all claims and demands
press his appreciation of the same.
wa and Stato of Michigan, descr
"40.6 miles of graveling.
fore
said
conrt:
•gainst aid deceased by and before
So far as we know the other two
Grave Haa Many Vhttora
ed‘ as follows: Starting at tl
court:
"fi culverts less than 10 foot span
It Is Ordered, That creditors of
witnesses were silent in the midst
The tomb of Abelard and Heloise,
Southwestcorner of the Sou ‘
29 East 9th St.
—new.
t is Ordered, That creditors of
said deceasedare required to preof such splendor. But they were
quarter (SEH) of Section
"8 culverts, 10 feet or more in said deceased are required to pre- la the cemeteryof Pere la Chaise differentlyconstituted. There are
Holland, Michigan
sent their claims to said court at
ty-seven (27) of Township
in
Paria,
is.
after
700
years,
a
place
span-new.
sent their claiftis to said court at
said. Probate Office on or before
some natures that cannot speak
(7) North of Range thirteen
of
sentimental
pilgrimage.
Since
"2 bridges with span of 60 feet said Probate Office on or before the
the 26th dav of April, A. D.,
in the presence of a great happenWest, thence north on
or more-Mjew.
d»? , °f Mar, A- D* 1939. their tragic romance, notes a writer
1939,
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
or under the pressure of a
sixty (160) rods, thence
BRIDES^
at ten o clock in the forenoon, said in Comer’s Weekly, this grave if
, “8 culverts repaired.
said time and place being hereby
and radiant experience.
time
and
place
being
hereby
ap“4 bridges repaired. • , v
believed to have been more widely They might want to speak, but
but
appointed for the examinationand
pointed for the examination and known, to have had more visitors they cannot find adequate expres- By srraagUMBt witk a New York adjustment of all claims and de"4.4 miles roadside brushing.
"1.8 miles cleaning county drains adjustment of all claims and de- and to have been the subject of sion for what they feel One hears
« rwla aivaimat m ml
J
Sakm wa an aM» to take cfcarga af mands against said deceased.
on
.
It is Further Ordered, That pubful and rapturous music and
more stories and songs than any beautiful
TThe WPA program for 1939 is
other In Christendom, with the ex- he is mightilymoved and moved all detifle, from eatflttiag the bride lic notice thereof be given by pubSome black ton
lication of a copy of this order for
so greatly as that he would like
ception of that Of the Savior.
three successive weeks previous to
to put into words what he feels
to arraagiag the tablie. Call Bride’s said day of hearing, in the Holland City News, a newspaper printed and circulatedin said county.
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HoUand

Monument Works

CORA VAN DE WATER,
Judge of Probate.

Hr. tad Mrs. Wlffliam ViTWm* f aaaaaaa
and tlMir ion, Alton Valkema,with
Edwar Huff, returned to Holland

a a

aaaa

a

aaaaa

a a a a

a George Schutmaat; sreretary, ‘Mre.
Waltoce Kempkera; treasurer,Mrs.
John
Mr. and Mrs. John Kaper and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Kempkers
s^ent^ Tuesday evening in Grand

_

Messrs. Harvey G. Schipper. Tnrln Kamo* Is at sehol hi Laming
We Get the Bible!’’Special muslcc The Sacrament of Holy _ ,
Boeve. Robert Nykamp, and Har- learning buttermaking.
waa furnishedby Julius Zagers, wu administered to Roger Lea, son
old
waa prepro_ Slenk. Mr. Elainga
tinge was
Mr. and Mre. Henry Van Dam Hartsel Holleman, Burton Hafl, acafter enjoying a
of Mr. and Mrs. William Ensing
sented with a beautiful Sbaeffer of Drenthe and Mr. and Mrs. John
"
TTTV Tuesday
companied at the piano by Marian at the Second Reformed church on
weeks’ trip to Florida, Jnd
pen and pencil set and a desk file. Van Dam of Forest Grove and
Huisenga.
in fishing. They vis
Hr*. Martin Van Loo of Zeelan day of ocean
lut Sunday.
The evening was spent in playing Marinua De Kleine and Louise
The Ladies Aid of the Second Re!• «P«»dinf a few weeks visiting the sister of Mr/valkema, Mrs
Chinese Checkersand Bingo; pris- were entertained at the home of
Rev. and Mrs. P. A. De Jonge
Wr relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Schol- W. W. Estes, in Memphis, Tenn..
Miss Evelyn Schutmaat enter- es were awarded and a good tim Mr. and Mr*. Gerrit De Kleine for formed church met Thursday af- are the happy parents of twins
ternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
John
and spent a week with Mr. and
tan, at Central Park.
tained Miss Feurena Douwstra and was had by all.
e boy and a girt born Thursday
supper on January 2.
Roelofs.
Mrs. Russel Harringtonand fami•
•
Mr. Gordon Korstanje at dinner on
morning. The mother and babies
Infant
baptism
was
administered
ly, Holland residents, in St Peters
Tuesday evening.
Misl Clara Van Omen, daughter are being cared for at the BlodSophia Johnson of East Drenthe
to Robert Lyle, son of Mr. and Mrs,
DRENTHE
burg.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Van Omea; gett hospitffc Congratulations!
pneumonia in
The ladies of the American ReSimon Sluyter, January 1.
the Zeeland hospitalfor some time.
formed church will hold their anA
parrel of land was bought John Naber, who underwent an and Mr. Jack Wiersma of AllenMr. and Mrs. Ed Kieft and Mr.
“An
Afternoon
in
a
Piccadilly
set
dale, were united In marriage at
nual fancy goods bazaar and supoperation at Zeeland hospital,has
and Mre. Tom Kieft of Grand Havcmr
mission
Book
Shop”
was
the subject prethe
parsonage
of
the
Reformed
Hrs. Carl Dresser, head of the
per at the auditoriumon Thurs- t'hTa v2
again returned to his home.
sented by Dr. Leonard A. Parr of
• • *
church on Friday evening by Rev. enwweaupper guests^of Mrs. Paul
W.C.T.U. evangelisticwork departday. January 9. The bazaar will Drenthe, on which a garage will bq
Ann
Arbor before members of the
Mr. and Mr*. Ham Seinen are R. De Jonge. The newly wads will
61-63
E.
8th
St.
went, has arranged a “world day
begin at 7:00. There will also be a erected to house the fire truck. The
Woman’s Literary did) Tuesday af
mourning the loss of their mother, make their home in Allendale.Mrs. sing and family on Monday evenGoo. W. Trotter, Supt
of prayer^ program for the meetcandy and popcorn booth as well truck has been kept in the church Mra. Uvi V«n Dor Kolk, 'who
J*'
ternoon. In additionto being a lec
Sat.,
7 :30— Praise and Testimony
Wiersma has been employed for
ing °f the Holland organisation at
fish pond. At the cafeteriasup- tobies wich are to be torn down.
turer, critic, and poet, Dr. Parr is Service.
at her home in Zutphen. Funeral the put 10 years at the home of
Miss
Ruth
Van
Ou
and
Miss
2:30 p. m. Friday in the home of
per 6c will be charged per helping
The quarterly meeting of the services were held ’ITiuik]
----- of Congregational
- -igrega
the pastor
Sunday.
Esther Lammera entertained with
Sunday, 1:30— Bible School.
Dr. and Mrs. Rues.
Hr*. Thomas E. Welmers on Graves
of food. Everyone is invited.
Sunday
was held at the
church, Ann Arbor. Dr. Parr warnAt 2:30— Song, Message and A very pleasant surprise party hmome ofschool
Place.
Mr. Raymond Van Haften re- a miscellaneous shower honoring
Mr. and Mrs. John Do
ed his listeners that, as reiaiers, it Praise.
JAMESTOWN
Miss Clara Van Omen at the Van
• • •
held at the home of Mr. and Weerd on Friday evening.
turned
to his home from the Butis necessary to choose carefully in
Hrs Henry Lvnch has been en- deciding what to read. He said At 6:30— Junior Prayer Band. Mrs. John Elzinga of this village Mrs. Fanny Lanning entertained Thurston Bynbrandt attended terworth hospital where he had Oss home oh lut Thursday evening. Those attending were CynAt 7:30 — Evangelistic Service. in honor of______
Mr. Elzi
inga’s birthday. at her home recently Mr. and Mre. the executive meeting of the Gol- been confined for six weeks.
aa special instructorof the that between eight and ten thous- Special Music.
thia Lammeru, Pauline Hall, EdThe
ests of the evening were Mr. Clarence Ter Haar of Holland, Mr
toe and balfet classes conducted by and books are published annually
Mr. Wayne Van Haften and his
den Chain at the home of James
Tues., 7:30 — Prayer Meeting.
and fire. Andrew G. Logman.
Lohman, Mr and Mrs. Bert Ter Haar and Mr. Heuvelhoret of Zeeland on Monday friend of Holland,and Mr. and na Mae Nederveld, Cecelia aad BaFrank Long in the Warm Friend
the United States. He recom- Sunday School Lesson.
ther Lammere, Sarella Van Osa,
and Mrs. Henry Boerigter, Mr. and and Mrs. Henry Van Dam.
tavern.
evening.
Mrs. Ed; Van Haften called on Mr. Janet Lammers and Ruth Van Ota.
mended Webster’s dictionaryas edWed., 7:30— Young People’s Fel- Mrs. Benjamin Nykamp, Mr. and
Miss Angeline Brinks, who has
wfecat .
• • •
ucational,enterUining, but little- lowship Club.
Theodore Bowman has again re- Ray Van Haften at the ButterThe Golden Chain union will
Mrs. Theodore Harmsen, Mr. and been employed by Gerrit Hunder- sumed his duties at the Eaat Lan- worth hospital on Wednesday eveChet Kramer spoke on “Navi- known reading. Mrs. Kenneth De
hold its bi-monthly meeting on
*
•
•
Mrs.
Glenn
Folkert,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
gation on the Great Lakes” at
man
the
past
summer,
left
Monday
ning.
Pree presided. She announced that
ajut school after a faw weeks vaThursday evening at the Second
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Richard Brower, and the Miaaes and is now staving with her par- cation.
meeting of the Montello Park the public affairs committeeof the
Alyn Rynbrandt wu installed as Reformed church of Zeeland. Mr.
• * •
Harriet Van Doomik, Florence ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Brinks, at
Boosters’club Tuesday night in the club will meet next Tuesday at 2
The ChristianEndeavor society deacon and Joe Grit, Jacob H. Tig- La Verne Stafford will
irill be the
Montello school. Mr. Wigert and
Brower, Ethel Folkert, Julia Bult- Zutphen.
(Meetings in the Armory.)
m.
met Sunday evening with Mr. Ray- elaar at elders at the morning speaker. Motion pictures of the
man, Gloria Rigterink, Judith NjHr. Smeenge served refreshments.
C. M. Beerthuis, Pastor.
Corneal Kamps is now weighing mond Huiienga as the leader. The services of the local Reformed
conventionat Kafai
lamazoo will be
Sunday, 10:00 A. M.— Subject: kamp, Joan Lenters and the the milk as his brother Peter topic for discussion was “How Did church.
shown.
"Christ the Perfect Example.”
The Grand Haven American Le11:30 A. M. — Bible School.
gion post
is on arecord
as favoring
a
a a • __ _
--6:30 P. M. — Young People’s
i candidacy of Alfred C. Jolders-
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Meet Here For
Debate Tourney

of Holland for state commander of the American Legion in 1939,
he was advised Tuesday night
• • •
Dedication services for the

new Invitational Tournament
to Feature Society

Protestant Reformed church at
20th St. and Maple Ave. were to
be hdd tonight, Thursday, with the
R*r. P. De Boer, pastor, serving
as chairman. The Rev. M. Critters
and the Rev. M. Schippcrs were in-

Performances

Fellowship meeting.
7:30 P. M.— Subj
bject: “How and
Why BelieversSho uld
____________
be Established So as not to Backslide.” Special
music will be furnished by the
men’s trio consisting of Mr. Gordon Vanden Brink, Mr. George Gosselaar,and Mr. Elmer Kamphuis.

and Mrs. John Post The officers Shackson. Each of the teams is study in 2 Corinthians.
dected include Anthony A. Nien- scheduled to debate twice and will
Saturday,10:00 A. M. - Chilhuis,. president;Clarence Fair- judge or listen ot a third round.
dren’s Bible Class for children 5 to
hanb.jfo president, and Harold The three rounds of debate have 14 years of age.
Van ^ Dyke, secretary- treasurer.
* • •
Auxiliary officers are Mrs. Herman been arranged for 3:00 p.m., 4:30
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY
C. Cook, president; Mrs. A. Oonk, pjn., and 7:30 pjn. The evening
vtoe president^Mrs. John Post debates are to be entertainedby the
Sunday service, 10:30 A. M.
Subject: “LIFE.”
Mrs. Gerrit Bax, college literary societies. Teams
Wednesday,Testimonial meeting,
debatingon the first floor of the 8:00 P. M.
• to
Henry Bekker filed an applica chapel will be heard by women’s
faon for a buildingpermit with societies.Others will be heard at
HAMILTON
(3ty Clerk Oscar Peteraon Tues- the men’s society houses. The
day. He plana to build a house at
afternoon debates are scheduled to
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
155 ^2?* 18th
* cost of |1,•00. The HoHand Electric Supply take place in the chapel and Van Lavere Calahan included: Mr. and
Co. of 117 East Eighth St. applied Raalte Hall rooms placarded by Mrs. Jim Root of Lawton and Mr.
Dayton Calahan of Decatur.
for a permit to ^repair and remod- numbers.
el at a cost of
_ M™. H. W. Schutmaat and Mrs.
• e e
No Champion Chosen
Wallace Kempkers and girls attended a dinner party at the home
Twin* were born early WednesEssential purposes of the tournaday morning in Holland hospital to ment are to practice and exchange of Mrs. George Heneveld last
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mre. Alvin Schufling of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
route 2, Holland. The girl weigh* ideas preparatory for the state
five pounds, three ounces and has tournament, February10. Decisions Wassink at the Holland hospital
been named Janice Kay; and the and criticismswill be given orally a baby boy.
The annual meeting of the Larojr weighs four pounds, 16 ounc- after each debate to aid teams in
dies Missionarysociety was held
es and will be called Donald Jay.
discoveringweaknesses in their last week Thursday afternoonin
• • •
case and presentation. No cham- the church basement. Mrs. Joe LugInstallationof officers and a potten and Mrs. Edw. Miskotten servluck lunch will be featured at the pion will be declared.In first team
ed as hostesses. During the busiregular meeting of Erutha Rebek- debates, judging and criticising is
ness meeting the following officers
•h lodge Friday night
to be done by coaches. The others were elected: for president,Mrs. I.
will be judged by members of the Scherpenisse; vice president. Mrs.
Mias Bessie Bolhuis died at the first teams.
Holland Home in Grand Rapids on
The colleges were invited in
Tuesday, Jan. 10. Except for the

St

(&

past 2 yean she lived all her life
on West 12th Street,Holland. She
wa* born there on Feb. 8, 1861 the
toyrtocr of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Bolhuis. She was a lifelong mem-

December to

register

i
Buy

A&P Markets

at

for

And Watch the Way Your Food
Make

•

•

*

*

:opr.

ItN by Great A&P

RIVER AVE. & TENTH ST.

BREAD

ss25«
24-oz.

3

Holland, Mich.

loaves

A&P SOFT TWIST — DOUBLE WRAPPED

PORK LOIN

COCKTAIL 216-oz.21c
IONA PEACHES 2 large cans 25c'

FRUIT
AMERICA’S DAIRY FARMERS
NEED YOUR JELP

SWANSDOWN

the secret of good
use it generously.
Is

cooking —

21c

IONA FLOUR

241/2 *>«•

49c

SPLENDID FLOUR

241/2 >»•

47c

PANCAKE FLOUR

5 to*.

15c

3 pkgs.

14c

COUNTRY ROLL

BUTTER

lb.

j

27'

2

pkg.

ello

011

,0T*1 SELMIN

DESSERT POWDEE
SPARKLE
ANN PAGE
NORTHERN TISSUE

-re.

LARD
OLEO

FLOUR

pkg.

Setire MORE BUTTER
Good butter

C, Reginald Becker and Charles Si-

• *

•

bert; D, Jack Jewett and William

Military services for Kenneth
Farley, 41, of Douglas, will be held
Friday at 10 a. m. at Douglas cem
etery. The SaugstuckAmerican Legion post
will be
«—
of the
rite*, and the Rev. Egbert Winter,
Hope college professor,will officiate. Mr. Farley died in Butterworth hospital, Grand Rapids, on
Tuesday night The deceased served four years in France during the
war. He was a member of a Chicago post of the American legion.
He is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
J. M. Kosnid of Hhudale, DL, and
Mre. F. L Smith of Huston, Tex.,
and a brother, Sherman C. Farley
of Aurora, HL

i

in

E. Buys. Albion negatives,A, William Henning and
B,

Dan

Thomas Brock;

inexpensire.
Strawberries and pintapple are plentiful and cheap for the season. Many
vegetables,but particularlygreen beans,
are cheap to reasonable in price.
Here are three dinner menus.

17c

2

lbs.

19c

ROAST
Lean
End

Cuts

PORK CHOPS ccheS«

CHICKENS

Siter and Charles Elliott;

C, LaurenceWiley and Don Doten;

D, Thomas Andrews and

Leslie

Fleming. The coach at Albion is
Professor C. A. Peters.

The Alma

Roast

Medium Cost Dinner
Loin of Pork Boiled Rice Gravy

Stewed Apples Green Beans
Bread and Batter
Vanilla Ice Cream with Strawberries

The coach from
Professor Carney F. Smith.

Coffee

A, James Ansden and
Rolls and Batter
Charles Sparks; B, Norm Jones and
Pineapple and StrawberryCup
Gn
Kenneth Greer;
C, Albert May and
Small Cakes
Coffee
Albert Thorburn. Negatives— Russell Kirk and Harold Chamberlain;
* * *
B, Bert Portnoss and Elmer Boyer.
The regular issue of the Woman,i
Central State affirmatives are: Day, a monthly publication sponA, Art Seltzer and Leonard Na- sored by the Atlantic & Padnc
thanson; B, Eugene Beagle and Tea Co., is now available and copies can be secured at 2c each at
Everett Woods. Negativesare: A,
any Holland, Ottawa, or All
Kenneth McLaughlin and Robert county A&P food stores, len
Joynt; B. Vern Wininger and Jo- for your copy.
seph Dean. The Central State coath
is Professor I. A. Beddow.
' Expires Feb. 4—17695
The Huntington college (IndiSTATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the CounTOOT pick. Prices from 43.95 up. ana) affirmative team consists of
Phone
__
__ 2284 or call at 209 Central Burkholder and Fleming; the nega- ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
Are, Holland, Mich.
tive team of Davinson and Wilson.

foANTffi
Quick!,

Incubator— Two other men will be sent to judge.
16,500 capacity. Good condition. The Huntington college coach is
Cheap. Ed E. Cook, R. R. 1, R. W. Schimm. The scheduleis
Mich., Tel. 7225F2.
arranged so that all colleges comFOR 8ALE:— Wood, Timber— ing will have an opportunityto
Beach, Maple, by acre or cord. Goodl meet Huntington.
road, easy access. Sell whole or
The Calvin college affirmative
any part Call or write Perry Sirwill be Paul Holtrop and Henry
ytoa, AUegan Mich. Box

FOB SALE— Newton

.

43m

WANTED: — Push cart

to haul

7th St, Holland,

Laondried flour

2 for

18c. Tuurkstra’s
Holland, Mich.

Towssend Club
will meet
ereniif, Jan.
in V. F.

W.

16

Hill

River Ave.
out and join (be

make

dub.

Holland

at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in the said County,
on the 31st day of Dec., A. D

1938.

I

Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wafer,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Leon C. Hilton, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that

the time for presentation of claims
against said estate should be limPetersen; the negatives will be Gorited, and that a time and place be
don Buter and Roger Heyna. Mr. appointed to receive, examine and
Robert Roelofs is the coach.
adjust all claims and demands
Hope college men who will take against said deceased by and before
said court:
part indude: affirmative,A, Robert
It is Ordered, That creditors of
Bonthiua and Don Van Liere; B, said deceased are required to preFloyd Folkert and Peter Stielstra; sent their claims to said court at
C, Charles Waldo and Charles Stop- said Probate Office on or before
the 10th day of May, A. D^ 1989,
pels; D, John Westhof and Gordon
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
Van Wyk. Negative teams include:
time and place being hereby apA, Wilbur Jacobs and Robert Ver- pointed for the examinajiion and

tortU B, Anthony Pennings and
Marinus Pott; C, Richard Aardsma
and OrvilleHine; second C, Harold
Mackey and Corneliua Pettlnga; D,
Walter Macak and James White.
Dr. Holland Shacksonit the coach.
Members of the women’s debate
squad and the argumentationclass
will act as chairmen.Students and
townspeople are cordially invitedto
both afternoon and evening debates.

adjustment of all claims and d*
mands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, In the Holland
City News, a newspaper printed
and circulated in said connty.

CORA VANDE' WATER,
Judge of Probate.

A

Carnation

4 cans
4 cans

Dressing

qt.

Raisins
Prunes
— Huskies

Seedless

loaf

39c

lb.

16c

PORK

Wheatles

Com

Flakes

Canvas

Paper

Oorox

Meat
Syrup

u,,a

STRAWBERRIES •H0,IDA

APPLES

FLORIDA

Wheat

_
Salmon

Roiled
Pink

Oats

3 for 19c
104b. bag 15c
pb 15c

NorHEiNsrr-u.i.N.,1

TOMATOES

"

•ouD.uD.wr.

2

5
2

19c
lbs. 29c

4

.a

3 cans 10c
3 cans 10c
2 pkgs. 23c
lb.

5 Its.
2 cans

ORNNGES

POTATOES

70 Size

Navels

v

oi

A

IQ,
IwC

1

I
I

-

A
9
&

A
9<L
dez. &9C
A

154b.

peck

d,

PACIFIC TEA

P

true copy;

Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

;;

.

..

:<

lbs.

25c

lb.

ISc

I

PICNICS

VEAL LOAF
BAKED PORK LOAF
DUTCH LOAF *

lb.

READY FOR
THE PAN

1

HAMS
Swifts

2

lbs.

20c

23c

.18.

Jl|n

UK

CO—

HOCKLESS

PICNICS

Premium

Whole or String

Small, Lean,

Sugar
Cured

Half

lb.

24c

Use

16!

A&P

Coffees . .

.

Sava Up to 10c a Pound!
EIGHT O’CLOCK

COFFEE
3

&39c
4b.

bag
One-Pound Bag 14c
Red Clrcia Coffee
Bokar Coffee

unai ox

ag*[[<EPMANP^)PERATaP^

S

HADDOCK FILLETS

U. S. No. 1

252

2

|

23c

GRAPEFRUIT

A
fi

14c

FRANKFURTERS

SWIFTS CIRCLE

ISc
15c
21c

IDAHO

Size

“,LC!U8A,CU,£0 \ lb.

19c

CALIFORNIA

I

18e

19e

BRAUNSCHWEIGER evoked uvee sausage 22c
GRADE
UNK SAUSAGE
Hi. 16c
CLUI SIZE
FRANKFURTERS
2 lbs. 25c
SUCED OR
LUNCHEON MEAT IYTHE PIECE 2 lbs. 25c
SOLID PACK
OYSTERS
pL 19c

BANANAS

lbs.

lb.

|b.

2 cans

Shredded
Dandy Oyster Crackers 1

Feed

MICHI*AH

Niblets
Peas

Potted
Choc.

2 pts.
Sunbrite Cleanser 3 cans 14c
Wright’s Silver Polish Jar 23c
Scratch
100 lbs. $1.39
Dairy Feed, 16% 100 Bis. $1.10

HEAD LETTUCE
ONIONS

Whole Kernel
AAP lantern

Soups

25c
3 pairs 25c
25c; qt 24c

BLAND

BOLOGNA

19c
Karo Syrup ’l“Ub‘l 5-lb. pall 29e
Heinz
2 cans 25c
Clapp’s Baby Food 4 cans 29c

2
Gloves

Cut-Rite Wax

Brookfield

FANCY LONt

SQUARES

RING
SKINLESS

19c

Sauerkraut
Pineapple
Grapefruit

25c

SAUSAGE

DUCKS
BACON

— Spry

lbs.

25c

ROASTING CHICKENS

Cans

Pickles

19c
pkg. 10c
2 Ige. 15c
4

lb.

BEEF ROAST ,eTCHUat cim ,,ANDED (b. 17c
PRIME RIB ROAST •*A'N«° •*"“>«> «' |b. 19c

Peas

lb.

2-H>.
4-fc. bag

,«»,

21c

3 cans 25c
Del Mate
can 10c
Green Giant
2 cans 29c
A&P Fancy
2 cans 25c
A&P Btans Wl”l‘6r“" 2 cans 25c
Crlsco
3-lb. can 50c
DiH
/, gal. 19c
4 cans 25c

i/2 «>•

2lc

He.

Cem

23c
25c
29c
21c

Tea
35c
bulk
25c
Navy Beans
bag 6c

Salada Black
Nactar Green Tea,

Yams

—

Pet or
Salad

Milk

Butter

Milk

Very Special Dinner
Cream of Mushroom Soup
Fried Chicken Cream Gravy
Candied
Green Peas
Tomato Salad

Michigan State personnel: affirm-

White House

15c

g,

roll*

24b.

2

Peanut
2-lb. |ar
Soda Crackers NIC 2 lbs. 13c

Coo Idea

Tea and

nelle and Jennings.

atives

37c

Coffee

B, Lingley and Mellenger; C, Cici-

is

25c

lb.

4

FLAKES

2 Large Packages

Low Cost Dinner

negatives are: A, Koffman, LeClair;

Alma

Green or

19c KS

Fowl

19c

TUNA

RINSO

or

lb.

TOUNS STEWIN.

roll*

SULTANA

Wax
4 No. 2 Cana

Braised Short Ribe of Beef
PotatoesOnions Turnips Celery Curia
Bread and Butter
Butterscotch Refrigerator Pudding
Tea or
Milk

affirmatives are: A,

Todd and Draper; B, Dehority and
Kane; C, LeDuc and Smith. Alma

PEAS-CORN

j

4

WISCONSIN CHEESE

OXYDOL

TOMATOES

.J4c

Rib

3pkft. 10c

~

SEMINOLE TISSUE
BORDEN’S CHEESE

BEANS

Brop

Bills

Tm Co.

T&,Xd=S0Dp^^

cemetery.

V

— we buy in larger volume — and always on a cash
bans. We have no fancy fixtures,or credit losses, or expensive
delivery service to add to our prices. And we ask only ona
small profit from pur satisfied customers. This permits you
to buy more food and better food for leu money. Do all
your marketing at A&P Markets for one week — we know
that our big values will bring you back again and again.

Boy all yoar food for one foil week
Markets — your meats, fruits, vegetables,coffee, tea,
bread — everything. We’re sore you’ll save real cash because
know our prices are very low day in and* day
’ 'out You
see, we keep an accurate check on food prices all over-------town
every day. A sort of friendly service to our customers to xave
them shopping time and money. Our prices are astonishingly
low because we deal direct with millers, farmers, manufacthis experiment 1

A&P

at

as many

teams up to eight as they desired.
Responseswere as follows: Albion,
eight teams; Alma, six; Michigan
ber of Hope Reformed church, State, five; Central State, four;
By CORA ANTHONY
where she was always actively in- Huntington, two; Calvin,two. Hope
Director of AAP Kitchen
The only near relative will enter nine teams to even the
t^^iurvive^is^yephew, Dr. J. E. number.
of Grand Rapids. Several
with ui, and thla important food is now
Debaters Named
OTuains in Holland also survive.
in the very reasonable price bracket.
Funeral services will be from the
Personnel of debaters is as folThe quality of all grade* la very good
Dykatra Funeral Home at 2 o'- lows: Albion affirmatives,A, GerMeat and poultry prices have changed
clock this Thursday, Rev. Paul E.
little einct last
week._ Fish, both fresh
_____
ald Michael and Alda Rolph; B, ________
and frozen, is Waalentifal,and thereHinkamp officiating. Burial wffl be
James
Bristah
and
Don
Benedict;
fore
costs
moi,.
__ tier remains vary
m the old Bolhuis lot in Pilgrim

Home

Week

One

Monday, 7:30 P. M.— Orchestra

practiceat 17 W. Eighth St., under
Thirty-eight debate teams from the directionof Mr. John Swierenven colleges in Michigan and
vited to speak.
Tuesday, 7:30 P. M.— Young PeoIndiana
are now on Hope’s campus
» • *
ple’s Bible Clasii Studies on the
and
today,
Thursday
to
take
part
New officers were elected TuesTabernacle.
day night at a meeting of the local in the invitationtournament spon----- ay, 2:30 P. M.— Ladies’
Wednesday.
chipter of the United National As- sored by the men’s debate squad Prayer Band.
ition of Post Office Clerks and
Thursday,7:30 P. M.— Midweek
under the direction of Dr. Roland
its auxiliary at the home of Mr.
Prayer and Praise Meeting. Bible

I

..

Seven Colleges

•

ma

i

1

r

"All prices lubject to c

2 lbs.
2 lb*.

39c
39c

